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Hotsprings land 
dea l  sa id  ,, 
TERRACE - -  An agreement 
between the lands branch and 
resort developer Bert Orleans to 
add nearly 75ha to his Mount 
Layton Hotsprings property is 
imminent, says the branch's 
regional director. 
Jim Yardley said last Friday 
the two parties were close to 
reaching agreement on a por- 
tion to the south of the hotspr- 
ings. That parcel is a clear cut 
extending back toward a heavily 
treed area .  closer to the lake. 
Schulbuckhand (Skully) Creek 
flows through the property. 
The parcel is about half th~ 
size Orleans first asked for  in 
January 1988 so he could build 
a golf course. 
Yardley Said it would likely 
be some mon~s before a deci- 
sion was made on a further re- 
quest for more land nearer the 
lake• : : 
Jim Yardley 
last year the lands branch in- 
dicated it was prepared to give 
approval, On 73.4ha only. 
: I t  also saidit would consider 
In January !988, Orleans ap-_ Orleans' request to increase that 
plied for 153habetweenHwy 37. by  afffrther:21.5hd'~t~vided he '  
and :the lakeshOre, most of submitted an up-to-date plan 
which he intendedto use for an for his entire development prow 
18-hole golLcourse. In March ing he needed the extra area,:  
In February of this year the 
branch said that plan had been 
received and it had asked 
Orleans to carry out an en- 
vironmental impact study on 
the area. 
While confirming that study., 
was now underway, Yardley 
pointed out, " I t 's  a fairly com- 
prehensive job so I expect it will 
take some months as opposed to 
weeks." 
The impact assessment would 
include preparing inventories of 
fish stocks and habitat on the 
site and a "thorough survey" of 
drainage patterns, he explained, 
Pointing out the land was 
lower and wetter than the parcel 
about to be approved, he said 
water courses appeared to flow 
in a variety of  directions before 
emptying into the lake. "That's 
an important hing to unders- 
tand, exactly how the drainage 
works in the area," he added. 
Yardley said the golf course 
plati:@Ould have tob-emodified 
if .the lands branch turned down 
the request for the second parcel 
of property. 
Judge queries testimony 
TERRACE - -  A county court caused the two women to 
judge has directed prosecutors 
to investigate why several rape  
victims in a northern B.C. 
village have changed their 
stories about the man they said 
attacked them. 
Judge Robert T. Errico 
dismissed the two charges of 
assault causing bodily harm and 
aggravated sexual assault 
against an Iskut man charged 
with the offences• Both women 
• who had complained to police 
told the court a t  the  June 14 
trial they had been drinking 
heavily at the time and had no 
recollection of what happened• 
But Errico said something 
change their stories and sug- 
gested someone may have 
tampered with the justice 
system• 
" I  have heard the evidence of 
the two complainants in this in- 
dictment who have  testified 
before this court that they have 
absolutely no recollection of the 
events that took place alleged in 
this indictment," Errico stated 
in his ruling. " I  think I can infer 
from the questions put to them 
by Crown counsel that they did 
indeed make a complaint and 
that they did indeed make 
statements o the RCMP. 
"Since that time, something 
Centre ideas wanted 
TERRACE- -  No date has been 
fixed yet, but a city spokesman 
says there will be a public 
meeting on the proposed $4.5 
million community/conference 
by  the end of next month. 
Doug Smith, hired by the city 
to look at several social and 
economic development pro- 
jects, said council wants the 
community's response by then 
so it can decide whether to pro- 
ceed with the project, 
Smith said the city was in the 
process of putting together a 
pamphlet - -  " I t ' s  not a glossy 
preliminary drawings for the 
facility and details of  its size 
and features. It would also have 
a space for readers' comments 
and suggestions. 
In the meantime, Smith and 
economic development officer 
Peter Monteith are meeting with 
various local organizations to 
explain the concept and receive 
reaction. I f  there were any 
groups in the community which 
wanted to have such a presenta- 
tion, smith added, they could 
arrange one by calling either 
Smith or Monteith at 635-6311. 
has happened to cause them to 
testify before this court on oath 
that nothing ever happened," 
he said. " It  is apparent that so- 
meone has been very seriously 
tampering with the administra- 
tion of  justice." 
E r r i co  said the victims' 
change Of testimony meant the 
charges had tobe dismissed, but 
added: " I  trust the Crown will 
be looking further into this." 
The man is also to be tried by 
judge and jury Oct. 15 on two 
other charges - -  one count of 
assault causing bodily harm and 
one charge of sexual assault. 
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From front 
Mystery 
company 
chase by the ski corporation of 
ski lift equipment owned by the 
regional district on its now- 
closed Kitsumkalum ski hill. 
Information provided by the 
ski corporation when the re- 
quest was made this spring in- 
dicated the regional district 
would become the single largest 
shareholder if it accepted the 
proposal. 
But that is no longer the case 
given the recent investment by 
the unidentified company, said 
Piffer. 
The corporation this week 
began removing ski lift towers 
from Kitsumkalum using a large 
helicopter.. 
It will also use the Kit- 
sumkalum lift return station but 
is spending $600,000 on  a new 
power drive, chairs and other 
equipment. 
The new power drive means 
1,200 people an hour can be 
transported up to ski runs and 
the other purchases come from 
new federal regulations affec- 
ting ski lifts, said project 
manager Mark Grabowski. 
Other financial involvement 
with the ski venture includes 
$2.6 million' the province is 
spending to improve a logging 
road into the Shames area from 
Hwyl6 and construction of a 
separate access road. 
Martin said it wasn't difficult 
to raise the $1.5 million but that 
uncertainty in waiting for other 
financial arrangements to be 
made meant the effort was 
longer than anticipated. 
"One of those was the 
(tourism) loan and we've been 
waiting for the regional district 
to make some kind of  
decision," said Martin in referr- 
ing to the shares for debt pro- 
posal. 
The regional district has ask- 
ed the provincial government 
for its opinion on the proposal. 
Ski corp 
receives 
crown 
land 
TERRACE - -  The Shames 
Mountain Ski Corporation has 
received a long-term lease of 
Crown land for its development 
west of Terrace. 
An agreement signed last 
week turns over 3,500ha of land 
around Shames Mountain for 
20 years to the corporation in 
return for paying the province 
two .per cent of its ski lift 
revenues a year. 
The ski operation to cost just 
over $2 million for its first 
phase is scheduled to open this 
winter. 
Included in the agreement is a 
provision for the government to
sell the corporation a parcel of 
land which it can then subdivide 
for re-sale as lots for cabins, 
said ski corporation spokesman 
Larry Krause. 
He welcomed the agreement 
not only for the stability it will 
give the corporation but 
because it also clears the way 
for a federal-provincial low-cost 
tourism development loan first 
announced two years ago. 
That loan of just over 
$500,000 will come in $100,000 
portions. It is to be paid off 
over 20 years at an interest rate 
of two per cent a year. 
"We expect he the first in- 
stallment o arrive in a very 
short period of time," said 
Krause. 
The land use agreement also 
contains a provision whereby* 
the corporation must invest al l  
o f  its profits for the first five 
years back into the mountain in 
return for the province paying 
$2.6 million for a road tothe ski 
area. 
That $2.6 million is being 
spent to improve a 9kin portion 
from Hwyl6 into the Shames 
Valley first built by Skeena 
Cellulose and on construction 
o f  a 4.Skin ~ section leading to 
the ski area, . 1' ' 
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Dr'iver  
not guilty: 
TERRACE --  The'driver of a 
loaded logging truck that collid, 
ed with a school bus last winter 
hasbeen found not guilty of 
driving without due care and at- 
tention. 
The Jan. 26 accident happen- 
ed in snowy conditions as the 
school bus was tt/rning leftto 
enter Klean~ subdivision and 
pick up more students. One stu- 
dent was injured. 
Alth'ough Judge :R0bert  
Graham last month t'0uhdlogg- 
ing truck driver Roy Clifford 
crossed a double solid line on 
Hwy 16 to pass the bus, he ruled 
Clifford was not driving 
without due care and attention. 
Clifford testified he rounded 
a corner on the highway and 
saw the school bus ahead in the 
same lane, but-backing up with 
its amber lights flashing. He 
said he decided to pass the bus 
because he .had  plenty of 
visibility ahead, but drivers ap- 
proaching from behind would 
have difficulty stopping i f  he 
stopped. 
But Clifford said as he pulled 
outto pass the l~us, it swung left 
across the highway in front of 
him. He cranked the wheel to 
the left and managed to turn 
with the bus onto Goodin Road. 
The vehicles didn't touch, but 
asthe t/'uck jack-knifed, acou- 
ple of its logs flew forward and 
punched a hole in the bus. 
Office 
opens 
TERRACE - -  The New 
Democratic Party has opened 
an office here that'll also be us- 
ed as its campaign headquarters 
when an election is called, says a 
party spokesman. 
Gail Murray said the office is 
for party members and•for peo- 
ple who may need help in deal- 
ing with various government 
agencies. 
i~Party leader Mike Harcourt 
ai~d' several NDP MLA~S are to  
bel present for an opening 
ceremony July 18. 
f 
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Roci:y situation 
ROCK CLIMBING may be a sport, but for this crew it's a job. These workers are drilUng five-metre 
deep holes to hold steel rods designed to reinforce acliff face on Hwy16 west of Terrace. Project 
supewisor Reg Ryan, of Cerka Contract Management Ltd., said the crew has completed exten- 
sive repairs west of Terrace at Carwash Rock, and this week w be taking 3,000 cub c metres out 
of the cliff on Hwy37 just south of the'T'erra(~e~igh scales. 
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No smoking" :~ I .  - ,  
"plan starts: 
TERRACE - -  A proposal by 
the Skeena Health Unit to in- 
volve young people in develop. 
ing a project to stop other 
young people from smoking will 
beone of the first of its kind, 
says the unit's director. 
Dr. David Bowering said 
there are lots of education pro- 
grams about smoking but not 
many which involve people of 
the same age the programs are 
trying to reach. 
The proposal is being made to 
the B.C. Health Care Research 
Foundaii0n which in turn has 
received money from the pro- 
vincial government for specific 
health risk prevention pro- 
grams. 
A $5,000 grant from the 
foundation is being used to 
develop the proposal, said 
Bowering. 
"What we want to develop is 
a program that will first 
evaluate smoking among young 
people and then have incentives 
to encourage them to quit," 
said Bowering. 
The plan is to involve 
teenagers in the 10 northern "
high schools within the Skeena 
Health Unit boundaries beginn- ' 
ing in January of next year. 
"The ~ best efforts to reduce 
Smoking have so far not been 
good enough, particulary with 
teenage girls," said Bowering. 
"In fact, the number of 
teenage girls smoking is increas- 
ing. Its part of the body image 
that sm6king keeps you slim." 
"It also seems to be one of 
the rites of passage ~that  you i 
have to do something that ', 
adults don't approve of and ' 
that you have to undertake 
something that is a risk. Unfor- ! 
tunately it's a distorted risk ~ it • 
doesn't show up until a person ~ 
is 50 or 60," said Bowering. 
.J 
One of the problems, added 
Bowering, is that smoking is ad- 
dictive but youngpeople, unlike 
those in their 30s or40s, don't " 
have a reason to stop, 
The health unit is working 
with a consultant to develop the 
proposal for submission to the 
research foundation i  time for 
a Sept. 1 deadline. 
Welfare rights 
to be explored 
TERRACE--A workshop here the Law Foundation of B.C: 
July 23 will give those on social 
assistance and people acting on 
their behalf information on 
rights and responsibilities, ays 
its organizer. 
Gerald King of the Terrace 
Anti-Poverty Group Society 
said problems often occur 
because people don't know 
what is expected of them or of 
government agencies. 
"Rules and regulations 
change all the time. There's a 
real lack of information," he 
said. 
The one-day workshop will 
be conducted by Vancouver 
welfare advocate Gus Long o f  
Federated Anti-Poverty Groups 
of B.C. through a grant from 
This workshop is one of a series , 
financed by the foundation that 
she'll be conducting around the : 
province. 
King said the session is the • 
first one of its kind for several • 
years in the city. 
"She (Long) makes things as 
uncomplicated as possible," 
said King. 
"Most often people feel in- 
timidated because they feel they 
don't have enough education," 
he added. 
The workshop takes place in 
the Skeena Health Unit 
auditorium. It'll[ ~¢'~f6llo.~e~-~ 
a half-day one July 24, also con~ 
ducted by Long, on poverty and 
its effects. 
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Anchors aweigh 
Dave Parker is the MLA for Skeena. 
• He's  also the minister responsible for 
northern development. The first is 
primarily political and the second works 
on parley and administration. Because 
of, there is one big problem• 
For unlike private industry which can 
make decisions based solely on business 
sense, every action of a government is 
tied to its need to succeed politically. 
Good politics is supposed to come from 
good business. Every dollar Dave Parker 
brings to the riding theoretically also 
means more votes. 
Consider the $400,000 the provincial 
government is spending for a port 
development study at Kitimat. It may 
eventually make good sense but the reac- 
tion two weeks ago to Parker's an- 
nouncement of  the study would suggest 
otherwise. 
Kitimat has long been interested in its 
own port development and has spent the 
money and commissioned its own studies 
to back up its plan. That's why it wasn't 
• money. A private investor is already in- 
terested and what Kitimat wanted was . 
government money for road access to  
dockside. 
On the surface this is bad news for Mr. 
Parker. The very community he is trying 
to help effectively told him to stuff it. It 
follows then that politically, Mr. Parker 
did not gain anything. And that could 
make things dicey given how close the 
province is to an election. 
One measure of  how Mr. Parker 
reacted to the Kitimat criticism is a letter 
he released several days after the initial 
announcement. It justified the $400,000 
study by pointing out that no matter who 
might build a port, such •studies are 
necessary for environmental impact 
assessments. It also gently suggested • 
Kitimat had a case of  tunnel vision by 
not thinking of what the port means for 
the northwest economy. 
In a business sense, the provincial 
study has possibilities. It goes beyond a 
port at Kitimat to include the Terrace- 
Kitimat airport under the premise that 
A'  
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Airbolrne Socreds 
cause a problem 
for an early approval of their 
estimates. 
Gran is not a seasoned politi- 
cian, a fact that became painful. 
ly obvious during the debate of 
her estimates. Rather than giv- 
ing straight-forward eplies to 
questions, her answers were 
• dripping with contempt for the 
opposition, which retaliated by 
keeping the pot boiling. 
Mind you, the opposition 
isn't the only one Gran is mad 
at these days. An earlier column 
I wrote on the government air- 
craft controversy prompted the 
minister to write a rather angry 
letter to the editors of 
newspapers which ran' the col- 
u l l ln .  
I just want you to know that i
fully co-operated with the 
minister. When her office called 
Cabinet ministers continued to insist that their 
own use, of aircraft took second priority to am- 
bulance requirements. 
What alsodragged out the 
debate over whether or not too 
many cabinet ministers were us- 
ing too many government air- 
craft too often was government 
services minister Carol Gran's 
behavior in the legislature. 
Gran is the minister esponsi- 
ble for the fleet of government 
aircraft. She's also the minister 
whose ministry's budget  
estimates were debated in the 
legislature last week. That gave 
the NDp ample opportunity to 
grill her over the use or misuse 
of government planes. 
Seasoned cabinet ministers 
know how to handle themselves 
during budget• estimates. They 
me to ask whether they could ~' 
have a list of papers ! write for, 
I complied, without becoming 
contemptuous. 
As I said at the outset, ascan- 
dal it isn't but it also doesn't ex. 
actly enhance the Socreds' im- 
age. The sooner the government 
can put the government aircraft 
controversy behind it, the bet- 
ter. 
One way to achieve, that goal 
is to learn a lesson from the 
Emergency Health Services 
Commission's annual report 
and find a way of cutting 
cabinet ministers' use o f  
government aircraft, rather 
than reducing air ambulance 
ing their lumps and admitting try to answer the opposition's hours. 
I 
by ravenous Sikorsky-sized 
skeeters elbowing for a landing 
pad. Once they'd siphoned our 
life blood, they airlifted us back 
to the highway. 
Seems to me mosquitoes 
would be the perfect solution to 
guarding outdoor property: 
parking compounds, country 
homes, and heavy duty equip- 
ment left at remote work sites. 
Or anywhere that lacks electrici- 
ty or telephones. 
. Besides their elentless search 
for trespassers, mosquitoes 
never nap, unlike gun-toting 
security personnel who tend to 
doze on quiet~shifts .Their at- 
tention can't 'be dive~ted by 
bdshrabbits or bribes; they per- 
faith independent of a com- 
munication link with the nearest 
police department. 
~They also display the ideal 
emPloyee attitude, cheerfully 
working lunch hours, overtime, 
and holidays, Best of all/they 
can be relied upon to patrol 
their assigned territory day and 
night; without a supervisor 
Chocking on them. 
;:Rattlers, wasps, and mos- 
quitoes'i~ge born to bite. Even 
midget ~osquitoes with their 
slow-reiease venom send large 
animals packing in a frenzy, 
Thrinl~ : whaf  ~ an effect/0url 
monster models could have on 
unsuspecting intruders. 
It's that peculiar affribute 
which sets mosquitoes apart as 
watchmen. For until they come 
within striking range, they're in- 
visible. Besides giving them the 
advantage of surprise, they 
can't be tallied by B and E ar- 
tists Casing the premises for a 
hit. 
While caretakers demand 
wages, posh living accommoda- 
tions, and regular days off, 
mosquitoes seek out their own 
rewards, are happy under all 
working conditions, and 
wouldn't, consider taking time 
off. Why, they even bring in ex- 
tra troops for holidays. 
The subject of off-season 
maintenance never arises with 
mosquitoes. As winter ap- 
pr0a~hes~ there's no need fo r  
!a~-off .notices, unemployment 
insurance,  or even winter's up- 
ply of KewL-Ration. Nor is 
there a" hook-up or disconnec- 
tion fee. 
When spring temperatures 
melt the snow filling ponds and 
ditches, with stagnant water, a 
fred~¢rop of genetically-trained 
sentries hatch, keen to defend 
their habitat -- plus a few extra 
hectares -- from interlopers. 
~i<~:Before ~a /German Sheplter'd;~ j 
will guard, he must be confined 
to the area like a prison guard in 
a maximum security peniten- 
tiary. But mosquitoes take 
naturally to their respon- 
sibilities, eager to remain on the 
alert without coersion of walls, 
fencing, or an employment con- 
tract. 
Only two shortcomings 
restrict mosquitoes' ability to 
ward off vandals and other 
undesirables. First, they are 
helpless to exercise their per- 
suasive techniques on anyone 
operating from a closed in cab. 
Second, insect repellant s disable 
their radar. 
But those are minor 
drawbacks to their effec- 
tiveness. 
I know. 
Valuable pests 
Security companies 
make a fortune renting mos- 7h-~ ~g- -h -  - - - ~ / #  
quitoes as intruder alarms. 
The revelation came to me 
Canada Day weekend when we Bifocals 
went for' a drive and got out of 
thetruck intending to walk over by Claudette S a ~  
to the river bank. 
Instantly we were smothered 
"For years the regional tourism in- 
dustry has looked for a way to entice 
travellers to spend more time in the nor- 
thwest. The longer they stay, the more 
money they'll spend. 
The one effective method has been 
here all the time - -  highway construc- 
tion. Its season starts at the same time as 
the first travellers appear in the area. 
So what's needed is an innovative ap- 
proach. There's great potential for 
mobile refreshment stands, poised to set 
up whenever traffic is halted. If enough 
information on highways projects is 
available before hand, pamphlets in- 
dicating where they are and what kind of 
sites and activities are nearby would be 
helpful. 
Not only would the traveller be 
helped, but more money would be spent 
as a result. 
was rubbed into the wounds. 
Ironically it was a govern- 
ment report that kept the con- 
troversy going, just When it 
looked as if it had run its course 
and the Socreds could breathe 
more easily.. 
The cost of chartering private 
aircraft to fly mercy missions 
was iup by $1.2 million for a 
total of $6.7 million last year, 
according to the Emergency 
Health .Services Commission's 
annual report, tabled in the 
legislature last week. 
And one of the reasons for 
that increase, the report says, 
was the "inability of Govern- 
ment Air• Services to provide 
sufficient flight hours." 
• Wait a minute. Isn't that the 
outfit used by cabinet ministers 
to fly all over this province? It 
is, indeed. And that's what gave 
the NDP renewed vigor to keep 
embarrassing the government. 
To be fair about his, the in- 
ability of Government Air Ser- 
vices to provide sufficient flight 
hours wasn't he only reason the 
report gave for the rising cost of 
pressing chartered aircraft into 
ambulance service. 
-- Other easons included higher 
fuel prices and increased charter 
rates. It is also important o 
note that government aircraft 
aren't always suitable for a 
specific mercy mission; nor are 
they.always in the right place, 
evenif they don't happen to be 
used by cabinet ministers. 
Still~ the commission's report 
implied ihat less use of the 
government fleet by politicians 
might keep down the cost of the 
air ambulance service. 
Meanwhile, rather than tak- 
bulance service, cabinet 
ministers continued to insist 
that their own'use of the aircraft 
took second priority to am- 
bulance requirements. 
The opposition called that 
claim "bizarre," pointing out 
that, according to the commis. 
sion's report, the actual hours 
government aircraft were used 
for ambulance service went 
down to 1,800 last year from 
2,800 the year before. 
Health minister John Jansen 
said the report's reference to in- 
ability to provide air ambulance 
flights meant only that the right 
type of aft'craft wasn't always 
available. I'm sure that's true in 
part, but doesn't account for 
the entire $1.2 million increase 
in the cost of chartering private 
aircraft for ambulance services. 
entirely happy with Parker's announce- export and import potential for the area" VICTORIA-- I know a scandal 
when I see one, and the B.C. S ~ ~  ment that a port development would is best served by combining sea and air government aircraft saga ~~.~i i l~  
take place under the supervision of a transportation, doesn't qualify by along shot, Fromihe 
provincial agency. Kitimat saw that as a The challenge for Mr. Parker now is but that doesn't mean the story Oapi ta  i [~! ] )~ i  
threat because it wants a port all to itself, to seek the best combination of politics isn't hurting the Socreds. ~ ~ 
The controversy over the use by  HUI:~I~ Boyoi'  ....... " ~>~ In fact, said Kitimat politicians, their and business. It won't  be easy but that's or misuse of government air- 
studies are fine. All they need is the life in the big time. ct:aft by cabim:t ministers at the ~:  ~: 
' TOU r| m boo t expense of the goverriment's air :,:,~ :,, . . . . .  . . . . . .  ' ambulance service had been that the government fleet could questions, to.the.,best ot' their 
hurting the Socreds for more perhaps be utilized more effi- ability. The more co-operative 
than two weeks when fresh salt ciently, in favor of the air am- they are, the better their chances 
e , , 
. . . . .  . att  : r ,..,New ,tude su .........  rounds  
cutting scen,c,,slopes * 
' l 
TERRACe- .  Not so Iong*agb Skeena Cellulose ihds been pact cutting plans, th.e company 
a.hillside visible from HW~16 cutting along the f lat of, the is also waiting for the results of 
Would have been, logged off, river but has left buffer strips of a forest service assessment of 
leaving a gap in the scenery, treesi making it virtually im- scenic values along Hw~.16. 
, : But that isn't happening any possible to  see the logged off As the situation Stands now, 
more given new attitudes on the blocks fromthe highway. Smith said Skeena Cellulose 
effects of leggin ~ on scenery. And,while it has plans to log doean,t have Plans to cut the 
' Skeena Cel lulose's Br~nt a hillsidethat isvisible from the hillside for another two years. 
Smith said the company started highway, the plan is to minimize " I t  will never be case of not 
lookingat he visual impact log- what can be seen, said Smith. cutting, I t  means cutting will 
ging has sometime ag 0, , "We could log perhaps 25 per take place over a longer period 
In particular, the company is cent of it, come back in four of  time "cut t ing  by different 
developing cutting plans for/its years and cut another quarter methods and not clearcutting," 
West Skeena rea,labout 25km andso on," said Smith. • he said. " " 
east of,Term'ace:on:the railway. : :"That way' there will be " Andwhile'there will an extra 
side of the~:Skeehh River. ', VarioUs stages of  green up (the expense by returning several 
. That,s theareajust across the  growth of seedlings) by having times to specific ~eas, the cost 
river, leading off from a bridge four smallercuts/' he said, ~ , / :  isn't at the ~it~t where it makes 
built by tbecompany l~t  year, Whil" e i t has its own visual int-/Suc h 'practices ! utiec0nomical, 
• • .  : :  ~ : . ,  ~ . : . /  - .~ . :  : " - : '  
• '•~:~ ' ~ "~ ~/ ! i  / i  • ~ ¸ : ¸ " : .  ~" 
of ts ( 
Smith added. :. :i:~.':~':~ 
"The areas to be:logged will 
be large enough., to  have a 
regular side (catting operation) 
in there," he said. / . 
Skeena Cellulose is using a 
computer program:purchased 
from a companyspecializing  
the field to predict how areas 
will look after they have been 
cut by different methods. 
The system involves designing 
a cutting plan so that areas to be 
logged follow geographic on- 
tours so as to blend in with the 
surrounding area. : 
In the meantime, Skeena 
Cellulose is cutting u£ valleys 
not,visible from the highway. 
TERRACE --  The newest and 
most visible clear cut along the 
Skeena River toward Prince 
Rupert is the last of its kind. 
says the manager of the forest 
district based in Prince Rup¢rt. 
Gary Adolph described the 
50ha cutting operation, located 
on the other side Of the Skeena 
River along a series of low hills 
approximately 60kin 'from 
Prince Rupert as "the best of a 
bad situation." 
"I can't say it ~von't happen 
again but now everybody is that 
much more aware of how things 
should be done," he said of the 
operation approved when scenic 
values weren't being taken into 
consideration. 
There wasn't a clearly def'med 
plan to log to minimize its visual 
impact until the effects at the 
start Of cutting ~ last year,were 
seen;Adolph continued. ,, 
That lead to the involvement 
of the forest region's forester 
specializing in landscape designs 
to minimized visual impacts,. 
Adolphsald. 
"The block itself was to be a 
lot bigger. We never got the full 
magnitude of what it could have 
been," added Adolph. 
The involvement of the land- 
scape forester turned the logg- 
ing plan away from chunky 
clear cuts into finger-shaped 
cutting areas that blend in with 
A CLEARCUT which began appearing along the Skeena River between Prince Rupert and Terrace last 
year has since had its logging plan modified to make less prominent. 
the surrounding area. 
The logging is taking place 
through a licence sold by the 
forest service under its small 
business program. 
That sale took place in the 
early 1980s but several exten- 
sions were granted until cutting 
finally started last year. 
"The timber sale was put up 
at that point in time when it was 
felt it was quite reasonable. The 
reality of it now is what can we 
Values change over time and we 
apply that experience in other 
areas," said Adolph. 
This is the last year the forest 
service will give an extension 
and the company "in there has 
been told it must finish this fall, 
said Adolph. 
He added that original plans 
called for the area to be 
replanted this year. 
Adolph and other forest ser- 
vice officials said no other cut- 
do it mitigate. It was a mistake, ting is planned along the Skeena 
, . . . 
burning 
said necessary 
Bob Wilson 
TERRACE - -  While slash bur- 
ning may be unpopular, it is 
sometimes the best way of deal- 
ing with logged off sites, say 
local forest service officials. 
They say burning can reduce 
the risk of forest fires and rids 
logged, of f  areas of unwanted 
material before replanting. 
The officials made their point 
while taking regional district 
representatives on a recent our 
o f  the Thunderbird area near 
the airport. 
/Late last year the regional 
district Called for a moratorium 
on all slash burns pending a 
review of  the practice and a 
complete ban on burns within 
10 miles of the airport. 
'Standing on a debris-strewn 
site'logged off only weeks ago, 
forest service protection officer 
Joe Katasanoff said leaving 
slash can lead to fires. 
~The hazard on each site must 
trying to fred a.'better way," 
Katasonoff emphasized. 
Forest district silviculturalist 
Bob Wilson said controlled 
burns were also necessary at 
times to clear land so it can he 
properly replanted. 
Pointing to an adjacent site 
which had been logged in 1984 
and burned the following spr- 
ing, he said the amount of slash 
left after logging would have 
made it impossible to plant the 
required number of evenly 
distributed trees. 
Although mechanical clearing 
of slash was an alternative, on 
some sites ~ particularly wet 
ones-- there was a risk the soils 
could be compacted to the ex- 
tent the site's productivity was 
reduced, Wilson continued. 
"We want the treatment that 
will have the least impact on the 
soil," he explained. 
Forest service soil scientist 
be assessed to decide "whether machine with rotary blades - -  Rick Trowbridge said burningis 
we can live with' the hazard or to break up left over wood into als0 tempered by the need not to 
whether, we have to do Smaller bi~ and then pack it h~ the: forest floor. 
something about it," he said.., down; are being used but the ,;Soil ~0nditinnq an each site 
ion one sitethere was not only fire i 1~, tential cou ld  be made : dlctlite w ~-;;~.;~.-a': .,,,ssible 
a'lot P~'.i~:,b~,t' It=, I~t~i ty '  ~lse,~;thedeb.r!s ~e~• outi he..:,: ~h l t  ~6 of year It should take 
tO the.al~i~i,  WindscOitunon. ' "; "':~ '~;"~""!'/:": : "::"~!"!;;-"':: ": biaCe~.alid h6w intense the fire 
t " t -  ' r . . . . . . . . . .  to " ' ; " " ' "  : :  ' "  . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  o' l~e:a ea and:easy access " ,' A,thitd option waspushing '  should be. 
the ~drea/m'ean: that ~ntrolled the slash up:int0:a ,numberof' i Describing the Prince Rupert 
fl~i, i~duce the:c~nee o f  ac- piles. ,They could'then be,burn;' :f0r~t reeion's burn research' 
ci~ientaL,:0r: !defiberate!y set , ed o f f  iddi~du~y or la:smali: ~,!Pmgram ~ the most extensive 
blazesi"keddlKai~onoff, > ..... groups tfius:,?~reducing,,~the "in,the' rovlnce, he was cent- 
• .!Al!em~flyest •such M~t~lng a arnount, of!<~ke;~pt6du~at:,~/d~t~the effects of burning 
slkkh;~;~ btiSte'~ ~:--: a :"!racked inY: bne i~ei::"*~e"~e,i:eiiw~i':!i,., Cotfldbe"~ntroiled, 
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River between Terrace and 
P.rince Rupert until an inven- 
tory of scenic values is com- 
pleted. Its part of a study stret- 
ching from Houston to Prince 
Rupert along Hwyl6 and takes 
in sections of Hwy37. 
That study will give specific 
sections of scenery a quality 
rating. These will then be com- 
pared to whatever cutting plans 
there might be and steps then 
taken to mini~ze or eliminate 
the visual impact of logging. 
PUTTING L'IL BEAVER through its paces, Graham Albertson 
shows just how quickly the new machine can girdle a tree, 
Unique method 
aids foresters 
TERRACE - -  As a techni- 
que for killing off "weed 
trees" in the forest, girdling 
is not new. But forest con- 
tractors Brinkman and 
Associates have added 
something- power. 
Girdling is removing a 
strip of bark from around 
the circumference of a tree 
which cuts off the flow of 
nutrients and eventually 
causes its death by starva- 
tion. 
The process has long been 
done by hand tools, a time 
consuming effort,  says 
Br inkman supervisor 
brush or hold on to the tree. 
It's cutting arm is also 
swivel-mounted to allow use 
by left- or right-handers. 
Describing girdling as a 
method of "speeding up 
nature," Albertson said the 
death of unwanted trees in 
the forest gives more room 
for the growth of more 
valuable conifer species. 
Those unwanted trees die 
off eventually if left alone 
but are gone within two or 
three years after being girdl- 
ed, he added. 
Albertson suggested the 
method could also be used in 
Graham Albertson until the a mature forest~by girdling 
~,design of ~,~il~'~,~aye~'~"~?~ ;~ <' tanding "decidiI0us trees 
' It's a po~wer-dfiven device, three' to four years before 
similar to ones that cut 
weeds, but the cutting edge is 
a five-foot length of chain 
saw chain. The chain is 
wound up and released at the 
end of an arm. 
Albertson said the chain 
was chosen because it is easy 
to control the depth of the 
cut, can be sharpened by 
hand and doesn't kick back. 
The L'il Beaver can be 
operated one-handed leaving 
the other free to hold back 
harvesting. Killing those 
trees removed the possibility 
of their sprouting from the 
roots or stumps left by logg- 
ing and removed potential 
seed trees. 
Albertson said that ap- 
proach could be co.st- 
effective because it would 
remove the need for post- 
harvest treatment. Before or 
after harvest, it also offered 
an alternative to herbicide 
spraying. 
TO BURN OR NOT TO BURN. While controlled burns may be increasingly unpopular, Kalum district 
protection officer Joe Katasonoff says leaving slash can create a wildfire hazard, .He Is seen above stan- 
ding amongst the debris left on a logged off site near the airport. That slash represents a lot of fire fuel, 
he points out. , . .  
7 ; .  
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Building bought ':' I ,~'ii:!~L,~ I :Church 
Hall to expand 
have new 
tenants 
TERRACE - -  A local con- 
gregation has bought he Odd- 
fellows Hall on Munme for use 
as a church. 
The Terrace Full Gospel 
Christian Fellowship had been 
meeting in rented accommoda- 
tion since first starting services 
three and half years ago, says 
Pastor Slade Compton. 
Members  have started 
renovations and plan a dedica- 
tion service Aug. 19. 
"We've got a pretty busy 
time ahead of us before then," 
said Compton last week. 
The building has two floors, 
both of 3,500 square feet. 
Downstairs will be a nursery, 
sunday school area and youth 
centre while services will be held 
upstairs. 
"We now have approximate- 
ly 50 people attending services 
and the auditorium will sit 175 
or 180," said Compton. 
The Church is affiliated with 
the Apostolic Church of 
Pentecost of Canada. 
Compton described the con- 
gregation's new facilities as a 
welcome place from which to do 
church work and to hold ser- 
vices. 
" I t  never even hit the 
market," said Compton of the 
Oddfellows hall in describing a
chance phone call between one 
THE ODDFELLOWS HALL on Munroe is the new home of the Ter- 
race Full Gospel Christian Fellowship church. That's Pastor Slade 
Compton with son Luke, daughter Vicki and sister Vicki Powell. 
of the congregation members 
and a realtor. 
Possession took place July 1 
and several work parties have 
already taken place to get things 
ready for renovations. 
The interior will be drywail- 
ed, carpeted and painted. Also 
new will be a green with white 
trim outside painting. 
The congregation was called 
Terrace Christian Fellowship 
until the name changed to the 
Terrace Full Gospel Christian 
Fellowship. Its mother con- 
gregation is located in Prince 
George. 
TERRACE - -  The Evangelical 
Free Church is looking into 
whether it can afford to build a 
new church. 
Pastor Bill Olasspell said last 
week the congregation wants to 
build a new sanctuary seating 
up to 350 people, a gym, kit- 
chen and classrooms. 
"At  this point the congrega- 
tion has put a motion tO the 
board to see how we can ac- 
complish that. There's a 
building committee looking 
over the plans," he said. 
The idea is to construct he 
facility on its Park Ave. and 
Sparks St. property and sell its 
existing building, also on the 
property, for use as a commer- 
cial enterprise~ 
"Now that Lazelle is becom- 
ing a prime location, we feel 
Park Ave. is next and we think 
there is potential for a business 
that fits in with the area and is 
not of a high traffic nature," 
said Glasspeli. 
He estimated the cost of the 
new I0,000 square foot facility 
of one main floor and a partial 
upper level at $300,000, 
The existing building now 
seats 150 comfortably, said 
Glasspell. 
He added that the church 
wants a larger space not only 
for services but for recreation 
and social activities. 
Among the church's ministry: 
plans is a youth Program. Tliat 
starts this fall. 
,, I,ETTE 
t 
TO THE TERRACESTANDARD 
Minister up in the air 
Dear Sir: 
A Hubert Beyer column 
pertaining to the use of 
government aircraft which 
appeared in a recent edition 
of your paper was factually 
incorrect and deserves a 
response. 
Mr. Beyer claims I have 
abused the use of govern- 
ment aircraft for which I am 
the minister responsible, in 
traveling to and from my 
constituency. 
This is a false accusation 
which I take very seriously. 
The guidelines under 
which the government air- 
craft are used and have 
always been used state: "Air 
Services Branch may make 
arrangements for special 
flights upon request from a 
minister." 
Like all my colleagues I 
use a combination of com- 
mercial airlines, the ferry and 
government air services, in 
conducting the business of 
government. 
When government planes 
are not in use as air am- 
bulances they are used to' 
transpo~ officials of govern- 
ment o and from the capital 
on regularly scheduled flights 
and on special flights which 
are arranged according to the 
guidelines which I have made 
public. 
No one in British Colum- 
bia has ever been denied air 
ambulance service because 
the aircraft were being used 
by cabinet ministers or of. 
flcials of government. 
Mr. Beyer claims I have 
used the aircraft to commute 
between my constituency and 
Victoria and that I have 
diverted the planes from 
Boundrary Bay to Ab- 
botsford, at an added cost of 
$1,000 per flight. 
First the latter point. He 
tells his readers the $1,000 
cost may be exaggerated. 
Why then does he use it? 
He doesn't explain where 
he got the figure or why he 
hasn't ried to obtain a figure 
in which he could have n~ore 
confidence. 
We obtained an indepen- 
.... dent' estimate 'ihat puts the 
cost closer to $121. Why 
would he not, in fairness, in- 
clude the estimate we have 
provided? 
Your readers should be 
highly suspicious of a jour- 
nalist who would use a figure 
he admits may be inaccurate 
in order to make a point. 
Cabinet ministers are or- 
dinary people who have been 
chosen to perform extraor- 
dinary jobs. As anyone who 
has ever served in this capaci- 
ty knows the demands on 
one's time and indeed on that 
of one's family are 
phenomenal. A government 
air service makes it possible 
for cabinet ministers to meet 
the expectations of the 
public. 
Without such a service, 
ministers could meet fewer 
people, make fewer ap- 
pearances at community' 
events, and give much reduc- 
ed service to people in outly- 
ing regions, the very people 
Serious charge refuted 
by hospital union rep 
Dear Sir: 
On behalf of the Hospital 
Employee's Union (HEU), I 
extend best wishes to colum- 
nist Hubert Beyer for a full 
and speedy recovery from his 
heart operation in SeaKtle. 
I must respond, however, ~ 
to a'serious Charge Mr. Beyer 
directed atthe HEU in a col- 
umnpublished in your paper 
prior to his Seattle operation. 
M r, Beyer claimed in his May 
30  Column that the union was 
,,lying through its collective 
teeth'.! because it published 
news articles in The Hospital 
Guard ian critical of the 
Sociali~ Credit government's 
h~dl ing  of the waiting list 
• crises in B ,C ,  
, : :T l ie~U is in good com- 
. pany m :charging that the 
govei~nment,s ~ health care 
! recoiff!:h~ibeen a dismal 
, i failure." The health care 
i system in. B.C. is at the 
breaking - point and every 
• JeveLof the health care team 
has, concluded that govern- 
The health care system in B.C. is at the breaking 
po&t and government inaction has helped create 
the problem. 
ment in action has helped 
create the problem. This 
despite the fact that British 
Colmbians from every walk 
of life have said in numerous 
surveys that health care 
should be a top government 
priority. 
creased training facilities to ~ 
help offset a critical shortage 
of technologists. 
The Social Credit govern- 
ment has opted time and  
again for temporary, stop- 
gap solutions to health care 
needs. The people of British 
The HEU is committed to Columbia have been let 
constructive solutions. For  down. The HEU, as the  
example, the union has largest health care union in 
undertaken a campaign to Br i t i sh  Columbia, has an 
push for better use of the  ii:'0bligati0n to  both i t s  
nursing team to ease the  membership and the com- ~ 
waiting list crises. Hundreds ~ munities ~erved to demand a
of  unemployed or more  i::resPonsible govern- 
underemployed licensed ment approach to health 
practical nurses, orderlies care ,  
and patient care aides.could ,~ : ~ Yours sincerely, 
and should be utilized to eas(. ~ :".  := Carmela A]levaio, r t 
the shortage of registered ~i ~ !Secretary.Business 
nurses and to support over:~ ~ Manager, 
:burdened health care staf f i i ; : '  ~ Hospital Employees' 
We have also called for in- Union 
I 
Mr. Beyer's syndicated col-; 
umn is meant o reach. ~ - 
Sincerely,. i" "i . . . . . . .  " '  
Carol Gram, 
Ministerof 
Government 
Management 
Services and 
Minister Responsible 
for Women's 
Programs 
Victoria, B.C. 
:@ 
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CARRIER OF THE WEEK 
Chr is  Se l tenr ich  
- Quarter Cheese or BIO Mac 
- Largo Fdoe 
- Regular Soft Ddnk 
- Sundae ** 
Compliments ofMcDonald's 
In a clear reCord Of • 
delivery .~d"a '  Job well 
done you veieamed a 
FREE McHappy Meal. 
.Congratu la}!°ns " 
STANDAI   I 
,0,7,'--o,; Avg.. T..¢o. s.c. Sd8-7283 
Exclusively Distributed By 
I : 
CANADA " " 
No. 140-4741L=.~.A... T,~r,o,, e c. 635-6121 
• No, 2- 2823 C~k St.. T,or~hm, 6.C. 635"4841 
~Z9 Mo~ot=,Vi0w Sq., Kitim,t, B,C 632"4825 
No. 309.2nd A,o,, West, P,.¢, Rupert, s,c. 624-2221 
S-S-S-S- SURPRISE 
A SALE 
"t t 
t 
,% .A 
SALE STARTS 
THURSDAY, JULY 12 
We're afraid to publish our 
surprlslng pr lces. . .We don't want 
to start a s t~pede l  (And besides, 
that would spoil the surprisel) 
L However,  we can tell you that 
surpr ise  savings will be 
found in all departments 
...on a surpr l se  
~ selectlon of the 
latest summer fashlonsl 
// 
ASTONISHING! 
(Surpdse hint: 
look for savings of 
30%-50% Off 
regular pdcesl) 
MK BAY MARINA as it used to be is seen above, Just what it will 
look like once the expansion/upgrade project is.completed may de- 
bend on whether the Kitimat-Stikine regional district can persuade 
the federal government o come up with more money. If it cannot, 
one of the options it will have to consider is cutting items from the 
current masterplan. 
Tale of marine project 
one of financial twists 
By MALCOLM BAXTER 
TERRACE - -  Take the figure 
you first thought of, double it, 
add  on another $300,000 for 
good measure and you've got 
yourself anew marina. 
What you haven't got, if you 
are the Kit/mat-St/k/he r gional 
district, is the money to pay for 
it. 
And that could mean exten- 
ding the period taxpayers have 
to pay for the marina or a 
reduction in the kind of facility 
the regional district wants to 
build. 
Improvements to and expan- 
sion of MK Bay Marina near 
Kit/mat has long been a goal of 
the district. 
The regional district built the 
marina in 1974 but repeated 
~damage soon made it clear the-( 
~structure was unable t~ with~, 
tand the storms which swept up 
;the Douglas Channel each year 
and-so did not offer enough 
protection to vessels moored 
there. 
Seeking an answer to the 
perennial problem, it commis- 
:sioned Morrow Engineering in 
1986 to/produce plans for an 
improved facility. Those plans 
in~luded/C0st estimates. 
After an abortive attempt to 
sell the marina in early 1988 and 
having heard federal money 
might be available for an 
upgrading project, administator 
Bob Marcellin said the district 
then appliedto the Department 
of Fisheries and Oceans for a $, 
million grant. 
In doing so, he said, it used 
the figures in the Morrow 
there was even then a hint the 
total project cost might exceed 
that figure "because (the an- 
nouncement) only focused on 
dredging, excavation and the 
breakwater." 
That hint was underlined 
when Siddon talked in terms of 
the district using any money left 
after completion of those parts 
of the project for "other 
ed on a 200-berth marina using 
second-hand floats from the 
closed mining town of Kitsault 
on the north coast. "But we 
also said we didn't have the 
money," he pointed out. 
In an effort to come up with 
the extra money, the regional 
district applied to the provincial 
government in June 1989 for a 
$707,000 GO B.C. lottery grant. 
The reEional district applied to the federal govem- 
ment for $1 m/Ilion for improvements in 1988 after 
an attempt o sell the marina failed. 
phases." But, at that stage, the 
district did not know just how 
much they might be expected to 
come up with, 
Responsibility for designing 
the~n~w~!~ina w s given to 
Public Wo~'ks Canada (PWC), 
the department in charge of 
federal construction projects. 
The regional district urned over 
copies of its studies. Then, the 
costs began to escalate. 
Mareellin explained PWC 
became concerned the original 
design did not offer enough 
protection for moored vessels 
under certain wind and wave 
conditions. That meant a more 
substantial - -  and costlier - -  
breakwater would be needed. 
In February 1989 the district 
received PWC's first cost 
estimates. They revealed phase 
That figure was based on up- 
dated cost estimates of $1•.05 
million for phase I, $873,000 
for phase lI and $200,000 for 
"other components" which 
now included a new :f~i6hng 
system. The total dosf was now 
$2..123 million. 
In November the district 
learned the grant had been ap- 
proved and instructed PWC to 
go ahead with the project. 
The lottery grant amounted 
to one-third of the estimated 
project cost. That's the max- 
imum amount a project can 
receive under lottery guidelines. 
And even though the regional 
district had the $1 million from 
the federal government, i  was 
still approximately $400,000 
short of the remaining two- 
thirds it needed for the project. 
Project costs continued to rise despite cuts to the 
construction plan which were done to save money. 
vices provided by :the band 
could have saved the regional 
district "at least $100,000," 
said Marcellin. In exchange for 
its contribution, the band would 
have been given an equity posi- 
tion in the operation. 
But as the regional district 
looked for extra monies, PWC 
in February of this year decided 
the expanded marina was not 
large enough for 200 berths and 
reduced the figure to 125. That 
figure also reflected the need to 
cut costs -- the second hand 
floats were no longer available. 
Plans to relocate the laun- 
ching ramp and the fuel barge 
were also scrapped at a saving 
of a further $50,000. 
But despite xpectations that 
the project cost would be reduc- 
ed~ latest estimates from Pwc 
.~how'i'it /"had gone up, not 
down," said Marcellin. 
PWC now placed phase I 
costs at $1.15 million while the 
phase II and other components 
total had edged up to $1.2 
million for a new total of $2.35 
million. 
While he described the phase 
I estimates as "solid figures" --  
there is only one contract left to 
tender - -  he said the remainder 
needed "further refinement." 
Four of figures included in that 
$1.2 million were based on 1989 
estimates, Marcellin explained. 
All of this is now occurring at 
the same time as the regional 
district continues to look for the 
extra money it needs to pay for 
the project. 
It is still negotiating with the 
Kitimaat band and is still look- 
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Join 
Helmet 6iosbrecht 
and Special Guest ~ 
Mike Harcourt 
at the 
OFRCIAL OPENING 
of the 
Skeena New Democrats office 
Wednesday, July 18 :: 
3239 Kalum St. Terrace - 3 p.m. 
Everyone Welcome 
i 
i 
f ,  . • . 
i '1 
Xe,T.. l: 
Ska kvm, t  Swim ~=p.I 
' . : , J . I~A6~|7 ,:',:/.:: l 
Monday;Fdday,4,P;m::::/~,: I 
Cost $2012 wks ::: $11t/1 Vlk I 
Kk~S ~e 8:12 wM MVe:!~'sed: ~ |! 
Cr0~s Blue Level and ~nt to :llcre,,,,,,,a~ I 
• elr swimming skills. : ......... ., li 
Tireglster call: ; :. : : ~ | I
8holly Morgan . 630-0076 |
MlryOowedng. - 638-0101 I 
I 
PRONTO AUTOMOTIVE SERVICES 
Call Us For 
Your R.V. 
Appliance 
Repairs 
For appointment call 635-3113 
I oo,,  =o  I T ime C leaners  L td .  6 3 5  2 8 3 8  ! 
4404 Legion Ave., By the Curling Rink. 
CRYSTAL COLLECTORS CLUB 
OUR JULY 
CRYSTAL CHARACTER 
HANDCRAFTED FROM 32% FULL LEAD 
AUSTRIAN CRYSTAL 
Regular Retail Price 40. 00 
SPECIAL SALE PRICE 
OnLy 29. 9s 
Save 26% 
report."We thought $1 million 
was sufficient based on the 
engineering feasibility report one of the project (excavation Marcel/in said the regional 
the district had at the time," he and instal lat ion of  the district anticipated covering the 
explained, breakwater) would take up the shortfall through involvement 
With the federal election entire$1 million, of the Kitamaat band and 
looming, federal fisheries PWC offered a number of restructuring the existing debt 
minister Tom Siddon appeared options for phase two (in- on the mar ina. -  
in Kitimat in September of that eluding moorage floats and He said the $2.1 million 
~ear to announce the Small fuel, electricity and water supp- figure included items the band 
• Crafts Harbour section of his ly systems) ranging in cost from might be able to contribute in- 
department had approved the $500,000 to $1 million, stead of having the regional 
request, Marcellin said the district district pay for them. 
~': However, Marcellin recalled, selected an $853,000 option bas- Land and  water/sewer ser- 
Council notes 
demand 
;~rERRACE ,,.With more than 
half the ¢i6;'s stock of Kermode 
Bear  p/re:saving been snapped 
:Up in ,less: than three months, 
6ouncil:has decided to restrict 
:!.!i In the past the city h~ given receive only 
ithe pins to groups or individuals groups be limi 
/.tmvelHngi0ut of'town so that pins plus a fu~ 
:~they:could! PrOmote the Com- member to a n 
, 'munity. //,: ' • Another cha 
• : ~"~ ::' ..": ~, ' bus inesses  wtsl 
" . i~:i(Howevel',.economic develop pins tothdrvi l  
; ~medt officer Peter Monteith ex. . . . . . . . . .  
dent planning to travel overseas 
had been for 300 pins - -  he sug- 
gested establishing a limit. 
Council accepted his recom- 
mendation that individual 
travellers should in: future 
15 pins while 
li ited to a basic 10 
dus a further 10 per group 
)er t   maximum of 100. 
nge requires local 
Jsln.~ses i hing to hand out 
ns t o their visitors to put;chase 
them from retail outlets carry- dalned,:A]fis year demand was • 
i~tstriPl~l~k supply, and ,~w'- mg the souvenir; 
iu|delineS Were needed. ' ;  , , , , ,  
of the introduction of the ser- 
vice. 
*****  
The city has agreed to pay for 
the Provincial Emergency Pro- 
gram area coordinator to attend 
an emergency preparedness con- 
ference. 
Ray Tank had asked for up to 
$1,412 to attend the Oct. 23-25 
conference to be held in Van- 
couver. In approving his re- 
quest, aldermen noted that 
while Tank's duties required 
him:to work closely with the ci- 
ty, the position was a voluntary 
- ' ~0ne,  
Seniors and handicapped ** , , ,  
residents who qualifyto use the ' Co0ncil has approved an ap- 
new Handl-Dart and Para. pllcatlon: from the men's slow 
Transit systemswillget a chance pitch":league to hold • a beer 
"to try out the new services at no !garden. The event will coincide 
charge, council~ hii~ ::agreed tO' iWith'the league,s annual River- 
provide them with tickets givi~: ib0afi~!Days tournament. ,(Aug. 
• them one freerideProvlded the: ~3.0~:io !be  held at Riverside 
ticket is used within two month~ IP~I~!~.! 
ing at borrowing money to 
$600,000cover t heshortfall.now-estimated ~ . E R W  I ~ ~ ~ S  ~ 
In May, regional district 
cha i rman Jack  Taistra went to 
Ottawa to ask the federal 
government to cover the addi- 
tional costs. 
Failing that,, the regional 
district faces borrowing money 
and then extending the time 
period to pay off an existing 
marina debt or cutting items 
from the marin aproject. 
SINCE 1910 
4637 Lakelse Ave., Terrace - -  635-7440 
Skeena MalL, Terrace - -  635-5111 
246 City Centre, Kltlmat - -  632-3313 
BACK TO YOU- GOOD AS NEW! 
GUARANTEED! 
Fender benders to major damage - -  we can fix it. 
Put your car in our care and let our experts 
handle the jobl 
Now under new manegementl ~j~ , 
-- Wlndshlelds 
-- Fibregbss work 
- -  ICBC claims 
-- Diamond Cote & 
Rust Proof 
- -  Most Advanced New Wedge 
Clamp Frame System for 
stralghtenlng unl-body frames 
In Terrace, 
- -  Slkkerm paint In various Colors 
for l~tter color matches, 
- -  FREE ESTIMATES 
-- 10% OFF for seniors 
unt, July 31, 19eo 
TERRACE MOTORS 
, Body Shop 
: 3o02 u.n 635.4837 
All 
Makes 
And 
Models 
HOURS: 
Monday to Fdday 
8:00 am to 5:30 ol 
i!I 
i !  
!' 
[, 
i /  
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HOUSING IS already in place as Cominco now begins work con- 
structing the mill for ore from its SNIP gold property in the Iskut 
Valley, It's scheduled to begin production next January and will 
employ 150 people, Ore will be taken from underground and 
through a tunnel. That means a road won't have to be built and 
then cleared in the winter, 
Cominco to pour lskut gold 
by beginning of next year 
TERRACE -- Cominco will be 
producing old at its SNIP mine 
in the Iskut Valley by January 
of next year, says the manager 
of the operation. 
Merlyn Royea said 300 tonnes 
a day of ore will be milled from 
underground workings and that 
the operation will have a life ex- 
pectancy of nine years. 
A workforce of 150 will be 
rotated in three shifts using the 
Smithers airport as a staging 
base. Aswell, the company will 
fly in miners from airports 
nearest to their homes to 
looking for copper at any rate," 
he said. 
More staking was done in the 
early 1980s but extensive x- 
ploration and development 
work didn't start until 1986. 
Royea said the Smithers air- 
port was chosen over the one 
here as a base from which to fly 
workers to the Bronson airstrip 
near the mine because of its 
peformance record during 
winter months. 
"We've been very up front 
with people in both towns. The 
businesses, he said. 
Royea said the company had 
first considered making sure 
that one-third to one-half of the 
workforce came from the north 
but abandoned that possibility 
in favour of ensuring it gets the 
best possible workforce from 
wherever they might live. 
Royea expects most of the 
heavy supplies, such as diesel 
fuel, to be shipped to the site 
along the Iskut and Stikine 
rivers using a hovercraft based 
in Wrangell, Alaska. 
to the area but it isn't known by 
how much because final costing 
and toll rates for the access 
aren't yet ready, said Royea. 
And although the mine now 
has a life span of nine years, ex- 
ploration work will continue to 
find additional reserves. 
"That'll start after we go into 
production. We're basically 
mining from one vein system 
and there are other good 
possibilities," Royea said. 
Nearly one-half of the $65 
nouncement, made last week, 
ends a four-year concentrated 
effort at the property in the 
gold-rich Iskut area. 
Yet Cominco has been in- 
terested in the property for 
some time, said Royea. 
"Cominco first staked claims 
in the area in the 1930s. But it 
was too remote and they were 
Smithers airport has much bet- ,That 25-tonhovercraft has a million necessary for develop- 
S.m..it~her.s_~.f.~L~, fl!ght_to, the.~ t.e[ use rate. It wasn'tefficient...cat~aqjt3~ of 10tonnes and will ment has already been spent. 
r~inesite, to use both, so we had to pick' "~also be usecl~tot~ai~'e~ihconsiruc~ " "'(~omihc0 i~6oper c~hfownerin 
The production decision an- one and we picked Smithers," tion equipment, he mill for the the property with Prime 
he said. ore and other necessary goods. Resources owning the remain- 
The company will use nor- 
thwest businesses for services 
and will choose them on the 
basis of quality and com- 
petitiveness, Royea added. 
That leads to the possibility 
that the Terrace airport will be 
used whenever goods and ser- 
The hovercraft is expected in 
Wrangell this week with opera- 
tions to begin shortly. 
Up until now, the company 
has been using Wrangell as a 
base for flying in equipment 
and supplies. 
Operating costs will be 
ing 40 per cent. 
The mine will be the second 
one to open in the Iskut. Skyline 
Gold's Johnny Mountain mine 
began production in 1988 but 
last week announced it will close 
this fall because gold values in 
its ore reserves aren't sufficient Remember, a touch of class offers vices are purchased from local lowered when a road is built in- enough to continue production. 
• Complete Aesthetics Treatment 
Skyl,ne gets fina ncing C°meendexperien~eYthJ~as?'eOZfZ~amperlngy°ureel'" 
to explore gold property 
but there is great hope at the 
other end," he said. 
Placer Dome also has a joint 
venture option with Skyline to 
spend $3.5 million in the next 
two exploration seasons on 
specific claim areas in the Iskut 
in return for 60 per cent of the 
proceeds hould those areas go 
into gold production. 
Placer Dome's involvement 
comes in the form o f  buying 
500,000 common shares in a 
flow through arrangement at $1 
each. Its $3.4 million invest- 
ment to pay bank debts and 
finance exploration is secured 
against debentures on Skyline 
assets and could be repaid by in- 
come earned through the joint 
venture arrangement. 
The 500,000 shares in flow 
through financing was part of a 
2.2 million share deal concluded 
June 29. That was the last day 
mining companies could take 
part in flow through schemes 
which allow tax deductions. 
The company for several 
weeks has been in a bidding 
competi t ion with Corona 
Resources of Toronto for shares 
in Stikine Resources which 
owns half of a significant gold 
showing in the, Eskay Creek 
area of the Iskut region. 
TERRACE - -  One of the coun- 
try's major gold producers i ex- 
tending its interest in the Iskut 
Valley area by investing with the 
company already operating a 
mine there. 
Placer Dome last week 
bought common shares and lent 
money to the amount of $3.9 
million for exploration work on 
Skyline Gold's Johnny Moun- 
tain property, Said Skyline 
president Bill Price. 
The announcment followed 
one two weeks ago by Skyline 
that it is closing its Johnny 
Mountain mine and mothball- 
ing its mill this fall because the 
ore that it has uncovered 
doesn't contain enough gold to 
make the operation feasible. 
Price called the Placer Dome 
involvement a good sign for it 
gives Skyline enough money to 
pay accumulated bills and to 
provide financing for new ex- 
ploration and development. 
"That's what our hope is - -  
to find ore reserves sufficient o 
utilize that mill in the future," 
said Price. 
"There's not much of the 
prospect of opening that mill 
from the ore that we have now 
Word on second power line route 
notexpected until September 
TERRACE - -B .C .  Hydro of- 
ficials say they won't decide un- 
til September on which side of 
the Kitimat valley it will build a 
new power line. 
Hydro says it needs the new 
287-kilovolt line so it can buy 
and transfer to the provincial 
to send power from Alcan to the 
B.C. Hydro system and vice- 
versa. Shutting it down would 
leave Hwy 16 communities 
without their usual backup 
system. 
The new studies are to deter- 
mine whether that's wise to doi 
and how long the system would 
need to be shut down, Gwilliam 
said. Construction is still 
extra line built parallel to the ex- 
isting one - -  on the east side of 
the valley --  but in sensitive 
areas both lines would be placed 
on a single set of larger steel 
structures. 
Gwilliam said putting both 
circuits on the same line in 
the eastern route with the steel 
towers built where the line 
would cross sensitive salmon. 
spawning rounds. 
"1 like myself being thin after all 
these years. I recommend 
NutrilSystem to everyone I see 
and talk to!" 
The Nutri/System' Weight Loss Program includes a variety of 
delicious meals and snacks, nutriUonal nd behavioral counseling,; 
light activity, and weight maintenance. 
grid up to 800 megawatts of places would mean taking the 
surplus power from Alcan's existing line out of service dur- 
Kemano completion project rag construction. 
when it c0m~s on line four years "It  puts the town' of Terrace • scheduled to start next spripg.i~ 
from now. :  z:% in ~ some jeopardy," he said, B.C. Hydro's environmental 
The decision on a route is be- noting the line shutdown would, :impact studies favoured a route 
ing delayed to allow technicians leave Terrace vulnerable to any  0n  the western side ;6f  the 
more time to study a new pro- disruption in the flow of power valley, which would also be 
posal, project manager• Mike from Prince George. cheaper to  build, But the new 
GwiUiam said last week. Normally, he said the existing proposal came~!when'.fisheri6s 
The 15repose/would ha Wthe ; Terrace-Kitanat line can be used~.,:officials c~eioutqn~ fav0urof 
>t, "\ i 
, ,  , ,  o ~.  
I 
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USINESS R E V I E  W . ~,:,~,..,. 
. . . . . . . .  i,~ '.~ ~ . . . .  
JULY i was the date for the launching of the Kitsumkalum band's econd riverboat on which it 
conducts tours. The Simoighets I is made of fibreglass and is 25 feet long. 
Kitsumkalum. band puts second, boat tn the water 
( i  .- ~ ~ ! ?  dw~inS~ib ~'tsli i ~ i i ~  ::B°a n~° d~°t hn~r s  n~hgfetrrb>~;u~de 
ing and launching of its hour un. While passengers had Kahm River this year and plans 
an opportunity to enjoy the 
scenery and frequent glimpses 
of wildlife during the trip, a 
central feature were the stops at 
sites of historical significance 
along the route. 
"The tours are tied in with 
the history and culture of the 
Tsimshian people on the Skeena 
in the early times and when the 
Europeans first came," he ex- 
plained and suggested that 
educational spect could help 
"close the gap between our peo- 
called for an inaugral, day-long 
run to Prince Rupert his sum- 
met. That would include astop 
at Port Essingmn -- the bir- 
thplace of many of the Kit- 
sumkalum. Eventually, he said, 
the band hoped to operate a
regular weekly run to Prince 
Rupert. 
Once the Kitselas band had 
completed development of heir 
proposed historical park, the 
Kitsumkalum would seek their 
agreement toadd tours to the 
Kitselas Canyon. 
newest boat, Simoighets I. 
Designed to handle rougher 
waters than its forerunner, 
the 25fl. fibre glass craft 
joins Simoighets II, launched 
in June of last year. 
Conceding demand for the 
tours had been slow so far, Kit- 
sumkalum chief Cliff BoRon 
said this was not surprising 
given it was the operation's first 
year. He anticipated that would 
soon change as a result of the 
band's current marketing cam- 
paign 
, t  
The f r iendl iest  " Inn"  town l  _ ~ . .~  4k 
Make our place "Your Place" to entoy an 
awning of intk'nate dining and reasonable pdces~ 
• :" ~, , .~~.  ~) Summer Dining 
.= ",'.(~'~ ..... .~i~ ' :.~'~,: ~ ~ ~  Deltahts ""::' ' :'.'~" ;i~;." " ~ 
=: ; i~  From Local 
Waters. 
T 
filet ol Salmon In puff pastry with spinach. ~ " , /  s14,95 
" RLET OF SOLE ,/CAJUN SALMON STEAK STUFFED 
~dusted with cajun spice, pan fried shrimp stuffed sole to a chardomay 
with a tomato glnoei' salsa, saffro~ sauce. 
'13,95 '14,95- 
~" SMOKED SALMON FETTUCINI 
For more  Information and reservations call: 
Moo. • Sun. LUNCH: Mon. • Fd. 4332 Lakelse Ave. 
5 p.m. to 11 p.m. 11:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. Ten'ace  c 635.9161 
[  TERRACE STANDARD, 
Is a member of 
~ommunity: 
Association 
:,. • ? -  
Good reaction to .... =~r"~ ".~1~J ~
,~ "~. 
new shopping bags 
TERRACE - -  Local shoppers He said the store's first ship- * * , , , ,  
ment of 100 reusable bags was 
gone in three days. When 480 
more arrived the next month, 
they were gone in two weeks. 
Overwaitea manager John 
Childave said the store's incen- 
tive program encouraging shop- 
pers to return their bags is 
working. 
"It's been very successful," 
he said. "More and more peo- 
ple are bringing their own bags 
in and using them." 
The store is now also selling 
reusable cotton and nylon shop- 
ping bags, he added. 
The Terrace Co-op now has a 
And as stores bring in re- 
usable shopping bags, Co-op is 
the latest tO introduce a pro- 
gram outlining environmentally 
friendly products. ~i .. 
It's Resonsible Choices pro," : 
gram identifies two kinds o f ,  
products --  those that encourge: ! 
consumers tore-use, recycle and 
reduce waste and those that 
contain fewer additives, have no  - 
or reduced salt or don't have 
cholesterol, says Co-op grocery 
manager Rag Piercey. 
These products are identified 
by colour strips placed on store 
shelves. 
"There are several hundred 
are responding well to efforts of 
local grocery stores to out the 
number of shopping bags en- 
ding up at the dump, store 
managers say. 
Grocery stores began pro- 
grams this spring aimed at rais- 
ing shoppers' environmental 
conscioumess and encouraging 
them them to recycle:their bags. 
"The response has been over- 
whelming -- just overwhelm- 
ing," Safeway manager Eric 
Johanson said. "It's far sur- 
passed our expectations." 
Shoppers have been snapping 
up the nylon reusable bags the 
, ,  ~- ,u ,  ,WtltCti more  than:  
nder  the, def in i t ion o f : :~ i r  ;:i 
~ssoclation to be a 
newspape. -  :~  '~;r' <:~ ~"~ :- • t -u=, ;a t t  u t l i ty  '.~ ¢ ; ">,• '>" ; ;  . " '  , 
store began selling in March. supply of cloth bags but is products. Manufacturers are 
"The demand was over- waiting for a larger shipment becoming more aware. They're 
whelming," he added. "They with its logo printed on them, identifying what their products 
sold out and our division hasn't says grocery manager Rug have by using bold letters,'" said 
been able to get any more in." Piercey. Piercey. 
leased its premises to a fruit 
marketing firm from the 
Okanagan. __  
Farmers' Own Market will be "= ' [  
selling fruits and vegetables at 
outlet. The time previous was 
for six years. 
But, her involvement with 
Skeena Broadcasters goes back 
further than that. In the 1960s, 
she worked for the Terrace 
Herald when it was bought by 
Skeena Broadcasters. 
That paper went out of 
business in the early 1980s. 
CBC Radio increased its 
percentage of listeners in the 
northwest according to spring 
ratings gathered by the Bureau 
of Broadcast Measurement. 
Twenty-eight percent of all 
radio listeners between the 
hours of 5 a.m. and I a.m. tun- 
ed in to CBC Radio, an increase 
of four percentage points over 
the last time ratings were 
calculated. 
As well, 38 per cent of all 
those who listen to the radio 
between 6a.m. and 9 a.m. were 
listening to CBC's early morn- 
ing programing. That's an in- 
crease of sevenpercentage 
points over the last time ratings 
were calculated. 
_ 
The 
Gardenland until November, 
said owner Rich McDaniel last 
week. The name Gardenland 
will continue to be used, he add- 
ed, 
At the same time, McDaniel 
said Farmers' Own will con- 
tinue a Gardenland policy of br- 
inging in as many unsprayed 
fruits as possible. 
After three years of  
newsreading, Skeena Broad- 
casters' Ruth Hallock signed off 
Friday for the last time. 
It's the second time she has 
worked for the .broadcast 
b 
b 
Best 
Deal 
round! 
E 
TERRACE STANDARL   i Terrace, B.C, 
l" 'r " ,,v,..,..o,... 638-7283 
• zspapers offermaximum'~!~ ~;=. . 
aUon wt th  the l r  commUnl t les ,  l:i, iJ:,:, : l  ~ 
. I' That Can't Be Beat. More.tlaanSmfllionhouseholdsacross~anada ,:,!~: ~[: tS  A Dea  
~ read  CCNA newspapers  Weekl3/.-~ ' i:i " :~t' i ~'!:~i- ," ' 4647 Lazefle Ave., 
CCNA newspapers .~ ~, . . . .  
i~ THAT GIVES YOU TOTAL ACCESS TO MORE THAN 20,000 HOMES 
AND BUSINESSES IN TERRACE, KITIMAT, STEWART, THE HAZELTONS 
AND AS FAR NORTH AS CASSIARI 
I PR! I 
This note is just a little reminder 
that you can pick-up your 
Wednesday Terrace Standard 
display and display-classified ads 
Into the Skeene Market Place at 
only 
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WANT,4 l~lR ¢'~JNTIE4Cf 
Job action 
t 
STRIKING NORTHWEST public health nurses were on strike 
last week in support of higher wages. They say their jobs are 
just as important as their hospital counterparts but that they 
are paid much less. Donna Jewell and Cathy Ulrich were 
among local health nurses [oassing out leaflets on an informa- 
tional picket at the Skeena Health Unit. 
Regional district note~ 
Dist ict ..... ng afte r chas i  r +,,,++- .++' 
unsightly rural premises . . . .  
TERRACE - -  Kitimat-Stikine ministration report which noted charter service, wants a 30-year that type of operattbnas  per- 
regional district was ready to go Joseph Hebert had "repeatedly lease which would give it ex- mitted use .-, the d|[t~ict noted 
to court, but the threat of legal refused" to clean up his yard, elusive use of the foreshore at there had been publlc:concern 
action was enough to end a zon- directors agreed to invite him to What is known as Oil's Beach. It about closing Off a~cessto the 
ing violation on a Thomhill appear at the Aug. 18 meeting already owns the property adja- beach. 
property, to present his case. Marcellin cent to the beach. The board; 'haS therefore 
Directors decided at their said the outcome of that 
June 22 meeting to issue an meeting would determine what Owner Hariy McCowan decided to delay a response on 
the application ~until it receives order calling on the occupants thenext step was. : plans include locating a 5,000 
comment froin :the Lakelse of a Skinner St. property to Although not at the 'stage gallon fuel tank, storage shed COmmunity AsSociation 
"cease and desist" operation of where board action is required, and trailer on his land and con- + :+:.,.., 
an auto repair business by July bY.law +enforcement officer structing a floating dock e~ten- *** , ,~  
15 or face legal action. Charlie Meek reported he is ding 80ft: into the lake. In a let- Directors have approved two 
Administrator Bob Marcellin dealing with seven other cases, ter to the environment ministry, 
said the district has since learn- 
ed the landlord had moved to 
correct he situation. 
Meanwhile, the district will 
decide at its next meeting what 
action to take in the case of a 
property considered unsightly 
onlKirkaldy St. 
After considering an ad- 
BEGINS!! 
t++++:++++++++++++:++++++ + +~ ~++++m + .t +~++++~+ +++~++i~.i++++ +++ ++++++++++ t+++++++++++++++++++++++++++~ + p+ ~   ~++N+ + +++++++++++++++++++ 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ ~ ~ ~i~++~+++++~+++++~++~++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
~ ~,~, .  
  4o,,WE+ ,,rc,,o, 
• -,:, CHEST ENTERTuA,~MENT 
"*5¢,1" ,. 
= PALLISOB COFFEE - 
& 2 END TABLES ALL LAMPS 
i °° 25% OFF 
CHAR, L.OVESEAT REMOTE COLOR TV 
Top quality appllanou, electronics & furniture 
for lessl 
In some of those, owners had 
already begun clean-up work. 
The district wants to hear the 
views Of residents before mak: 
ing a decision on a crown land 
lease application at Lakelse 
Lake. 
Lakelse Air, a float plane 
McCowan said the tank would 
be "above flood level" and sur- 
rounded by a concrete dike 
capable of containing more fuel 
than the tank's capacity. 
While the proposed float 
plane base is compatible with 
zoning regulations - - the area is 
zoned commercial which lists 
applications to operate beer 
gardens - -  one for J, uly 21-22 at 
district bail diamond No.l in 
conjunction with the Skeena 
Athletics mixed slow pitch 
tournment, the other by the 
Kinsmen Club at the Thornhili 
community grounds during the 
annual Skeena Valley Fail Fair, 
Sept. 1-3. 
Here's How it Works. 
Simply count the number of times "Sunny", the happy sun, 
appears in our "Hot Summer Sale" section and write your answer in 
the spot provided on the form below. Then mail your completed form, 
or drop it off to the Terrace Standard, 4647 Lazelle Ave., Terrace 
VSG 1S8. One lucky reader with the correct answer will WIN a'HOT 
SUMMER BEACH PACK', everything you need for a day at the 
beach, including a Coleman Cooler, and a drink cooler, beach towels, 
suntan lotion and more courtesy of SHOPPERS DRUG MART in the 
TERRACE SHOPPING CENTRE (Draw July 18, 1990) 
Name: _ Phone: 
ENTER 
TO WIN! 
Address:, My answer le: 
Drop off or mail to the Terrace Standard, 4647 Lazelle Ave., Terrace V8G 1S8. 
Draw to be made July ! 8~ 1990 " I! 
.I 
Ride into Summer....in style.... 
on Hot bikes by Norco, Kuwahara, Nishiki and G.T. and in 
Hot fashions by Jimmy Z, Dude, Mistral, Varnet, Sun Ice, 
Raisens, Jupa and Billabong. Sundance has everything you 
need for your active lifestylel 
Bikes & Hot Fashions "Hot 
.._ For Cool People!" ""~,~- 
I I 
STORES THROUGHOUT B.C, ' I 
(Located next to The Sandman) I 
:.  Hwy, 16 West, Terrace 
SU N DANC E 
SKI & SPORTS .(1981)LTD. 
4736 Lakelse Ave. 635.5848 
4441 Lakelse Ave. 
[,t:ASE .FOR LESS  
?HAN $110AMONTI 
Xonda'a ,eas~ proof  c~r, p~ you in ~ d~veCe mt  ,or 
leas than you might think. For examplel n 48 month lease on 
Honde'e new H4514H will Coat you leas than $110' e me~lth. 
This model features our brand new Slick ,Shift hydrostatic 
transmission end e 14 hp overhead yak, e, liquid,cooled 
engine• 
Some of the advantages of leasing Include: : 
1. I.Iw l i  i~llellt. ' " 
If you don'l want to put down a I~  down ~nt ,  leaslno 
may be an attractive option, 
2. Lemr nmady i~mem. 
Your lease payments may be considerably lower then If you 
borrowed to buy. e new tractor. 
3. l.ea#l~ doesn't Ue up mr ~ M . 
This is Important for anyone conslderlno a loan for any other 
purpose. 
4. ¢OmlXd,b. Itaance rat.. 
Honda will tailor their very competitive finance rates to suit 
your needs, ,.~ 
• Ba~ed on a 48 month cloled end leue of $108,25  per month (plug PAT).  SAC 
with fl~t payment and ncuflty de~ due on delivery. Based on MSRP of 
$4,039, P~IO subject to change ~Ux)ut notloB. 
TERRACE EQUIPMENT SALES LTD. 
635-6384 
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r ..... 
Portraits Taken Today... 
Pick up color preview proffs next day after 3 o'clock. 
(some restrictions apply)" 
Next Day Custom Framing... 
Bring in by 12 noon --  Pick up next day after 4 o'clock. 
(some restrictions apply)* 
ARTWORK * CROSS STITCH • NEEDLE POINT • PHOTOGRAPHY 
. . . . .  • Does not apply to Sundays, Holidays & Weddings 
Sure Exposure 
Photographic Studio 
4617 Lazelle Ave., Terrace 
(Beside Sears) 635-9714 
; i  
i 
. . , ,  
O 
SAVE UP TO 
50% 0. 
on selected shorts, sweatshirts, 
tank tops and Island Surf shirts. 
July 11-20 
SAVE 
20% 0. 
on Ozone tank tops, t-shirts, 
pants and shorts. 
July 11-20 
RAINBOW EMBROIDERY 
Skeena Mall 638-8275 
• ; i  '• 
- \  
4652 Lazelle 
Get The Look You 
Want For Summer! 
Toning * Tanning * Professional 
Aesthetic Services * Hairstyling 
TANNING 
Sun Capsule provides 
spotless 360 o tanning 
power. 200 minutes. 
0..S39 ss 
Rzadae Jt 'hael i  • SALES CENTRE 
J & N ELECTRONICS 
SUMMER CL 
SA 
: • 
TANDY 1000 HX (25-1056) 
- -  2 game ports 
- -  printer output 
- -  single disk drive 
- -  3 expansion slots 
built-in MS-DOS in ROM 
- -  volume control & earphone Jack 
- -  multi-function DESKMATE software 
included ,~ 
- -  our lowest priced entry-level IBM 
compatible computer .... 
1990 Catalogue Price: $1,199 : '  
SUPER CLEARANCE SPECIA 
o..,,249o 
with RGB.11 COLOUR MONITOR $675 
I~ ~'~.~ ~.~,~ ~'T"- ' 
TANDY 1000 SL (25-1401) 
- -  1 disk drive 
- -  2 game ports 
- -  serial & parallel ports 
- -  fully IBM compatible 
- -  built-in MS-DOS In ROM 
- -  bl-dlrectlonal digital sound circuits 
- -  multi-function DESKMATE software 
included 
WITH 640K memory upgrade & a RGB-11 
colour monitor (25-8058) 
(our best CGA monitor) 
1990 Catalogue Price for system: $2,498 
~,,~ 60% OFF ~#.~f~;:" 
TONING, 
No strain, no fatigue or 
strenuous exercise. Inch 
loss has never been 
easier. 
/month 
5 times a week. 
635-4997 
i~:,~!~i.~i~,il;i r~.; 
"i ............ ~,i,iimir,, 
i 
A~ 
NEW TANDY LAPTOP 
COMPUTER 
TANDY 2800 HD (25-355o) 
- -1  meg memory INTRODUCTORY 
- -  286 microprocessor 
--aerial/parallel printer porte OFFER 
- -  large supertwist backllt display 
- -  40 meg hard drive . . . . . .  
- -  extemal keyboard port 
- -  EGAJCGA extemal video port ,;:. ;.: 
- -  1 'high capacity 1.44 meg disk drive ....... " ' 
Regular Price: $4 ,999 
: m=lB  
,999 °° 
ANY INSTORE SPECIALS 
TURN YOUR COMPUTER 
INTO A 48-TRACK DIGITAL 
SOUND STUDIOI 
- -  4-port MIDI Interface complete with SPIRIT sequencing software (90-2119) Reg. $999.95 
. ~ 112 PRICBfi 
s,,..os--'-- ...... 
SELECTED TOYS 112 PRICE ~ 
LIMITED QUANTITIES - -  SOLD WHEN GONE ~i!~, 
i 
Izo J lme l (  ...... AUTHORIZED J & N ELECTRONICS 635.7767 SALES CENTRE 4718 Lazelle Ave., Terrace 
I 
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/ B /  - - -  
r _=~= -_  
IR 
CORPORATION 
. . - ; . ,  ::i !, i ] : ,  ]' 
' "  " ~ - "2h  ",:~2o : . -P : :~  ~ 
Specials Introductory ~ u~tt l  : 
~mm ~mm m 
f H I  i B 
t - - - - I ra - -  
• m i ~ l  
J u ly  31  
! . : . '  ". 
iii 
* includes 1.2 or 1.44 meg floppy disk, I meg RAM, Serial 
and Parallel ports, keyboard, DOS ,4, TrL monochrome 
monitor and video board, i Year Warranty. 
S 6 e 
) • 
• Hewitt Rand 386SX, System 
~: i~&t~e~.  2!:~i~-i~!i~4 meg floppy diS~i:~g~i;~~gabyte hard 
~a~:~.disk, 1 meg RAM, Serial and Parallel ports, keyboard, !~~,~;~'~: ,-,: ,) . . . 
~ !  DOS 4, VGA Colour Momtor and Vzdeo card. 1 Year 
~ ' i  Warranty. 
s2449. .6e.  
• : : . , .  
aWson Creek 
900- 102nd Ave 
782.6965 
Northern Computer is pleased to announce ~-~ : 
the Hewitt Rand PC as  an addition to our pro- 
dut line. Hewitt Rand is a h igh quality com- 
puter at the right price. Their products offer 
powerful features such as 4 megabytes of i! 
memory expansion on board and 5 drive bays • 
to suit any business needs. With Northem i ~, 
Computer's strong support policies and Hewitt :~ : 
Rand's 24 hour service tumaround,  you have ,~'i 
the best protectiorifor your investment. ~ i!ii~i~ 
Drop by one of our stores today and take;a ~!~ 
look at this exciting new computer. : .~,.,~ .~:;~,,::~ 
~ " Prince Rupert Terrace 
. -- 60t:A2ndAve West 4720 Lazelle Ave 
, :524-6560 638"0321 
- - , - -  NorthernCompu  .,..: . :, 
i i  i I | if 
Prince Geo 
1330 Sdl Ave~ 
,.,, . , ~374~8117 
546 ~ ,~lreet 
',,'~:762.??S3 ' 
I I 
I I I I  I I 
• ., . .  
I 
2 Year W~anty 
ADD $70 
. .  - "  ~: 
• L ' ' : ' : ' : ' :  
~e TrmsCam,~i J  
Cranbrook 
ItO7 Bakw SI'KI 
. ' • • ••,  ,2  ; •  , .  , 
I I I II 
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Best "Reasons Ever To Convert '!, 
II1[   Auto Propane To ~ . ! I ; 
if 
lJ! 
,n  
!il 
{ 
? 
J~ 
:I 
i l  
Convert to Auto-Propane with ICG's 
affordable GO PRO 90's PJan and you'll 
be on the road to savings. ICG Auto. 
Propane can cut your vehicle's fuel bills 
.Visit any ICG Authorized Service Centre in 
Brihsh Columbia and the Yukon. Our conversion 
specialists will discuss the benefits of a sin ale or 
dual fuel conversion with you, using your "" 
current fuel costs and mdeage figures. 
by up to 40%.  Substantial fuel savings Then, you make a down payment of only 
and Go Pro 90's convenient conversion $99.00 once your vehicle is converted to 
repayment plan make ICG Auto-Propane Auto-Propane. After that, you pay a small 
your sensible fuelling alternatwe, monthly fuel surcharge on your ICG Auto- 
Propane purchases over a two year period. 
( r ICG 
AUTO-PROPANE 
FUEL SURCHAGE PLAN 
Average conversion cost . . . . . . . . . . .  $1,810.00~ 
Go Pro Down Payment - 99.00 
Net Amount to be financed + $1,711.00 
Administration Fee . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  + 149.00 
You minimize your initial investment, and.you pay Total Repayable- . . .~ . ' . .  ~:. : . . . . .  = $1,860.00 
•: for the balance with the sawngs you gain from eased upon prevailing market prices May 30, 1990 al Prince George, B.C. 
using ICG Auto-Propane. You pay as you savel " / 'i~:/~ ~ i  
CONVERSION LOAH 
2 5.,...9¢" ! ,  , ~ ' ,  . . . .  - , -  • - i ~ " : . .  - ,  - 
per Iitre 
example  on ly  .. 
~(  ~REGULAR UNLEADED 
"GASOLINE 
sx ¢' 
per I,tre 
ICG has pioneered Auto-Propane conversions 
in Canaaa and gained val able exoenence 
' and expertise in converting thous ~as of 
vehicles each year. You can take advantage of 
the proven performance and powerful savings 
of ICG Auto-Propane at more than 100 ICG 
rAuthorized Conversion Centres in British 
Columbia'and the Yukon. 
, . . ,  , , ,  
, , £ , 
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$1860.00  + 12 ,000  liters = 15 .5  cen~lhter  fuel ' . 
surcharge over 2 years. " " ., ..~,:,~,,~ , 
Bo~'ed upon annual ga'soline c0nsumption o} ~ liters ~: ~-:~-~:'~'°': ~"~ ~ ;: ..... ~:: ,<"' 
Gasoline Costs :~ 
500 litres @ 57.1 cents/litre . . . . . . . . . .  $285i50 
~Propane Costs 
650 litres @ 25:9 centsllitre . . . . . . . . . .  $168.35 
Go Pro Surcharge 
650 litres @ 15.5 centsllitre . . . . . . . . . . . .  $100.75 
Total Monthly Cost . . . . . . . .  . , . / .  . . . .  $269.10 
Month ly  Savings . . . . . . . .  - . . . . . .  $ 16.40 
~Actual costs may vary by vehicle type a~nd options selected 
~I litre gas = 1.3 litres propane 
i:::i::::$:: :i: :i: ~: :i: :i:: :.~:~S :~:::$::::: : : .!:  ~ :~.'~: ~:~.¢ :.,'.::::: :~..'.:: :::::::::::::::::::::::: :.~ :.~::~:~:,~$~!: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  V i :  ~::: ."~': : :.: :: : .':; :.:: ~: ::.,::::::::::: ~:~,~:,::..:.:::::.:+:.:.::::.',:..~:.:. ~ ,',':,~,:~::',~ .: :::..~ 
Bii!:::::81:::i ~ i i i ~  i i : : : : :  :: . " : : : : : : : : : : : : '~~~~: : :  i::: 8 $::  8: ~'8 $ :.~.~ : )@: _ ~ , -~, . '
:~:@ :!::.L~: :@$ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: . . . . . . .  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  "~:. . 
............ :::: ................. ~::::~.~.:::.,.:::.~ ... ............................ : : : : , : : : : : :~ : , ,~: :~: . :~  ........... . . . . . . . . . .  . ,....... ~........~ .  . . . .  ~ .......................................... .':.: . . . . . .  ~ .<: .~, : :~:>. : . \ ,~ .<~:  
:.:i:i::.::.: .:i:i :i: i:i:i:i:i:i :i::.:i:i: .::.:i:iWl :i:] ::.::.:i ":.:~ ::.::.::. ! ~.::.:.:.:-:. !i!i -i!i !i :-:.:i :.::. !:.:.ii::.::.:i:! :i:!::.:i :i:i:!::.: '.:i !![: i:i~: i i: i:!:i :i !:.: i  '.:.i~: :. i:!:i:.!~:!i~!~!:.:i~ ~ $:: 
A LEADER IN CONVERSION 
TECHNOLI3GY. 
4516 K EITH AVE. i 
TERRACE, B.C 
635 9158 
- , f i  • 
,or visit one of our 
i I I  ,onvers~on dealers... 
i i i~ ¸ * 
.% 
:ii:,~ I&C:~ Enterprises Ltd. ~ ,~~ '~'~ ..... 
:,}~~: : i ;! ~4411 N. Spark, : ' .. - 
hill Husky Servi, 
3097 Highway 16 
635 3717 - ,%!:~ 
L; ~ " . . . . . . .  
I i 
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LECTED SOFTWARE AND 
COMPUTER BOOKS 
R ICE I 
Featuring such titles as: 
AMI $63.95 
PC PAINTBRUSH $39.95 -, 
Ist CHOICE $98.95, - , 
SIDE KICK PLUS $99.00 
BATMAN - THE CAPED CRUSADER $23.95 
ANCIENT LAND OF YS $29.95 
MAGIC CANDLE $30.95 
I + •• : .  
PLUS CHECKOUT OUR OTHER. 
INSTORE SPECIALS! : ~ ++~~i•  + 
, j/,,~.. ¢0 . . . tm~/~a, ,  ,,//,~-.. ¢0 ' ~ + 
+ + •  
4558 Lazelle Ave. Terrace 
Caleo .Computers Inc. 
CO]  Caleo Computers Inc. 635-7886 
+ . 
. .  . '+ ;  , :,-+:+++ . . . . .  
" . , .  + 
JULY CLEARANCE SPECIALS ~~ 
m U 0% 
• PRIMED 
CASING 
25.*. 
FLUORESCENT 
FIXTURES , 
8oo 
GREENHOUSE PANELS 
Green, Yellow, White 
SGg9 
TITE-LOK ROOF 
SHINGLES 
Brown, Grey, Black, Cedar. 
TAYMOR KEYED 
ENTRANCE LOCK SET 
$ggs 
' KIDS CEDAR " " 
PHILIPS MGHTBULBS 4' TRACK LIGHT KIT PLAYHOUSE CLOSET ORGANIZER 
40 & 60 watt. 3 head/white .6x6 - Fits closets 581'-94 '' wide. 
* +69°°  69 °°, +59 
< /twin . Y ~,,L'~ ".> 
REDWOOD4 L.OIL STAIN p.S.B. TONGUE4xsx51e, & 
'9's P15 
CAMPING HATCHET 
$44 '~P29 
CEDAR SHED KIT 
Mon.  - Sat .  9 am, ,  6 
~. OPEN 
>-_ SUNDAYS 
~Noon - 4 D.m 
8xl 0 
9900 
""+ GARDEN CULTIVATOR ~ , . " ;iS SHOWER STAL~ DOLOMITE9?~ '. ' 3 ,+PLIME 'HOE ,. Icholce. .... +PIKE;PRINKLER~~.; .: 13FIRRgE GLAD~~  
'2 4, '2 ' ' 
• q : .  
RIJRAL 9~~_ L. I 1 3,<LATrlCE I MELA;IHE MAIL BOX TREATED 
"*++ , w9 
Umlted  quant i f ies .  No  ra Jnchecks .  
• HEMLOCK SPINDLES • 
36"  
s14g 
OAK STRIP FLOORING 
39,s /pkg. 
BU RLY  B IRD ~,.- .+--- ILOnNG I ~ '  CENTRES ~, ~..o,,.,~ o~. 
L_~-Noon - 4 D.I 
HWY. 16 EAST TERRACE 638-8700 ~ ~ ~  
1 
! 
SHOPPERS 
:SUPER 
,SUMMER 
SODA SALE  
.: • ,: 
! . . . .  
Sale Ends Sunday, July 15, 1990 : '  ~ :'  ' t'~ '~ I 
Crush eO I¢01'; 
,.cans n ~1 ~ L ,  ~ 
6 packs p~us deposit 
"~- - ' - ' - ' - '3~,  ' 
200 g. 
.89 
Coke, 
Spnte & 
Canada Dry 
and many 
more flavours 
2 litres 
$1.89 
IJMME__ 
IMSUITS 1 MEN'S SPORT SHIRTS I I SW , ' 
CoOl cotton for c~ ,,, 'v~ A~ortments rosy va~/by store. • (by Bsttex & CHRISTINA) . mfod d stinctive fashion detSlts for colom 
ost brand namost Choose from and style1 Sizes ~,m,L,"~eg:-$19.99 . 
S zzlin9 coleuS, the,_ho~, ~-~imsult styles now and save1 
an 1 and 2 plece_!aum~ ,~ n~ S24 99 ffi Y 51ZOS o-,,,,, - -0  . . . .  
LITTLE BOYS' MEN'S FASHi0N T'SHIRTS 
AMDIGGER SE'I'S s,~,.,)~. ~. ~='"'~ ",~,o, 
. .CL :  dnts accent these matching-sh~sleeve summerT's'tm!othe'c°l°u~!~(~'~9' ' ' 
se.oo l 111,11 OFF 
MEN'S SUMMER SHORTS ' BiB BEACH_._, T0WELS,: 
,co,,o~,~,,lo° o, ~. ~,~,, °o,o~-.~,~,, o,,..o~=:-.;~.~,~'~'.s'°e' 
, fabrlcst Sizes S,M,L,XL. Reg. $14,99 ' . ,  pa.,=,,,,,,, - . :  " 
. . . . . . .  " "~"  $ 5  i . . . .  . .  /S_ - .  o , ,  ° '  SALE 1 OFF $6.99 
Skeena Mall .: **, Temaoe, B.C. 
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Appliance~q~ 
Sp~ial :~ 
~ ~;!i!,t ~i ~'~ :.~ 
Mitsubishi 
Stereo T.V. 
Fddges & stoves ~-ClAU I k~ ~e~'~~'~ 
Washers & dnjers Reg. $1,299 I ~ R ,~ ~;1 399 
... , - ,  T~m=_ I RE;~;I; 'PRICE 
'1,029 [ =1,129 
-/ 
TA 
Reg. 
:f 
$64.00 
TAG PR~E 
=599 
STUDENT i 
DESK 
,ow o;;~ 
=69 
Mitsubishi 
~ 9. 
PRICE 
F ~ =552• 
~I~ r 
i :S ~ 
i -,;' 
Living Room Suites 
Reg. $1699 
" 1 499 TAG S PmCE ~1 
I Dining Room Suites $1'°'_~'1 I~ '~ ~; ' ,~ .E~d$-~ 
Yes, ~ [  I 
I you do have a credit acco, .ot, I 
 --Terrace-- " 
urniture " 
Mart 
!•  
638-0555 4434 Lakelse Ave. 
. . . . .  " " " ] II " II I II 
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Terrace 
ii~  il 
ii~ !¸~ i!~ii~i 
~ ~ " ~ ~ r CHEVROLET SPRINT & PONTIAC FIREFLY ~ "-~ i~ i  i: 
l i i~  ~ '~ i i ~ i ~  I-'1 Fuel Injected motor/All wheel independant suspensio n ' }i ;i/~:~ i;~i 
THE DEAL - -  =8,695 °° 2 dr  S td  T rans  ~ i ~ i ;iii! !i 
" r " *109% or '500 Cash Back  :~ i:::~:'~:~i'i:, ! 
• '. Monthly lease payments as low as $191.14 with $1,000 down or bade value. ~:~ :~ ii 
i 
CHEVROLET CAVALIER & PONTIAC SUHBIRD i ;~ 
[] Caviler is Canada's best selling c~ "-"i:: i~-; ,~ i ~ I ~ ~ I~  
I-I Lower operating costs, better fuel economy & higher resale in  /iil;i;,:~: - "r~  .~ . . i ~  ~ ~ n ~ ~ ~ N 
comparison to ne.est competition (42 m pg Hwy ) . ,. ~i:;~ii..i~i_,,~ ;.:  ,~. :~:, ~ . ~i~ 
 mi/l__ 
"10.9  % or '750 Cash Back " ' ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ = = 
With: air conditioning, automatic transmission, power steering and brakes, intermittent wipers, amlfm " ~ 
stereo, plus may other standard features. 
Monthly lense i~yments as low as $239.17 with $2,O00 down or trade value. , a 
CHEVROLET CORSICA & PONTIAC TEMPEST 
~ ~  [] The fun to drive family car ' ' 
[] " vo mu,,-oo,,uo,,O, Oo,o, . , ,o ,o(  m.o.o. ,w,.,  4 
. . . .  ~ *10 .9% 4 dr, Sedan : : ,  -:: ;:,~ i~: i 
With: air Conditioning, automatic transmission & 3.1 L. V6, tilt, am/fro cassette stereo and many m~ ' -  
• Sl:nntdhlay~efeM':Ul~E~ents as low as $30S.16 with ,2,000 down or trade Vefue. / " : 
~r.  ~ = ~  CHEVROLET 4X4 PICK-UP 3/4 TON i 
i m ,o 
' i  i ~ il~neCeEeaFa!t°indO w :, i ,"~ ~/f?e:trer o cassette ; i :ii 
i ~ i~ !! ~ /  v" Limtegd slip dfferentia, . Cruise control '20 ,  90500 ii 
BB ~ ~il - | tHin ~, Engine oil cooling system ~' Intermittent wipers - ~ i 
I i ~ 1 iF  ., Skid Plates ~,, Deluxe two-tone paint • " - -o/. "= . . . . .  • -=' • : i 
~ All season steel beltedradlals, w/spare I U,I~ ~'o or  ~1 ,UUO uasn  =laCK : 
, -  PONTIAC TRANS SPORT ~ iii ii!~ii!'!!i i~  ' 
" ~ ALL PURPOSE VEHICLE -- ONE ONLY -- " " " i:i~.!ii'~iii~:~i',"~ 
v,' Power looks & windows ,,,. Seven nassenoer " ,:i'i'!'/I~'~I~ i
~6 way power drivers seats " " : i~ ~:" ~': am I ~  ~t 
21,995  ~ 
am/fro stereo cassette ~. [ ]  [] l ~ . ~ ~  ~ 
Full Instrumentation * * -" -- - 0/. "~" ~ . . . . .  " " "~'= ~ I ~ ~  ~ 
r " 1U'U  Y0 or  $1  ,UUU uasn  I:IBOK ~ : "~ 
Many other  models featured at 10.9 % :*Up to 48 months on approved credit .  !~ 
• " '"!i!~ ~"  ~'~ ~ : ~ " Lease peymento shown do not IRe ude Provlnclel Sales Tax , " 
. . . . .  - -  - -  4 ' " '' r '' ' ': ' ' F Ni iOut  of town customers call col lect  
THEBRIGHT SPOT on Hiahwav 16 W~St  :;:,'i,:~':!'!:.~r 4941 ~ ~..~.. ...... . ,  .~ ~.. ~ . . , , , . , .  , - , . - ..,, ,.~,.. ~, ~,i~.;,,~.~,.- 635 , 
i • 
i 
L 
• t • 
, i  • 
r 
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 WHAT'S 
• UP 
' . ; :  
JUNE 23 - -  JULY 14, 1990 - -  
Terrace Public Art gallery will 
be presenting works by the oil 
painter, Tom McHarg. The 
show b called the Awakening 
of  Colour. June 23 - -  July 8, 
. 1990, regular gallery hours. Ju- 
ly 8 - -  14, 1990, 11 a.m. - -  5 
p.m. 
JuNE 27 - -  AUGUST S, 19#0 
-- The Kltimat Centennial 
Museum presents Idstoric quilts 
from the VancouVer Museum 
dating from the early 19th con. 
tury to mid 20th century. Quilts 
by local craftsmen will enhance 
this exhibition. Museum 
Hours: Tuesday-Saturday 10 
a.m.-5 p.m. Sunday 12 p.m.-5 
p.m. Closed Monday. 
JULY 4 -- 11, 1990 -- Special 
general meeting, Wednesday t 
8: p.m. at the Golf Clubhouse, 
to pass a special resolution 
regarding financing the pur- 
chase of the Kamiusky proper- 
ty. 
JULY I0 - -  JULY 17, 1990 - -  
A Diabetic day care clinic will 
be held at Mills Memorial 
Hospital, from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
in the Education room. 
Diabetic patients must have a 
doctors' referral, and then con- 
tact the dietitian, Joan Marr, 
R.D.N. at 638-4050 between 
8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. 
***or  or 
3UL¥ 12, 1990 - -  At 10:30 
a.m. or 2 p.m. The Terrace 
Public Library presents Hat 
dayl A hat making workshop 
for children aged 6 and up. 
You can make the smartest or
the sllfiest, the tallest, the 
smallest or just the most fan- 
tmtic hat everl Please register 
for morning or afternoon ses- 
sion. 
***or*  
JULY  IS, 1990 - -  Ultreyal 
Potluck 6 p.m. Sunday at St. 
Matthew's  Church 4506 
Lakehe Ave. All welcome. 
.VULY 16 - -  20, 1990 - -  Vaca. 
tion Bible School at 9:30 a.m. 
till noon at the Christimi Form. 
ed Church. C0rner/of Straume 
& Sparks. Ages $-12 yrs. For 
more Inform~tlon ctll ~Sue 
635.3486, Nancy 635.9432, or 
Jenny 635-6583. It's free. 
Come and join the fun. 
***Or*  
JULY 19, 1990 - -  Terrace 
Public Library is  holding a 
poetry workshop for children 
age 8 & up. at 2 p.m. at the 
library. Please register in ad- 
vance by phoning 638-8177. 
***or*  
JULY 19, 19'90 - -  At 2 p.m.: 
'The Terrace Public Library 
presents a poetry workshop for 
children aged 3 and up. This is 
your chance to wallow in words 
and have fun making poems of 
all shapes and sizes. Please* 
register in advance. 
or o r ,  or.k 
~ULY 25, 1990 - -  Hearts and" 
Hands:  The american ex- 
periences. A video on the art of 
quilting in America from 1830 
to 1930. At 7:30 p.m. Museum 
Hours: Tuesday-- Saturday 10 
a.m. - -  5 p.m. Sunday 12 p.m. 
- -  5 p.m. Closed on Monday. 
*or*or ,  
JULY 26, 1990 At 2 p.m. 
The Terrace Public Library 
presents lkat the Henri Join 
the library Fan Clubl Keep cool 
by making your own fan and 
watching a frosty video "The 
Snowman". Cool refreshments 
will be served, of coursel For 
ages 6 and up. No registration 
required. 
*or*or* 
AUGUST 2,1990 - -  At 2 p.m. 
The Terrace Public Library 
Presents Let's Set ready for the 
Riverboat Days paradel We 
will be making posters and 
4,  , !  placards. Wormsworth , The 
longest bookworm in the 
world, will be entering the 
parade this year. We need lots 
of kids to march with him. 
Anyone Who would like to be in 
the parade must have a ~rmis- 
don  slip signed by a parent or 
guardian. 
. cont'd B I I& ,B I2  
The Terrace Standard 
i offers What's Up as a 
public service to its 
readers and these com. 
munlty orpnlzgflou in 
the =urea.. 
I tem for this Rction 
are ,for non-profit ,  
orpnizations and for 
then  events in wh ich  
• there Is no cost to gain 
admlnloh, 
• 'To meet our produc- 
t t ion deadlines, we ask 
: that all Items be submit. 
| /ted. by noon on the~ 
• .  I.!IFRIDAY p~in8  the 
* . ' i !following week's bane. 
I " i i;: We abe ask that i tem be ~, 
i : i  i: ~wdt tm or be pdnted II 
I I I I  II , 
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The gift of life 
THERE'S STILL TIME to get down to the blood donor clinic and provide the Red Cross with a pint that. 
could one day save someone's life• It's going on right now and until 8 p.m. in the Skeena Jr. Secondary 
gym. To promote the clinic, organizers and volunteers headed downtown last Saturday aboard the 
float seen above. Giving a farewell wave as they headed off are Erin Parker (left to right), Danielle 
Parker, clown Heather Graydon, mayor Jack Talstra and Anna Schoeps. Just out of picture is local 
nurse Anne Ward. The "patient" is a dummy affectionately• known as Annie. 
teele• ro ..... agaln 
: ~te~e~ollr~u.ned up and ready to Them" ~ , , ~ 1  
This year the McCuUochs ~ by 
sent out invitations to a few ~ wbY ,,,, t,4=,--n 1 , .~ i~ i / . I  P 
. friends to come over and help T vv,,,,~, ,v,v~,, 
them mark the event. This 1923 
Detroit-made tractor was 
bought by Robert's grandfather 
around 1940. 
Still equipped with attaching 
plow and disc scraper, the ail- 
steel machine has been used on 
the McCulloch property for 
some 50 years. 
At the age o f  14, Robert 
rebuilt the tractor and has 
carefully maintained it ever 
since. Once a year he f i res  
Steelie up and rotatills the 
garden area. If you remember 
Green Acres, they  used a 
of pride in their property -- it 
has to be one of the cleanest I 
have ever seen. 
Robert's grandmother, Mary 
Worobec, is 96 years old and 
lives at Terraceview Lodge. His 
mother is Alice McCulloch who 
lives at the Willows she and 
her husband :were the first peo- 
ple to travel the highway from 
Terrace to Hazelton. 
*****  
Tonight at 7 p,m. Ter- 
raceview Lodge are having a 
modified version of this same special Indonesian Night. Betty 
tractor on  that T.V. show. Barton will be giving a presenta- 
Paulette McCulloch describes tion --sl ides, clothing and a 
Steelie as a member of the fami- talk -- based on her experiences 
ly. in that country. 
Robert and Paulette take a lot , , , , ,  
The Terrace White Cane Club 
is looking for people prepared 
to volunteer as drivers for the 
group's outings. Also, anyone 
who can assist with crafts. 
Phone Felix Goyette (638-1285) 
or Phyliss Cornfield (638-0412). 
Felix is president and Phyliss 
secretary-treasurer of the 12 
member club : which recently 
became an official member of 
the Canadian Council for the 
Blind. 
The Terrace club is the 21st 
formed in B.C. - -  there are a 
total of 800 members inthe pro- 
vince. The council acts as a ad- 
vocacy group and also provides 
members with assistance in 
employment, education and 
with equipment. 
Mu, uw~ ~l~t=,u. srs b-/years since Steelle rolled off the Detroit assembly line but It's still going strong 
thanks to the TLC lavished on it b Re ' ' ' . . . .  ' y/. bert McCulloch. That s Robert s wife Paulette and her.sister 
Murlel above adopting suitably agricultural poses to mark Steelie's annual run. 
Reunion a time 
for reminiscing 
Memories that span at least one third of the history of  the 
'community will be shared when people who were living here 
prior to 1960 gather for this year's Oldtimers Reunion ban- 
quet at the end of the month. 
Organizing committee member Julia Little said the banquet 
had its roots in the Terrace Reunion held in 1982. Although 
there had been similar get-togethers in the 50s, she described 
the 1982 event was the first big-reunion and one which had 
taken more than 12 months to organize. 
"It was fantastic," she said, adding 250 residents and 
another 250 out-of-towners showed up for the weekend-long 
event which was open to anyone who had ever lived in the 
community. 
She said some of those attending had only lived here as 
children and had decided to Come back and see how the com- 
munity had changed in the interval. Recalling even the 
weather co-operated on that occasion, she said the reunion 
proved to be "well worth the effort we put into it." 
Encouraged by that success, the organizers decided to make 
the reunion an annual event if on a slightly smaller scale. 
Each year since, on the last Saturday of July, those who had 
lived in the community 30 years previously had been eligible 
to attend the banquet. 
Little said attendance had ranged from 100 to 150 "and 
each year we have a few from out-of-town." After a sit-down 
meal and the presentations of the door prize and a special one 
for the person who had travelled the furthest to be there, She 
anticipated those attending would settle down to reminisce 
about bye-gone days. 
While confident there will again be a strong turn-out, Little 
asked those intending to be there to purchase their tickets as 
soon as possible. She explained that would help the organizers 
arrange the order for meals. 
Tickets are $15 each and can be purchased from Northern 
Healthcare, Grace Fell Florist and Rose's Shop. More infor- 
mation could be obtained by calling Little at 635-5205. 
Back on track 
Concerns earlier this year about the future of the Family 
Court and Youth Justice committee have now been banished 
with the committee having been brought up to strength and 
elected a newslate of officers. 
~;:The~chairman'S position has now been fil ledby Lyada 
Breffeld ~th  Benita'Cha~pdelaine s vice-chairman d Maria 
Thomsen as recording secretary.~Other commRtee members 
are Nancy Zavaglia, Henry Dreger and Kerrie Rosy. The 
city's representative on the body is alderman David Hurl. 
Although the committee is now taking a break for the sum- 
mer, it will begin regular monthly meetings again in 
September. It also hopes to send two representatives to this 
fall's annual Family Court Corammittee conference. 
Bestseller reprinted 
For those who were too late to get a copy of Kermode: 
1969-1990, a special edition of the Caledonia Senior Secon- 
dary yearbook, there is good news. A second printing has 
been ordered. 
Covering the his'tory of the school from its opening in 
September 1969 to the present day -- it includes updates on 
all teachers and many former graduates --  the publication 
proved so popular the first printing sold out in only a few 
days. 
The club expects the second run of 100 copies to arrive dur- 
ing the first week of August. Anyone wishing to reserve a
copy can do so sending acheque for $30 to Caledonia Annual 
Club, Box 432, Terrace, V8G 4135. A few copies will also go 
on sale at the Misty River book store. 
Seniors commission 
members named 
The city has announced the names of the eight residents 
selected to sit on its newly fo rmed Seniors Advisory commis- 
sion. 
Local seniors appointed to the commission are Arleen 
Frank, Bev Greening, Jim McKay, Glodys OHver and Lou 
Galr. Gnir was recently named to n similar provincial body. 
Other members will be Dave Dennis, Sadie Parnell ud  Cbed 
Kerne ls .  
The commission will meet monthly and provide recommen- 
dnilons on matters referred to it by council as well as bring 
forward Ideas of its own for improving the lot of seniors in 
the community. 
A total of 14 residents volunteered to serve on the organize. 
lion. 
First big win 
Buying furniture is the nmnber one priority for Kitwanga 
resident Peter Holowenko after winning $10,000 recently in 
an Instant Special. 
"Then l'm going to a family reunion in Saskatchewan," 
said Holowenko who picked up his cheque last Saturday. 
It's the first big win for Holowenko who has been buying 
lottery tickets ince they were first issued. 
 Correction 
Last week's tory on Canada was incorrect - her name is 
Post's donation tothe R.B,M. Thelma. ,The ex-poStl 6fflce 
Lee Fotmdation :named Dr .  employee r ferred towu~c ie  ~ 
Lee's wife M Dulcle Lee. This Rosy. : 
i ~i 
,,~ ~*. 
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UGUST ~,~ _ At 10:30 
" a.m/or 2 p.m. The Terrace 
Public Library presenta Make a" 
. Wind (in the' Willows) Sock 
and:fly 'like the windi For 
, chlldien aged 6and up. Please 
reshter in advance. ' *  
• "k***  ,k 
AUGUST 16,1999, At 10:30 
a.m. o r2  p.m. The Terrace 
• Public Library presents Willy 
Wonka's Cake Capetl Come 
and concoct acake worthy of 
Willy Wonka's Chocolate Fa¢- 
toryl For children aged 6 and 
up. Please register inadvance 
for the session of your choice. 
• k* .k**  • 
AUG. 3, 4, 5,1990 -- 1980 
Grads of Caledonia Senior 
Secondary 10 year eunion for 
all persons who graduated or
should have graduated in 1980. 
Reunion to be held at the Ter. 
race Inn. If you have not 
received your invitatipn~ and 
would'like to attend, please 
contact us by July 1, 1990. For 
more information call 63S.1214 
or send leLter to c/o 2088 
• Cypress Street, Terrace, B.C. 
vso 503 
• / r * 'k**  
AUGUST 24, 25, & 26, 1990 --  
Cariboo College kicks off 
' celebration"90, marking 20 
years of service, with a 
homecoming weekend. If 
you're aformer student or staff 
member plan to visit the 
Kamloops Campus and join the 
fun. Activities will include a 
Bar-B-Q, dance, department 
sponsored events, music and 
entertainment. It'sa family af- 
fair! For more information r
to let us know you're coming, 
call Aries at 1-800-663-2955 
***9 , ' *  
SE~ER 4, 1990 - -  The 
next General meeting of the 
Ladies Auxiliary to the Royal 
Canadian Legion Br. 13, will 
start at 8 p.m. Zone Com- 
mander Lovgren will be mak- 
ing her official visit o our L.A. 
Come out to the meeting and 
meet her. 
BEAUTIFICATION contest. 
The Terrace Beautification 
Society will once again be 
holding their beautification 
contest. There will be three 
claalfications: Residential, 
commercial and industrial. En- 
try forms are available at: the 
Co-op Garden Centre, Uplands 
Nursery, Skeena Broadcasters, 
The Terrace Review and The 
Terrace Standard. Entries close 
Saturday 28, July. The winner 
in each category will receive a 
commemorative plaque. For 
more information contact: 
Geoge Clark 635-2281 day or 
Betty Campbell 635-5221.8 
/ r / r ** / r  
HERITAGE PARK is open to 
the public for tours Wednesday 
to Sunday 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 
p.m. For information regar- 
ding tours, weddings, family 
portraits phone Heritage Park 
at 6354546 or 635-2508 
/ r / r / r / r / r  
TEAM PLAY HORSESHOE 
There will be a horseshoe train- 
ing program for anyone who 
would like to play. Come out 
Wed. evening or Sunday after- 
noon. It is fun and good par- 
ticipation• For more informa- 
tion call 635-2856 
/ r / r * / r / r  
THE OVEREATERS ANON- 
YMOUS support group meets 
every Wednesday t 7:30 p.m. 
Shot in the arm 
By SUE SCHWI~gMAN, 
Did You  Know That . . .  
foreign travel may require im. 
munizations. Immunizations 
are recommended fo r  personal 
protection or may be a require- 
ment for entry into a specific 
country. Travel to most parts of 
North America, continental 
Europe and the Caribbean re- 
quire fewer precautions than 
travel to tropical areas such as 
South America, Africa and 
Asia. 
Many factors play a role in 
disease transmission. Some ex- 
amples include poor sanitary 
and living conditions, con- 
taminated food and drink and 
the time of year. Malaria and 
other diseases transmitted by 
mosquitoes are more common 
during the rainy season. 
Vaccinations do not exist for 
all diseases. Listed below are 
some of the travel immuniza- 
tions available today. 
Tetanus - -  Diphtheria frd) 
- -  everyone whether travelling 
or not should keep his/her Td 
up to date. This means a 
booster every 10 years. Can you 
• remember the last one you had? 
Was it grade 9? 
Polio - -  a booster dose is 
recommended for travel to an 
endemic area or tropical or 
developing countries. 
Typhoid - -  is recommended 
for travel to areas where poor 
sanitation exists. Typhoid is a 
febrile illness that is transmitted 
through contaminated food and 
water. Typhoid requires a 
"series", which means you need 
2 shots 4 or more weeks apart. 
Eating well cooked foods and 
staying away from fresh fruit 
and vegetables also helps pre- 
vent typhoid fever. Boil your 
water before you drink it, or 
drink bottled liquids. Avoid ice 
cubes in your drinks. Freezing 
water does not kill the typhoid 
pathogen. 
Cholera - -  an immunization 
for cholera is required by some 
countries before ntry is permit- 
ted. Again drinking safe water 
and eating cooked foods 
decrease your risk. 
Hepatitis A - -  is a viral in- 
flammatory disease of the liver. 
It is common in developing 
'Countries. Transmission occurs 
through contaminated food and 
water Immune globulin may be 
recommended for protection 
against Hepatitis A
Yellow Fever - -  is a disease 
transmitted by mosquitoes. 
Yellow fever vaccine is required 
for entry into certain countries 
in Africa and South America. 
This vaccine is not available in 
Terrace. Health Clinics in 
Prince George and Vancouver 
supply Yellow Fever Vaccine. 
Menlngoeoceal Vaccine - -  is 
recommended for travel to 
- I' 
: , i ii!i Y •. Did ou 
know that... 
Courtesy Sko~na Health~Unlt, •
i 
Malaria - -  is transmitted by 
mosquitoes and oan cause 
headaches, fever, chills and 
sweats. Protection against 
Malaria may require taking oral 
medication prior to departure, 
once a week during your stay 
and for a period after. The 
Health Unit will inform you of 
which medication you should 
take according to where you are 
travelling. You can then get a 
prescription from your family 
doctor. Additional mosquito 
precautions are: stay indoors 
after sunset, wear light colored 
clothing that protects your arms 
and legs, do not wear perfumes, 
wear insect repellents with 
brain. The Skeena Health Unit greater than 20 percent DEET 
does not stock this vaccine. A such as "Deepwoods Off" and 
traveller may purchase i t  "Muskol" 
through alocal pharmacy or ob' When you decide to travel 
tain it at one of the travel clinics give the health unit a call about 
in Vancouver, one or two months prior to 
departure. This gives us plenty 
of time to give you necessary 
advice and schedule your im- 
munizations. 
Be as specific as possible 
about your trip. Think about 
how long you will stay abroad, 
your accommodations, urban 
or rural travel, tourist or non. 
tourist routes, where you will be 
eating and the status of your ex- 
isting immunizations. Don,t • 
leave it until the last minuteff 
Have a Safe & Happy Trip. 
What are your questions and 
concerns? Write us at: "Did 
You Know That" c/o Skeena 
Health Unit. 3412 Kalum 
Street, Terrace, B.C. VgG 4T2 
,..,,,,, 
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NEXT RACESARE. 
TERRACE SPEEDWAY 
 tumy, july 1990 
Regular Races at e:O0 p.m. 
sunday, July 22, 1990 
Regular Races at 2:00 p.m. 
, SEE YOU AT THE RACES 
m i i i  . " 
RAVEL 
• i " :~  
I ] -~  tno8 .~. .~en. .bomado l t  an ,~ev.°.l 8~ont I 0 tho..al ~ ' _ .~ 
OU.VERWiHG...SFECIAL ONE WAY FEES TO LONOUN 
$59R PER PFJSOR 
Frankfurt $659 and Amsterdam $629....Llmlted departures for 
, July and August. 
• A" 'k "A" * 
iNAUGURAL SPECIAL - CON11NENTAL AIRUNES 
Pub in the sky service to Hawaii - only $349 from Vancouver -
Restrictions apply. 
** ' **  
' ~SCANDANAViAN AIRLINES OFFER COMPLI~F.NTARY 
• ' 6ROUNO TRANSPORTATION 
from Vancouver to Seattle, or free parking for passengers flying 
from Seattle. 
CALIFORNIA SUPER SALE - FIESTA WEST 
$369 adult, $329 child, air, hotel and transfers included. One day 
Dlsneyland pass sis0 included, 
****  
THE ROCKY MOUNTAINEER --  TWO DAY TRAIN TOUR BETWEEN 
CALGARY, BANFF, JASPER AND VANCOUVER 
from $350 per person, Includes hotels, breakfasts and lunches, 
CHIRA 1990 - -  ONE WEEK BEIJIN6 TOUR 
Departs Vancouver every Monday. $1,280...all tours and land 
!ncluslve..Absolutely no hidden cost...Ouallty guaranteed. 
CATCH THE SPIRIT AT 
635-6181 
T R A ~  Skeena Mail 
Park i F 
No. 2. 2823 Clark St.. Thornhill. B.C, 
529 Mountain View Sq.. Kitimat. B.C, I 
NO. 309.2ndAve.,West, Prince Rupert, B,C. 624-2221 I o ,  Sunday July 15, B.C. Parks is celebrating Trails Day. 
at the Terrace Women's epidemic areas such as Kenya, The purpose of Trails Day is to foster appreciation for the 
Resource Centre, 4542 Park and protects you against men- an 
hiking trails than meander through over 3000 km of our B.C. | Ave. Ph. 535-6510or638-0664 ingococcal meningitis, and in- 
s for more intormation flammation f . L  , ~ ~ r 8  i~1 parks. -- [ " [ Newcomers welcome ' -. 0 me memoranes That is the same distance as a round trip from Terrace to 
....................... . surroundmg the spinal cord and Vancouver via Prince Georgef Some of these trails take many 
days to walk. Others take only a few minutes. This Sunday is 
a great ime to try some of our local short walks, 
Kleanza Creek Provincial Park is 20 minutes west of Ter- 
T E R R A C E  RECREATI0HAL VEHICLES (KELOWHA) LTD. race on the way to Smithers. This park offers a 15 minute asy sign i grade trail that almost any age can enjoy. From the top of a 
gradual climb you can catch a glimpse of the river below. 
A r o  I On July 15, there will be a special guided walk to the top of 
W e  the trail. You can meet he naturalist at the information 
near the day use area at 2 p.m. Why not bring lunch and "dat g! i spend the afternoon? Consoll In Lakelse Lake Provincial Park offers the 2 km long Twin 
~pruce trail. Named after the two towering trees that greet 
visitors on its west entrance, this relatively new trail takes the 
visitor through old growth forests, alongside salmon streams 
Kelowna Inventories Back to i and beaver ponds. The trail has a short cut path, half way 
through for those who prefer a 1 km walk. 
HUNTERS in Edmonton. J OnJulylh,  there will be a gulded tour of the Twins Sp'ruce 
O R  T O  S ! Trail fr°m 4"5:30 p'm" Meet the park naturalist at the west I
entrance, near the Furlong Bay beach. • PRI THI F0r more information on these and other visitor programs, 
please phone B.C. Parks at 798-2277. 
Happy trallsl , , • , . . . .  
The following will be offered at I I  
SPECIAL PRICESl ! ~ Lakelee Lake Provinc ia l  
4 New Class A's 13 Used Class A's II | ~] ( 'd  ~ Park Visitor Programs 
7 New Class C's 24 Used  Class  C 's  i ~-"" - - I  " July 12 - 18, 1000 
(minis) (minis) II 
7 New Trailers 12 Used Trailers i ~ •  nmtr~, J~ 1= 
10 New Fifth Whee ls  25  Used Fifth Wheels II 7:10- I:|0 p,m. - Tseax Lava 8ads - meet at Fudong Bay Rcnle Shelter, , , 
I TOURISM IS A SHARED EXPERIENCEI;I BETWEEN RESIDENTS 3 New Campers . 30.Used Truck Campers l " ' . . . . . .  . . . I~lly, july 13 ..... . . . .  ."..i 
I AND VISITORS,,, AND TERRACE HAS SO MUCH TO SHARE!! 0 New Car Dollies 16 Used Vans i ~00- 4:00~m. - 0east F0rNow Ufe- meet st Fudong Bay Rcnle Sheller. i..~. 
I SCENERY THAT WON'T QU,,,, VAST QUJE, SPACES,,, WO~LD L IMITED T IME v ....nFF=n . • ,.a.a..n . , .  - ,.m.s ot L~.  - .,,,tat r~, . . , . , ,~  sin,,. 
II AMDAM FROMTHEINN OFTHE WESTcAMEToTERRACE W I T H R E N O w N E D  FISNG ;i AND FRIENDLY PEOPLEI DOROTHY I Pa~gets~ Jdy 14 meel at . . . .  P~cnlc Shelter (f14HM b4QiCh), r' • ~N 4~,.  ~.~s ~u.o i It lnO/ RNANCiN6 | " 7:|10"0':10"--'tl~•ayMOhtO~lPflnl--meetat'~lYRenl¢'~lelt~'"'~.-- ~.-~ ' -  ~" i, ~/~ i~ER PARENTS IN ] 9521 DOROTHY LOVES ~ ABOUT 
TERRACE,, AND EVEN THOUGH THERE'VE BEEN OPPORTUN - " I _.,,,,_,. 
I'~''TiESELSEWHEI~'SHEHASCHOSENTOSTAYSAYINGTEI~RACE :''ISOUR HOM  I " - -  , J -  I ~ , ~  .0 ,o.,o, " i  
Hwy. 97N. -  123 Penn0 Road I 
• . • • I~alc S~el~,, + . .  ' ..... . KELOWNA B,C . I ' Parlal" ~ Ut~ 11m - mee't at F~ ~ri: ~ 2+ i 
i~: "~'-,phon : . ' l l~ -~ l ( l l l r l l r l . '  lee e #~.~- ,~vvv  r |ri : ,• ,. Al l  Pro0mmo Are Fml l l  .... . ....... : ","i.:'~. ',:.
WITH ASS ISTANCE FROM THE C ITY  OF  TERRACE I I " I' " ' III" i I " ":' *""'.'~' 
q~ 
Barnetts meet for reunion 
TERRACE - -  Members of the 
Barnett family travelled here 
from as far as Los Angeles over 
the Canada Day weekend for a 
reunion. 
They are all related to Peter 
aqd Bea Barnett who moved to 
Terrace from Manitoba in the 
1950s. 
The occasion also marked the 
80th anniversary of Charles 
Barnett, great great grandfather 
of "the youngest at the reunion, 
moving to Canada from 
Scotland. 
Among those at the reunion 
were 16 of the 17 great gran- 
children of Bea and Peter 
Barnett. Number 17 was born 
just before the reunion and was 
too young to attend. In all, four 
generationslwere represented at
the reunion. 
Verna Jordan, daughter of 
Bea and Peter, said the occasion 
offered the family a chance to 
look at photographs, take new 
ones and exchange memories. 
"Our father came out from 
Rorketon, Manitoba one year 
before moving the family to 
find work," she said. 
The idea, said Jordan, of 
holding a reunion "grew like 
ttopsy" after it was first brought 
up. 
Reunion activities were 
centered at the Kin Hut with 
games~ an open house for 
friends and a catered banquet. 
The reunion began Friday 
evening, June 29, with a family 
sing-a-long which included a 
song about Terrace written by 
Slim and Verna Jordan, 
daughter and son-in-law of Pete 
and Bea Barnett. 
FOUR GENERATIONS of Barnetts gathered here over the July long weekend for a family reunion. In 
the middle is Bea Barnett flanked on the right by daughter Verna Jordan, on the left by grand daughter 
Kathie Young and by great grandchildren Ashley Young and Kendal Young. 
That brought back memories 
of Pete playing in a local band 
which used to perform in Usk 
and Remo. 
Daughters Irene and Sharon 
also sang on the local radio sta- 
tion on programs devoted to 
local talent. 
Musical entertainment was 
helped along by grandson Ken 
Kirschner of Vancouver, a pro- 
fessional musician who has 
played with the Irish Rovers and 
worked with k.d. lang. her Canadian roots. 
Saturday's banquet featured Pete Barnett, now passed 
presentations of red, yellow and away, first worked at Terrace 
pink roses to Bea by her Motors and then at Columbia 
children, grand children and Cellulose until retiring. Bea 
great grandchildren. Barnett worked at Terraceview 
Other presentations for those Lodge for 18 years. 
family members who helped 
organize the event were made. The couple were also involved 
One of Bea's daughters, Kay in local curling activities. This 
Franklin, now living in Califor- spring a trophy was given at the 
nia, was presented with a stuff- local Legion bonspiel in 
ed toy beaver to remind her of memory  of Pete Barnett. 
:7  
NoEeW.S 
BY ROBERT O. SMITH 
GENERAL MANAGER 
SUMMER VISITORS 
When •ends or re~ves come to Terrace ~ summer tel ~ Ibold our 
super Bed & ~ut  P.ckage at the new Terrace Inn. 
Reserve a room and they get a compllmantaty ful bcleldaM plus they can 
enjoy the Terrace Aquatic Centre with two swimming pooll, • dW Nocdlo 
sauna, whirlpool, weight room & Rnnlsh ~taam uuna. 
We offer complimentary Aquatic Centre ~ to our gUe~l. 
everyone gets a Bonus Coupon Book packed wlth valual~ ¢li~munt 
vouchers for Terrace stores, shops and ~0'antlom. 
The place to stay In Terrace Is the Terrace Inn. 
GOLF PACKAGE 
Stay with us on our Goff Package Plan arid for only $38 per person, per 
night based on double occupancy, you get a room for one night end 18 
holes of golf (Green Fees) at Skeena V~k~y Golf and Counb~ Club. Pk=l you 
also receive our other bonus fea~res Inedudlng a Free bmakf=~ and Banu~ 
Coupon Book. 
Call and reserve a G~f Package fi~r.younmlf Or a vkdtor. 
SPORT .FISHING 
The Terrace Inn offers a Fresh Water Trophy FlCdng Package wtth Nor- 
thewast Fishing Guides. 
One to four day packages are available sire'ring at $199 per ~ .  
accornmodaflon. This Includes 8 hours of fishing ~dth Northwut F~ 
Guides, bansportatkm from hotel and back, fishbg boat and ~cMe box, 
lunch, modem room accornmoda~on, a fl~ brukhmt, ~ ~ Terrace 
Aquatic CenVe, and Bonus Coupon Book. 
Call and ask us to send you our Spo~ Fbh~g brochure. 
4551 Grelg Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 1M7 
For Reserva~ons, 
Fax (604) 635-2788 
_ [ . .. 
Eighteen branch offices and twenty fiveyears - 
later,.Great Pacific Management has grown and . . :  .~.: 
prospered ' ' . . . . . . .  
" f f~  A 
h . . .  . , 
Great Pacific has proven themselves over the 
years, in all economic conditions, advising 
thousands and thousands of people. 
As financial planners, long-term success can only 
be achieved with loyal clients. Clients who need 
sound advice. Clients who prosper. Clients who 
recommend Great Pacific to family and friends. 
GREAT 
PACIFIC 
25 
YEARS 
After a quarter-century, Great Pacific 
Management is the benchmark of success in our 
industry.., and your community. 
Happy twenty-fifth Great Pacific... from your " 
friends and associates at Bolton Trembiay . 
Funds Inc. ~ " " 
After 25 years, y0ur light shines brightl * - . , . . 
L .  
. . . . .  : :  : : ' ; : ,  " ' : i `1 '  : . . .  - .. 
. . . .  : M NAGEMENT 
.~; ... : . ~ . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  rv.,~,~ern, 
,.4 ' . ,, reeAud lo  Casset te  Of fe r  . . . . . .  , PowellRiver 
. -: ' .q`1.*.: :.:. ~ .. ~. . i  PrtnceRupert 
:: ~:i. ~/,: Write for your free Be ton Tremblay audio cassette on ; 'L ' I .Ouesnel 
" :: ~ :'~; "~L; " ::: U:S.:'i~al~ets by Michae Schaenen of Schaenen Wood2:::-I - 
. . . .  ~ . . . . . . .  Sechelt 
. : :  - .  Name:- : :, . 7 I Terrace 
m 
~(i:~;(;"[ Addresll:...-i-. :~ • : -,:-: I . Vancouver 
';': ~"f.!:", l "os le lC (~. /~ . . . .  :' Phons Number ' ' '*:~: ,C{:9~ I Vl:~oda *: 
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BRANCH MANAGER 
Mervin Lay 299.6577 
Cecil Baldry-White 287-4933 
Wilf Rest 795-7020 
Wayne Fleming ~ 338.5222 
Linda Richardson 748-3041 
Grog smlth., c..- P88i~11 
BrentCloban:~ L .  : " ;75¢~65~ 
:,- R~'Kowa~h.k ~: 
Dlane Heskelh ~r l~ne . .  " 992"6806 
sua a,ock 
:' Mi~ ~otl ; '-: ' : "~9- i i48 
'E~on Beach 288-3818 :" 
F~r~ ~'I , .... :'~'-: ..687"8101 
q: : : , , / ' . / .  , , !  ' , . -  " " . 
i !  ~ 
$ 
. . . .  h "  , " ,  ' : ; ' J , - "  : ;  
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tr, arrogance m 
• , " ~ *~ . sockeye from systemS: other of salmon the world Over, Even: 
T h a i  _ ,~  i than. the gabine:are,not added a cursory examinatiOn!Of:tfiese ~ 
~ ~ - o -  to that tragic catalogue. It is for • sources makes it  abundantlY' 
~ ~  B"  this re~on we have advocated :clear that wherei:ithere~ iS "a ~.. 
• =qr  v= th ' " " . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . .  : " . . . . . . .  ' ~ ~ ! l l m J l  I e exploration of selectwe troubled stock:of salmon, thee' 
Z7 harvesti  methods and a re  is a commercinifZeet n b 
- - ,  ----,-- . . . . v , ,~  ~ ~ AY ' '. ex~at ion :  o f  the !::Way 'in When he says theproble~!Of 
. . . . . .  " which the~ar~ foUr:fisher~ i s  declining stocks isi:i~ot: ,ew, 
: , : : i~ conducted,. .  Gilmore is right. :~' he peril6ds 
finishes of fwith this glorious the world;and I canassure Mr" ~ Mr. Giimore condition ofsteell ' id ~d coho 
The nerve t 
"~e ne~ei,the gailand yes, 
the i! ~0ganee Of :  the: sport 
f is~:!~:*~or is"Simply too 
much to be believed," writes 
Dan Gilmore, editor of The 
Prince Rupert Daily News, in a 
recent strident and loosely 
reasoned editorial entitled 
"Sockeye is King." 
The "elitist steelheaders 
down Terrace way who expect 
shoreworkers tohand over their 
jobs, their homes and their 
children's future for the sake of 
a few trophy steelhead" receive 
the full force of Gilmore's in- 
ve~ive, 
!'What is totally unaccep- 
table," he writes, "is the 
steelhead angler who makes 
plenty of money working a full- 
time job, but doesn't respect the 
fight of the workers in the com- 
mercial fishing sector to make a 
living." 
And the steclheading elite are 
not the only target for op- 
probrious prose. On saltwater 
and freshwater guides, Gilmore 
States: "Stocks aren't what they 
used to be, for a variety of 
reasons. That's why it's perfect-. 
ly ridiculous for these folks to 
cry the blues when they can't 
kill as many steelhead as they'd 
like to. They knew the risks go- 
ing in, and nobody's arguing 
the diminishing steelhead run is 
a new phenomena (sic)." 
Leading the reader through a
thicket of convoluted argument, 
he offers this gem is support of 
the continuance of the Area 
Four fishery in its present form: 
"The sockeye is king of the 
salmon world. It may not be as 
large as the chinook but it's the 
best. The steelhead, on the 
other hand, tastes okay if it's 
smoked but trout lovers are far 
better off with a rainbow or cut- 
throat on their plates." Gilmore 
non-sequitur: " I f  you got into 
the guiding business itmay have 
been a mistake, at least i f  
steelhead is what you're adver. 
tising.And if You're not living 
off the ocean-going trout, and 
nobody should, then you're just 
a spoiled angler who has no 
right to cryabout the matter at 
the expense of the hard-working 
people employed in the fishing 
industry." 
I have sPent much time in 
pursuit of steeihead trout and  
have enjoyed the company of 
some of the best steelheaders in 
f ight ing env i ronmenta l  a concern, but the main reason 
degradation as they do angfing, for the downward spiral of the 
are concerned with species ur- Skeenafishery:is Overfishing ~by 
vivai and the insurance o f  commercial fishermen, This 
G i lmore .and  those who,  stocks are troUbled andlarecon,~ on, the Skeena is the.legacy :of 
subscribe to his views that the l tinuing t0 dee~e,for',aivarie/y, more than a century0f  over, 
steelheading elite, men who Of reasons', but Stops short o f  fishing. Thist0o is a mhtterof 
spend as much or more t ime identifying them. Habitatlossis record. :~ ~ .'~ . . . .  
fact is borne out in data from 
the Department ofFisheries and 
Oceans, has been articulated in
Turning the Tide, Dr. Peter 
Pearse's commission on Pacific 
fisheries policy, and is covered 
in Anthony Netboy's coom'  
prehensive works on the plight 
geneticdiversity. 
The number of species to go 
extinct: in the last decade 
numbers in the thousands. The 
steelheaders in Skeena ndtheir 
colleagues worldwide are  
fighting to See that Summerrun 
steelhead, echo and the Skeena 
Even the dullest:or wits can 
appreciate the imp~ortance o f  
healthy fish stocks. Failure to 
implement measures ;advocated 
by the sportfishing activists of 
the Skeena, ' conti~u~e"of: the 
status quo in area four, will lead 
to the collapse of the Tishe!'y. 
Managing the fishery on the  
basis of taste, as advocated by. 
Mr. Gilmore will not stave off 
this sad eventuality. 
i " 
~r 
? 
Triathlon 
boosted 
TERRACE - -  A rush of last 
minute entries has given a 
boost to the Skeena Valley 
Triathlon leading up to race 
day. 
The run-bike-swim ex- 
travaganza runs this Sunday 
and with late entries 
organizers now predict close 
to 200 participants. 
Organizer Dale Green. 
wood said last week 165 en- 
tries are in. "It's definitely a
success as it is now, and if it 
wasn't fo r  the Summer 
Games we would have made 
200 for sure." 
The B.C. Summer Games 
was moved up to the second 
week of July this year, the 
tradit ional  tr iathlon 
weekend. 
"All of a sudden they just 
started coming in," he said. 
"It's looking good now." 
Bowling 
TERRACE BOWLER 
Leslie Alway returned from 
the Master Bowlers' Associa- 
tion national tournament in
Edmonton Friday with a 
team gold trophy. 
She competed on B.C.'s 
ladies teaching masters team, 
which took first place 
overall, 
Victory wasn't easy, 
however. With their games 
over, Alway and her B,C. 
team mates had to wat.ch as 
second-place Manitoba tried 
to chisel away at their lead. 
I t  came down to the final 
game, where Manitoba fell a 
single point short, ensuring a
B.C. win. 
Terrace's Dave Wiebe also 
bowled at the tournament, 
on the B.C. men's teaching 
masters team, which placed 
sixth. 
Summer 
Games 
MORE THAN 100 local 
athletes, coaches and of. 
ficials :are on their way to 
Prince George for the B.C. 
Summer Games  this 
weekend. 
Competing in more than 
20 different events under the 
Zone 7 banner are 99 Terrace 
athletes. 
Terrace competitors are 
representing the northwest in
Prince George in the follow- 
ing events: baseball, basket- 
ball, black powder shooting, 
cycling, diving, equestrian 
(Western and English), golf, 
hmidgun shooting, horseshoe 
pitching, parachuting, soc- 
cer, softball, swimming, ten- 
nis,: trapshooting, and 
volleyball, 
On the green 
IT'S ALL IN the putt, they say. Some putts are great and some ain't, but even if you were just put- 
tering around the Skeena Valley Golf and Country Club last weekend, the sunshine made it wor- 
thwhile. The warm weather also drew more than 60 entrants in this year's Skeena Valley Ladies' 
Open golf tournament. 
Young umpire heads south 
TERRACE - -  One of the 
youngest minor baseball um- 
pires in the northwest was 
behind the plate again this past 
weekend --  at the peewee pro- 
vinciai championships in Sur- 
rey. 
Terrace's Rob Barg Jr. 
umped intermediate 'C' division 
at the provincial champion' 
ships, ~another  notch in 
his umpire's mask. ,'This is a 
major thingifor me," he said 
last week; ?q'm the youngest 
frequently around town. and is 
now a four-year veteran of call- 
ing the plays and arguing with 
irateplayers. But he's never 
made the calls behind the plate 
at a major out,of-town tourney. 
He  Says he simply 
vuluhteered for the job at the 
peewee :i champs and was ac- 
cepted, Barg also expects to um- 
pire next  month's Riverboat 
Days sic-pitch tournament. • 
A lsoat the  weekend peewee 
provincials, competing against 
Rob Barg 
Christensen 
to nationals 
TERRACE --  With a little help 
from his •friends, Terrace biker 
Mike Christensen should be in 
Mont Joli, Quebec this weekend 
for the ride of his life. 
The three-day Canadian Na- 
tionai Cycling Championships 
get underway there on Friday 
and Christensen says he plans to 
be there. The only obstacle is 
cash - -  he needs to raise about 
$1,000 from local businesses 
and supporters for the trip.. 
Christensen as a new meinber;~ 
of the B.C. cycling team 
couldn't get sponsored by the 
provincial organization and is 
being forced to rely on 
hometown support. 
The 21-year-old rider heads 
to the nationals coming off two 
more impressive performances 
at southern B.C. races. 
He raced in the Victoria 
Grand Prix, a staged race two 
weekends ago. Riding with 
more than 100 of the best riders 
- -  including several biking pros 
and Commonwealth Games 
medalists - -  Christensen turned 
in a 23rd place finish in the road 
race. He also finished the 
10-kilometre race in a time of 
just over 15 minutes, about wo 
minutes off the leaders, to place 
27th overall in the race. 
Then on July l, he raced to 
an eighth-place finish in a 
criterium, or sprint, through the 
streets of Gastown in downtown 
Vancouver. 
" I  was fairly pleased with 
that," he recounted last week. 
"For myself that (the criterium) 
is one of my weakest events. I'm 
at my best on difficult errain - -  
very long, very hilly races. The 
tougher the course the better it 
is for me." 
Christensen left Terrace this 
spring to go to the Lower 
Mainland and race full-time. He 
returns in September at the end 
of the racing season. 
He made the provincial team 
last month and is now aiming 
for national team status. "I was 
ain~i/i~ for that in "1992, but l've 
progressed more ~qdiCkly," he 
said. "Now I want to make the 
national team for '91. If the re- 
mainder of the season goes 
weei, that's well within my 
grasp." 
But he says a heavy and costly 
travelling schedule is the price 
of his success. "This year I'm 
spending about $5,000 just to 
get to and from races." 
Next year, he says, he will 
push for amateur sponsorship 
by one of the major trade 
teams. Money in cycling, as in 
most sports, revolves around 
advertising, and as a result, he 
says the battle to get sponsor- 
ship from major companies i
"all part of the game." No 
sponsorship for many riders 
means no money, no travelling 
- -  and no racing. 
Christensen says the financial 
constraints means he has to be 
selective in which races he goes 
to. "For me now only the na- 
tionai races are big ones. That's 
where you've got to lay it all on 
the line if you're going to make 
national team." 
Many happy returns 
WlMBLEDON strikes again - in Terrace. Alex Kotal was one 
of the swift swingers congregating at the: Kalurn SL tennis 
~: !i i : :~ ::i:::) %., 
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I:: ~.Es BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE ] " 
A nondenominational, 8 leeson course doulgned: to give a general 
knowledge of the Bl~o, Sub}ecte In¢ludo: Old Teetament, Now Tee~t ' !  
and Christianity. • * : :  i 
• This course Is absolutely FREE~ ©llerge. : ''~:: ~: 
• Based entirely on the Bible. (no present day revelations) ':,! 
• Conducted entirely by mall. 
(s, po.~,o, p=d uy the T...©u Ch.r=h o~ Cn,.O, i; i;i:~ :: 
TO re~=eive this FREE Bible Correspondence Course send your name ~d/ I  
address to: : • , 
Terrace Church of Christ, 4603 Park Ave., Terrace, B,C, : 
vgG 1615 (Pleaae Print) or call 635-9605 
THE LEVEL of play may not be up to World Cup soccer standards 
quite yet, but these little tykes are giving it their all. While local soc- 
cer fans tune in to the international soccer duel between the Argen- 
tines and West Germans, these children are learning skills and 
SCORE 
BOAR D 
• Terrace Men's SIo-piteh 
League Scores: 
June 18 
Molson SKB Wreckers 15, Rudon 3 
Rudon 8, Bill's Plumbing 5 
June 20 
SKB Molson Wreckers 7, Westpoint 0 
Vic Froese 12, Bill's Plumbing 1 
June 22 
Terrace inn lO, We~tpoint 7 
Westpoint 13, Bill's Plumbing 0 
Terrace Men's Sio-piteh 
League Standings: 
Team W L P~r  GBL 
SKB Molson Wreckers 121 .923 - 
Terrace Inn 9 2 .818 2 
Redan Rowdies 7 7 .500 5½ 
Westpoint 5 8 .385 7 
Vic Froese Trucking 3 10.231 9 
Bill's Plumbing 3 11.214 9½ 
Ter raceSpeedway Winners  
. . . . .  June  16 Results:  " 
dishing out the kind of enthusiasm that reflects the strength of local 
sports right here at home -- like the Terrace Youth Soccer Associa- 
tion. 
Trophy Dash - -  556 Dave Reinhasdt 
Trophy Dash - -  No. 888 Clayton Kerr 
Heat - -  No. 666 Bill Evans 
Main - -  No. 888 Clayton Kerr 
Hobby Stock - -  Jean Pearson 
Street Stock - -  Leslie Quast 
Win With Safeway! 
:~{~{{{ :~---: < 
Eva-Marie Sarich of Terrace pictured above right, was the happy winner of the 
Saleway/Dairyland Fly Rod and Reel. Congratulations, also, to our Moonlight 
Madness draw winner, Dodie Donahue. Dodie won a Safeway/Kraft Foods 
Mour~tain Bike! The five winners of a case of Pepsi were Evelyn Kontic, Rick 
McDaniel, Carmen daPonte, V. Douglas and Sandra Hedley. 
SAIFEWAY 
- We brb~gital] together,~, 
i i " ' i  i 1 i  I " i  / m | ] a  - - - -  - - I  
HI 
Ft  ~ 
I )  I I  Meto~nA . 
n u m l l . I  i m, ,Ku ~, . - ,~ .  - - - - . - - - . _ .  
, ~  ~ ~ me."  ' " " ,~ . . .  S INCE 1955 
TRANSPORTATION 
~S YS TEMS L TD.--~ 
• HI BOY 
• VAN 
• FLAT DECK 
• FORK LIFT SERVICE Sportsman Class 
Trophy Dash - -  No. 40 Danny O'Brien , i  ~ MOL • DALLY FREIGHT TO KITIMAT 
Heat - -  No. 40 Danny O'Brlen i i  
Main-- No. 5 Emle Perkins :u HOT • SERVICE FROM PRINCE GEORGE 
Hobby Stock 'A' 
TropbyDash--No. 669 Wes Patterson / []  RES, • LOCAL & LONG DISTANCE 
Heat - -  NO. 444 Phil Truscott : i  
Hobby Stock 'B' '~,  CHARTERS 
Trophy Dash - -  No. 444 Mike Bourque 
Heat -  NO. O8l Kerry ROSS • SCHEDULED SERVICE  ON 
Main--No. O8l Kerry Ross I HIGHWAY 37 N. 
st.,, ,,ock '.' FUN- FUN- FUI~ • DAILY SCHEDULED GENERAL Heat - -  No. 556 Dave Reinhardt [] 
s.,s,o.,.., I Slides & pools FREIGHT SERVICE FROM 
every Wednesday, 
2 for 1, VANCOUVER 
'C'ClassM=~. bring a friend. • DALLY FREIGHT SERVICE TO 
Canadi>n 
-, . . . , .  
I i '  ~' 
Erllnda O3H630 
Brenda-Lee 035-2006 
move the Welcome 
It the right person to : 
a place in your new 
RiGHT,PEOPLE... 
THE 
THEWORLD 
S .YOU I RS...IF 
PITCH-IH 
theiets toVancouve  
• i 
-: :'~ : " ~ , ._ ;, ~ "  
- ,  . .  : , ,  
~t:,t ~g~,  . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  . .  , ,  . . . . . . . . .  . "  , : .  , , , .  ~ _:! . - . 
>. .a  
s T E  . . .  
Un~d Van UMs 
,., ~UNITED 
~HUNITED 
i KITIMAT ~uNrrED TERRACE 
! c,,' 798 2214 EVERY 632-2544 635-2728 
After 4i30 p.m. all pools - WEDNESDAY! 2r2 .3rd  Street or 635-7102 
Kitimat 3111 Blackburn 
I and slides are 2 for 1. : :~::ii Terrace 
imlse l l  ~ mS ; i m l  imlm ~ man i 
'1 
? , ' ; ,{  
. L ~ _ ,  - 
i i i :  
a 
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Feature Home 
A 3 level split with a dou- 
ble garage, 'A basement, 
and 6' crawl space. This 
custom built home has over 
1800 sq. ft. of floor space. 
The main floor opens up 
onto a large foyer. The liv- 
ing room has a white brick 
central fireplace. A large 
dining area with patio doors 
leads onto a back yard 
deck. The kitchen has am- 
ple cupboards and an eating 
area. Family room 'off the 
kitchen makes for an ideal 
place for the children. A 2 
pce. bath and laun- 
dry/storage room and den 
completes the main level. 
The upstairs has three 
bedrooms and a full bath. 
The basementhas a finished 
rec room with fireplace and 
anotber room which could 
be a 5th~bedroom for a 
teenager. 
The back yard is fenced, 
has large trees, and is very 
private. This home is just 
waiting for the right family 
to move in and enjoy its 
unique layout. Definitely 
built with a family in mind. 
To view this property 
please call .loycc Findlay 
635-2697. 
%, 
. . . . . .  121 1 
B 
SALESMANOF ;i 
THE MONTH 
• RUSTY LJUHGH ~ :~ r:'i  ?il 
The manaoemenl oi TERRACE REALT~ 
LTD.- ROYAli LEPAGE ABN rooognlz~ 
RUSTY LJUNGH as the' ~outstsndir 
salesman for'the month of June, We ValUe 
her excellent performance m~i'se~l¢le'~[O 
the public In the field of Real Estate* 
Rusty's determination and. motivation 
have awarded her "SALESMAN OFTHE 
MONTH". 
CONGRATULATIONSI/" 
TERRACE REALTY LTD. 
MEMBER 
638-0371 • 
COUNTRY SHANGRI.LA 
Very sharp Bench rural raised ranch ranch-type 
charm, On 1.6 acres. Circular drive, Rout ceflar, 
lots hack onto Willow Creek, marketable timber. 
euick.sa]e: price.out! "$116,500" (9000067) 
8~eeda Eri¢kson 638.1721 
' MOUNTA N L VABILITY 
I B~oh tThornhill 2 storey 5 bndreom that does it 
all. Great 1amity area, gas heat, carpeting, patio. 
Large lot with large garden area, New gas fur- 
Ifa'ce: "$41,500." Gordon RomOton 635-9537 NASS HOME & ACREAGE 
Trend 9.86 acres with home of tog. Perfect for (900026) 
' retreat yet claso 10 schoolS, ctirdc and market. . .  
MLS Ca9 ~enda. 
. ' . . . . .  ~. [)EJONG CRESCENT LOTS ~ i  
~ ~  Searching for the perfect homo?? And finding 
i it's not ~t  there??lZ Consider this: you pick the 
plan and style; yon ehonse the decor & colour 
schemes; and situate it in the has1 possible 
SECLUDED ELEGANCE Iona6on 1or we.sent enjoyment and future return PARK.AREA TREASUre 
Laid.beck yet ~ealhtaklng. 1Vr storey perfectly On tnvos~ent, B~ildiRg lots in the Horseshoe Kieth Estates Sub~,'visio~ bungalow. Newly 
sited on 5 acres. Fireplace glow, 3 BNIVz ~aras - DeJonO Croscent with all services 
.. baths. ALSO "large.trees. "carpeting ?gas heat., Underground. Call now M[.~ : Jonl~e Collier decorated. Kitchen and dining room have new 
• country kitchen "(:lute1SS'eet 'parbaliy' finish: ~ :(90023) R'~lncnd to $2;4~90() e'acl~;'"" " " line: 'new ~ carpets tfvough', out, immediately 
- ; av=ilabla. $53,000, (900111) Please call Gord 
ed basement. Goud Value at this prCet Pflcnd at , : .  
$98,500 (900064) Brenda 
Verge Ferguson 
635-3389 
Hamilton 635.0268. Lakelse Really 630.0268 
iJ 
Brenda Erickson 
638.1721 
~9~~'  
Run Redden 
638.1915 
PUTS COMFORT FIRST • 
Residence with sp~ciat flair, Brand new, wood. 
Eatin kdchen, 4 DR/1.4 pea, 1-3 pce baths. 
linishad basement. PLUS "deck 're¢ ronm "gas ' 
heat 'carpeting, Take over immediately. 
$109,500 (9000115) Vorne Ferouson 
635,3389 
,~ ~ :~,~ ~;~i~,~':~ ' i:::~ ~ ~ 
SEMIRAHCH SPREAD 
Connby Thornh~ll raised ranch bungalow. 
Skillfutly sited on 9.5 acres, Just one owner, 
mountain views• 30x3O metal shop, corals, 
dding dng, hip roof barn and much more. 
"$189,500" (900071) Verge Forouson 
635.3389 
WORLO.CLASS ESTATE I 
Incomparable legance, 2 storey. 3 BR/2 baths. 
PLUS "2.car garage "quiet street "corner lot 
*skylights "mountain views "daylight base- 
ment. Priced ai$136,500. (900096) call Joyce 
FindJay MLS 635.2697 
PRICE APPEAL 
8dght home featuring real chang. Great lamily 
ares, tnee.lined street, gas heal, kitcMn ap. 
pliances lnctuded, washerf{Ryer Iscludnd, cur, 
nor lot, 3 BR. *$$3,500" (900135) call Joyca 
FIndlay MLS 635.0268 
COUNTRY GLAMOR 
Log.honne offedeg spono galore on 10 acres, 
Warm hearth, vaulted ceilings, 6 BR/3 full 
baths, liNshnd basement, large view deck, 
horse fa¢IRUes, PLUS 'couclry kitchen. 
$139,900 (87101) Joyce Findlay 635.2697 
(EXC) Lakelse Realty 638.0268 
PRIME HORSESHOE LOCATION 
for this 5 bedrcorn, immaculately maintalnod 
home. Presently bsmt. rented for $385 a month,, 
CoukJ be opened up to make one home, 
UOSla[rs, 3 IxIrs, wlw carpeting and laundry 
rooms. Futly leflced and landscaped, Must be 
viewed to be aplxeclatnd. Ready to move right I
in for $89,000. Jackie for more details. Ex. 
clusive (900062) ] 
m 
Jackle Collier ' .Gordon Hamilton Joyce Findlay 
635.2677 635.9537 635.2697 
How to be a 
Local Hero 
T ~  ~ lmaguTle a Canada where 
people make giving an important 
part of their lives. Where they 
make time in their busy day to 
think about how much they can 
really give, in time and in money. 
Where they don't wait o be 
asked to help. Imagine the 
rewards of being one of those 
people. Be a Local Hero. 
A new spirit of giving 
A 
salute 
to our 
bestseller 
Joy Dover 
JOHN cURmE 
PRESIDENT OF NFIS PRUDEN a CURRIE 
(1976) LTD. 
wishes to extend 
congmluhiUome to 
JOY DOVER on attaining the 
position of TOP SALESPERSON 
for the month of June, 1090. 
If you have any reel estate 
needs, would like Information 
regarding today's market or would 
like a "FREE" catalogue of Home 
Across Canada, please contact 
JOY as she should be very pleas- 
ed to mis t  you. 
FOIl ASSISTAHCE WITH ALL YOUR 
REAL EOTATE REQUIBEI~NT$, CALL 
OUR DEBT SELLERS TOOAY 
HRS PRUDEN & CURIE 
(1076) Ltd. 
635-6142 
SUPER LOT 
Check out this 75x over 200' treed 
building lot in quiet sBIxlivision in 
town. Underground services. Priced 
at Just $26,900 MLS 
ESTATE SALE - 
MUST SELL 
A great retreat or farm. 27 acres 
located near Cedarvale, 1600 ft. el 
highway frontage. Fenced pasture, 
2 storey A.frame with small lake, 
All offers considered to the reduced 
:pdce of $25,500. Carl Laurie for 
more into. 
DUPLEX 
This side by side two storey unit 
provides approx, 1400 sq, ft. ol liv. 
log space in each unit. Only 9 years 
!old and in top notch condition. 3 
~edreoms & lS/z bathrooms. 
Located in quiet area of town. Ask- 
in9 $89,000 call Laurie, 
RESIDENTIAL LOTS 
Close to the downtown core we 
have for sale two 66'xl 22' and one 
85'x122' cleared and level residen. 
tial lots, ranging in price from 
$14,900 to $19,000, For more in. 
formation, please give us a call 
MLS 
THORNHILL DUPLEX 
Hera is your chance to own your 
own home and have someone lse 
help pay the mortgage for you, or 
perhaps you are just Interested in an 
invesbnent. Each side rents for 
$5501month. Located In Phase I of 
Thornheights ubdivision, Call Hans 
for more information or your per- 
sonal ~appolntment to view, 
$84~900. MLS 
UNIQUE & SPACIOUS 
A great home for the creative mind. 
ed Many' unique and appealing 
features. Multi.level design but gig 
the side of a hill and capturing the 
privacy and solitude of over 3 acres 
MODERN HOME of natural setting which can he on. 
A new open design 4 level sprit joyed from the multileveldecking, 
situated on s/, acre overlooking, Many sky.lights:.pruvide natural 
Katum River. Private setting with: lighting. Sotadum and hot tub room 
decks to enjoy view and privacy, enhances the master bedroom. Ask. 
Located in quiet cu-de.sao near col. Ing $83 500. For more information 
lege. Asking $134,500. Call Laurie on the many more features, call 
or more info. Laurie, 
ONE ISLAND FOR SALE 
If you are looking for something dif- 
~ ferent how about your own 56 acre 
island located in the Skeeoa River, 
Boat access only dudng the sum- 
mer months. Call Gordle Olson for 
more Information. Priced at 
$45,000 MLS 
JUST LISTED IN TOWN 
Attractive 6 bedroom 1277 sq. ft. 
family home situated on quiet no 
thm street. Features 1 flreplaco~ 
largo re¢ room and sauna. Call Gor- 
die Otson for your appointment to 
view. Only $62,900. MLS • • 
STEWART RESlDEHTIAL : 
LOTS 
Four lots on corner of Eighth and 
Victoria, Three furs at 30'x100'. 
One lot at 40'x100' close to down 
town, Asking $11,000 for all four, 
Call Ted for more InformaUon. MLS' 
60's BUNGALOW 
• 1534 sq. It. ~4 bedrooms 
• 75'x225' lot .1 flrepisce i 
GREAT FAMILY HOME 
This home in the Horseshoe area 
could be ideal for you & your family, 
Features 1600 sq. It, on main floor, 
4 bedrooms, natural gas heat & hot 
water also attractive centraL brick 
r~rep~ace, i ne OOXT ~Z tot tS nicety 
landscaped with double paved 
ddvewoy. Call Gordie 01son for your 
appointment to view. Askln0 
$99,000 MLS 
FUTURE INVESTMENT 
Chock out this pdvate small acreage 
~arcal only a few minutes from 
town: Great spot to build your new 
home or relocate your mobile home. 
Property has some development 
with driveway, water system and 
building site. Call Gordis Oison for 
mere details, Great assumable mor. 
tgage. Only $25,000 
SUMMER RETREAT 
Comfortable. summer cottage In 
sooluded, area at the so~t h west 
ilUMI:, ;~nUl" (k HI:VI::flUk: 
Can all be yours with this unique 
set.up on fenced 80x200 lot .in 
ThornhilL Main residence has:full 
basement, 3 bedrooms and 
woedstove. Revenue unit has 
bedrooms and ~,,o~o,,uy 9~,,.,~.,,~ 
$375 a month income. Shop is 
20x32 and has concrete floor and is 
wired. Call today to lind out more 
about this property pdced at 
$59,900 MLS " 
COMFORTABLE BUNGALOW 
bungalow. Three bedrooms, Very 
well mslntained. Storage shed, Call 
today, and make your~appolntment 
to view this. home pdced at  
$54,0001 .~ 
THORNHEIGlfrS 
SUBDIVISION 
This rely effordsbly full basement 
home could be Just what you are 
looking for, Two bedrooms up and 
corner of Lakelse Lake. Vendor may one down, Natural gas fireplace. 
consider carrying financing with Fenced 72x148 lot ,with garden 
i 
• 1 wood stove 
Asking $59,000 MLS 
, . • '-: 15i? 
r ' ~ ~ 
reasonable down payment, Call Gor. area and fruit bees. Carport. 12x12 
die Oison for your appointment to storage shed. Check out this homl 
view, Pdced at $34,000 MLS _ _ . ~)doed to sell at Just $50,000 MLS 
Stan Parker Jim Duffy Laurie Forbes Gordon Olson Hans Stach Shaunce Kruisselbrink Ted Garner ! i 
635-4031 es6.0Bee 036-5382 638.1046 636.6730 036.5382 • 036.6810 i 
! ~ :~ 
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House Plans Available Through 
TERP GE 
BUILDERS 
CENTRE 
o 
3207 Munroe, Terrace, B.C'. 
635-6273 
[___11 1[ 3 
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HOME PLAN 
Smart Loo/dng 
F.zterior...Great 
Floor Plan 
DR~GN NO.  WP-10211 
Price Schedule 'C' 
This smart looking split-level 
has much to offer in the way 
of styling on the exterior and 
convenience inside. The overall 
impression once inside is that 
of spaciousness...good sight lines 
and strategically placed windows 
create this feeling. 
Width: 40'-0" 
Depth: 47'-0" 
Ma~n 6 Lower Floor:. 1244 sq. f t .  
Second Floor:. 766 sq. ft.  
AASTER SUrl"E 
17-6X13-O /~ 
. . ~ Bifdds 
BR3 I BR2 
10-0x10-4 9-8x12-O 
Second Floor 
MEMBER 
m--------- 
Associate Broker Network 
INDE 
, ~ ,  LIKE TO TINKER? 
Do it in this spacious insulated & 
~ ~  iO~J~~ wired garage, and live in this open 
beam 1272 sq. ft. 3 bdrm., finished 
~ ~  " up and down home. Nat. gas heat, 
fireplaces and paved driveway. 
Asking $96,500. 
CUSTOM BUILT 4107 BENNER STREET 
3 bedroom, executive style rancher Very well kapt and clean 3 bedroom 
with top.of-the.line leatures will upstairs 1 bedroom downstairs 
delight the most discerning pur- home. Full basement with rec. 
chaser. Vaulted ceilings, built.in ap- room. Very pdvate backyard and at- 
pliances, hardwood flooring and tractive landscaping. Located in one 
many skylights make this a dream of Terrace's best neighborhoods. 
home to acquire. $149,500 MLS Asking $92,900" 
HcCONNELLANO MARVELOUS o~ 
SPACIOUS COUNTRY HoME 2:storey, qiJatity home only 7 years 
old.~ 2x6",constrsction, 4 ,bdrs. ,th 
Open beam construction, 'loaded upstairs and 1 downstairs, oak kit- • Et 
with attractive features. Situated in chen, 2t/z baths, fireplace, spacious 
Woodland Park on 6.7 acres, exten, rec. room. 3044 sq, ft. on both 
s[vely cleared. Home is finished to a levels. Double garage; paved 
total of 5 bedr., 2V= baths, 2 firepL driveway and attractive landscap. 
plus large liv. and rec. rooms. DbL ing. Altogether a lovely home In a 
garage plus carport, $123,000 Call first class neighbourhood, Asking 
for more Info. MLS $139.900 Exclusive• $' 
i ... : ,~..  
Ralph Godllnski Sylvia Odffin 
050-4030 ; ' .638,04il4 
TERRACE REALTY LTD. 
4635 Lazelle Avenue 
638-0371 
FAX: 638-1172 
BUILDING LOT 
" "~ Cul-de.sac lot with plenty of useable 
space..68 acre in conb'ofled sub- 
division on bench. Asking $23,000• 
Exclusive. 
ADD THIS TO YOUR LIST WELL LOCATED ACRE 
3 bedrooms up..one down.rumpus, Close to town and with re-zoniog 
family and storage plus a cool could lend itself to a variety of 
room., two fireplaces..landscaped, evelopments. Presently zoned R 2, 
fenced, patio covered, barbecue the property is lightly treed, and 
built in, fruit trees, double width fronts on 3 streets. 
CLEAN & COZY 
Economic starter home with n.gas 
heat and woodstove is located 
within walking distance to schools 
bdck driveway, garage, workshop, A GOOD WAY TO START and downtown. 1160 sq.-ft., 
woodstOrage..a must to see .  Horseshoe location, approximately ~bedrooms and some recent 
940 sq. ft. of living area, 2 upgrading. Affordablel $49,900. 
PERFECTION PLUS bedrooms, nat, gas heat, located on MLS 
Quality shows throughout his 4 a 50x122 ft. lot and 16x24 It. 
bedroom two storey home located in garage for storage, Asking 
e DeJong sub.division with eat in ! $44,500. " IN THE 50's i 
European styled I~ffchen, brick 3§ THORNHILL ACRES Spacious non.basement home on 
fireplaces, quality plumbing and Beautifully treed land accessed concrete dngwall. Naturaf gas heat, 
carpeting, spacious entrance, family from Laurel street and can be ser- 3 bedrooms, small detached shop, 
room, rear covered, sundeck and viced by the Zeigler Water system, paved driveway, sundeck in the 
beautifully landscaped lot including Property extends to Thomhill Creek back, rear lane access and central 
fenced back yard, paved driveway, on the south.west corner. Asking horseshoe location. Listed at = 
carportnand storage. Asking $89,000. MLS $53,500. MIS 
140,000 
: i "  ! 
I1 
Bert Ljungh 
636-5764 
Joe BaYoesa Carol McCowan Chdstel Gndfloski ' 
635-1i604 798.2285 838-5397 
Coast to Coast Real Estate Services 
PRUDEN & CURRIE (1.976)LTD. 
'CUSTOM BUILT EXECUTIVE • i~ 
HOME 
has panoramic mountain view. : "  
Many special features for a quality NEW LISTING Doublewide on cement foundation. 
3 brms, n,g. heat plus wood stove. 
Separate garage. Situated on a nice. 
ly landscaped 75x100 lot. This 
home is in very good condition, Cag, 
Dave. Asking $44,500. EXCL 
REVENUE INCOME 
Side by side duplex has 2 brms 
each side and is In good condition, 
$740 per mo income. Situated on a 
argo lot, Asking $49,900. MLS Call 
Cave, 
RSHERMAN'S PARADISE 
Located In the heart of the Nasa 
Valley, 1 100 sq, it, basement 
home on 10 acres. Exce ant f shlng 
& hunting area, Apprux 4 mL from 
New Alyansh. For more lOrD, call 
Dave, Asking $57,000. MLS 
lifestyle. Drive by 5222 Mountain 
Vista for a preview of the things to 
come when you view this home 
with Jo~/. $129,500. EXCLUSIVE 
NEAT & TIDY BUNGALOW 
Its cottage like appearance is im- 
mediately appealing. A lovely land. 
scoped yard has fruit trees and is 
fenced. An additional opUofi is the 1 
bedroom Suite down. Call Joy. 
Listed at $67,500. EXCLUSIVE 
ROOM FOR FAMILY & 
BUSINESS TO0 
This Irg G brm homo is in Ira. 
maculate condition & situated on 
parktike pdvata lrA ac. property in 
town. A wired truck shop on in- 
dustrial zoning would be great o run' 
a business from. $92,500. MLS Call 
Great starter. 1,280 sq, it,, 4 
bedroom home. Natural gas heat, 
2pc ensuite, recent upgrading. Ask- 
ing $51,900. Call Dick Evans. MLS 
JUST LISTED 
Quiet street on the Bench with a 
mountain view, 4brm home, Ilv- 
Ingroom fireplace and natural gas 
heat. Large sundeck, carport and 
paved ddve. Asking $84,900, Call 
Dick Evans, MLS : 
PRICE REDUCED : ,  
4 bedroom, Aul  basement family 
home in the Horseshoe. Natural gas 
fireplace, 2 baths, carport and dou. 
~ le paved drive, Owner transferred. 
now asking $91 900.:Call Dick. 
I-'varls~ MLS . . . . . . . .  ; : .  
PRUDEN & CURRIE (1976)LTD, 
John ',orrle 
~ ~ BaD.BODe 
• Dick Evan~. 
1131,7010 
i: i : i 
Dave Reynoklz John Evans 
638-8962 
STARTER HOME 
on half acre in the Keith Estates. 
Three bedroom, non-basmt home 
with separate garage/shop and cold 
room. Asking $52,500, Call Mike. 
EXCLUSIVE 
ACREAGE AT LAKE 
Ideal for homesite or recreational 
property. Hydro & telephone ser- 
vices available, 5.42 ac. $19,000, 
5.13 ac. $19,000 and 4,9 ac 
$21,000. For more information, call 
Mike MLS 
THINKING OF BUILDING? 
Well, here's two prime building lots, 
Two 132x257 lots on a quiet street 
in the Keith Estates. Asking 
$17,900 each. Ca ti Mike MLS , 
BEST IS BESTI 
This large family home in Thor. 
nhelghts HI has too much to mention 
in this small space, so call John 
Evans at 638.8882 if these appeal 
to you,.. Over 2,000 sq. it. 
skylights, ensuite, main floor family 
rm. garage. $121.500 MLS 
PYMTI 
Live In this conveniently located 3 
brm family home located close to 
schools, downtown and bus. You 
can lower your mortgage pymt by 
$3251m0. with tim revenue from 
the 2 brm basement suite, Call John 
for further details. 638-8882 MLS 
Building lots In tim Keith Estates 
area ranging from .7 acre to 1 acre 
from~ $13,450 to $21,300. Call 
John Evans. MLS 
' ~i T,  
JOy Do, ver 
886.7070 
Gordla Sheridan 
1110,4781. 
VENDORS MOVING 
3 brm wag kept home with extra 
large lot, room to park the boat, 
camper, etc. Call Eflka to view this 
family home across from an 
elementary school. MLS 
ACT NOW 
and pick your own colors. 3 brm 
home with many modem special 
features, Home under construction, 
ready for occupancy by mid August, 
Call Edka for full details. EX- 
CLUSIVE With NRS, 
READY JUST FOR YOU 
House is ready to move right in. 
Newly painted and cleaned, Just un. 
pack and put your feet up. Enjoy the 
summer in the fenced yard with 
large sunny deck, Call Erika to vlew, 
MLS $77,000. MLS • 
WON'T LAST LONG 
Great 3 brm rancher on very private 
lot in the Horsesl'lpett1~325 sq. ft., 
track lighJ~,ill;~]JiJJ]ll~ths. Wide 
selection ~l~,qrees. Contact Got- 
die Sheridan for appointments. Ask. 
Ing $66,000 MLS 
NEW, NEW, NEW 
Vet/ appealing starter home in 
pdme Horseshoe location. 2 plus 1 
brms, full bsmt, 990 sq. ft., n.g. 
heat, carport. A must to see. Phone 
Gordie Sheridan for your appoint. 
mont. Askin{} $71,500. MLS 
CHOICE LOCATION 
Superb split level home in pdme 
Horseshoe location. 3 brms, finish. 
ed bsmt, eosuite. Very well land. 
scaped. Reduced to $119,900. 
MLS. Contact Gordie Sheridan for 
v!ewlngs. 
4650 LAKELSE AVE. 635-61 12 
,' Erlka Pefletlor 
D36.477~ 
i 
like Richardson 
63S:Sli09 ", 
i!ii 
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S CALL ]' TI,ON AD 
638-SAVE J  'BUY v"SELL v'RENT v"TRADE 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-SAVE 
DEADLINE: NOON SATURDAYS 
Classified and Classified Display : 
ADVERTISING DEAOLINES: When a Met holiday fall8 on a 
Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the doadllno 18 ThurBdsy 8t 
5 p.m. for 8il dlsplsy and clHalf lod 8d8. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE, B.C. VSG 168 
All classified and deaalfied display ads must be Prepaid by either cash, 
Visa or Mastercard. When phoning In ads please have you Visa or Master- 
card number ready. 
20 words (first insertion) $3.45 plus 5, for additional wonis. *(Additional insertions) 
$2.30 plus 4* for addHIonal wonls. *$6.95 for 6 weeks (not excnedlng 20 words, .now 
commercial) 
5. For Sale Misc. 
6. Wanted Misc. 
7. For Rent Misc. 
8. Cars for Sale 
9. Trucks for Sale 
10. Aircraft 
11. Recreational 
Vehicles 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! 
1. Real Estate 12. Motorcycles 24. Notices 
2. Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 25. Business • 
3. For Rent 14. Boats & Marine Opportunities 
4. Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery 26. Personals 
16. Farm Produce ~ 27. Announcements 
17. Garage Sales 28. Card of Thanks 
.18. Business Services 29. In Memoriam 
19. Lost & Found 30. Obituaries 
20. Pets & Livestock 31. Auction Sales 
21. Help Wanted 32. Legal Notices 
22. Careers 33. Travel 
23. Work Wanted 
Stadad Tams 
The Terrace StaMard resd~ves the rloM to ctasdUy ads' 
under appropriate h adfngs and to set rates the~lfo~e and to 
determine page lecitlon. 
The TmTaCe Standard ~ ~e dOM to revise, odi~ 
dassdy or reject any adve~ and to retalo imy answers 
dkectN to the N~ws 9ox Reply Se~. and to roiPay the 
customer the sum p4dd for the adve~t  and box rental 
Box rep~ on "add" inst~cttons ot picked ~p wlt~110 
days of exp~ff o( an adve~s~om Mii be destroyed un(e~ 
madlnO ~t~ucUons m received. ~ amwamg Box 
Numi~ a~e mquestod not o send ndO4mils ofdocumento to 
avoid loss. 
NI claJms of errors In edvertLwnents must be mce~ by 
the p~llsh~ vdtM130 days anm' the IMit I)uell¢lUon. 
it Ls aO~ by the a~ requestl~l space thet he 
Uabtlily of •e Tem¢l Standard In the evlml of f, llurl to 
publish an adv~t  or In the evtmt of an omr aplxiadn0 
In the lldvorHsmT14Hlt ,S published shil l  be ~ to the 
, amount padd by the advertiser for onty one Incomct Ins4~ 
' for the portion of U~ edverUs~ space o~Wled by the loner. I 
rl~t or groUted ne~ only. a~l thar tfl~e sludt t~ go lia~lity in~ ; 
' any event Greater th4in the m~nt paid for such ~ .  
1. Real Estate 
LARGE BUILDING LOTS up to 103 font fron. 
rage up to 152 feet long up to 12,700 square 
feet, 635.2148. 6p7 
TRAILER COURT -- TERRACE. 18 pads. Cen- 
tral location. Owner wil consider home in bade 
as pad payment. Call 1-656.9564 8c12 
DEEDEO BASlNE LAKESHORE 24 miles trom 
Bums lake. Building site, water, shed, root 
cellar, greenhouse, dock space. Firm 
$14,000. Phone 602-3209 4p9 
FOR SALE by owner large 5 bdrm home in ex- 
cellent condition on 8.2 productive acres. 7 
miles north of Vanderhoof, 4 horse barn, 2 
large storage sheds and a wood shed. Priced 
for rapid sale. Phone 916-652-0986 41)9 
3675 BALSAM. Has fireplace, 14x16' 
covered patio deck, jacuzzi bathtub, ensuite, 
and more. Asklng $94,500. Also 3672 
Balsam offers 5 bedrooms, nice family home. 
Built-in dishwasher, large kitchen with lots of 
ash cupboards. Asking $88,000. 635-7152 
, 4p9 
LOT ON MOUNTAIN VISTA DRIVE. Fabulous 
view. Askln0 $18,500. Phone 635-2315 6p9 
EXECUTIVE 1600 sq. ft. cedar home with 3 
levels. 900 sq. ft. shop with 16' ceiling. On 
5% acres in Woodland Park. Asking 
$160,000. 635-2315 6pl 0 
CABIN FOR SALE. Finished cabin of approx. 
imately 900 sq. ft. available for sale on 4.24 
acres of leased recreational property located 
on Scum Lake 32 miles south of Highway 20 
and 55 miles west of Williams Lake, B.C. c/w 
propane stove/cook stove and propane 
lighting. Finished cupboards and Intedor water 
system. No field or well. Lake has pdvate air 
strip. Asking $15,000 for quick sale call Bob 
604.398-7470. Property of 4.24 acres is on 
an assumable lease or is available for per- 
chase through the B.C. Government. 4pl 0 
3 BEOROOM MOBILE HOME with large addi-. 
lion, on landscaped fenced rural ot. Features 
include: den, playroom, expando tlvingroom, 
covered sundeck, 2 wood heaters, central air 
conditioning, 4 appliances, shed, chicken 
coop, garden, greenhouse, and fruit trees. 
Asking $37,900. Call 638-8621 or 635-9221 
3pl 0 
i FAMILY H0ME IN THE i HORSESHOE AREA 
3 plus 1 Mrms, full bsmt., N.G. heat, 
large beck yard, quiet street. $75,000. 
~ons: 635-9695 
Don't Miss This! [ 
3 bdrm. home in Thornheights. 
I Natural Gas heat and water, call 638-8896 
1. Real Estate 
EXCELLENT OUILDING LOT. 65x120, water 
and sewer, paved. Asking $16,900. Must 
sellt Near hospital, school, quiet area, call 
635.3986. Reduced for quick sale. 6p10 
FOR SALE OR TRADE. Home on 5 acres. 
Highway frontage, over 3300 sq. ft. Ideal for 
Bed and Breakfast Business. 635-5061 6p10 
FOR SALE OR TRADE. Acreage on Skeena 
River and Hwy. 16. Great fish]n 0, also 2 acres 
with well and hydro. Phone 635-5061 6p10 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE with acreage, 1350 sq. ft. 
on Halliwell Ave. Call 635-5535 6pll 
TENANT - OWNER needed. Available immed. 
Lovely 4 level split 3 bedroom home. Carport, 
patio, sky-llg,hte. Jackpine Flats $750. ruth. 
1-278-8957 (Econo Mortgage co.) 6pl 1 
WILL TRADE two 1 bedroom houses for pro- 
perty, land with or without house. Outside Ter- 
race city limits. Phone 627-8206 3pll 
FOR SALE or bade 1460 sq. ft. new home on 
10.4 acres minutes from town. Large kitchen 
with oak cabinets, din]ag room opening onto 
large deck 19'x17', living room. Vinyl siding, 
patio. 30'x26' basement. To view call636- 
7210 2p12 
NEW HOUSE 1or sale on 1 acre lot. House was' 
structured 3 yrs ago and never been finished. 
Has hydro, water, septic tank, approx 1,000 
sq. ft.. New Remo great for a handyman. Ask- 
Ing 30,000, 635-5406 4p12 
SUNSET BEACH - Low 20's. Just move into 
this well kept cabin, everything stays. 
Suitable for 2 families. 4 bedrooms, nice san- 
dy beach plus a 17' boat, 35 HP motor and 
trailer, Call Patdcla Birston 964.0728 even- 
legs. Doucette Realty Ltd. 562-3233 4p12 
HOUSE FOR SALE by owner. 3 bedrooms, lV~ 
baths, unfinished basement. Paved driveway. 
Good garden. Granlsle. 1.697.2470 4p12 
3 BEDROOM home in hospital area. Asking 
pdce $51,000 please phone 638.2063 6p12 
KITWANGA 4/5 bedroom bungalow. Vinyl 
siding. R.S.F. Established bourdlng kennel. 
Large 2 storey garage, rootcellar, greenhouse, 
lV~ acres fully landscaped. $59,000 049- 
5427 6p12 
LOT 15. Spring Creek drive subdivlslan. ~/4 
acre view lot. Asking $29,500, 635-2384 
• 6p12 
3 BUILDING LOTS 7/8 acres each across from 
Elementary Senior Secondary School in Kit- 
wanga Valley. Phone 849-5732. 6p12 
LAND FOR SALE - 11.6 acres with 3 road 
accesses available. Approx. 3 miles north of 
Terrace city limits. Price $27,000. (Terms 
available) 635-4600. 6p12 
4.88 ACRES HIGH DENSITY residential comer 
of Haugland Ave. and Kerr St. City of Tenace. 
ALSO 1.07 acres light indostdal lot 4.2801 
Kalum St., access from Evergreen St. also lot 
3 - 150 ft.x160.71 it. River Access, 2606 
Skeena St. City of Terrace. 635.6770(work) 
635.3995(home). . 2p12 
75x118 LEVEL BUILDING LOT on Walnut 
Street. Excellent water and services available, 
$16,900. Beat the GST, 635-2148. 6pl 2 
2, MoMle Homes 
HORSESHOE BEAUTY 
4828 Olson Ave. 
Totally remodelled, 3 bedroom, 1600 sq. 
ft. family home In quiet area, natural gas 
heat. A full basement, bachelor suite, 
FOR SALE 
Pine Park 
Rental Units 
14x70 mobile homes, 2 and. 
3 bedroom, stove, fddge, 
gas heat. Phone: 
638-1313 
2. Mobile Horns 
12x66 AMBASSADOR trailer. 3 bedrooms l~/t 
bathrooms, four appliaqces, new gas furnace, 
must be moved. Phone 635-2319 evenings or 
weekends, .. ' 6p11: 
1974 ATCO Siena. 12x68', c/w, w/p 'and 
fddge.$8,500flrm.690.7418 . ; 41)12 
12x60 Paramount Ambassador, ~owroof. 
. . . . .  ~p12 
3. For Rent 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES fsatudng 
1160.1300 sq, ft, plus basement, 2 baths, 
pdvate yard. carport and satsHlte T.V. 
Houston. Phone 845-3161. 31 tfn 
FOR RENT mobile home pad in Thomhlll. Call 
635-4453 6p7 
1 BEDROOM unit in Thomhlll. Call 635.4453 
6p8 
ROOM FOR working person. Board available. 
Phone 638-8293 6p8 
5 BEDROOM HOUSE for rent in downtown Ter- 
race. $050.OO per month plus damage 
deposit. References required. Call 635-7166 
or 637-5740 3p10 
OFFICE OR STORE place for rent, lease or 
lease purchase. Air condition, ground floor 
1966 sq. ft. located at 4639 Lazalle Ave. 
635.2643 orl.656.0365 6p10 
OFFICE OR WAREHOUSE space approx. 2000 
sq. ft. Good rent. Downtown Terrace. Phone 
Luc 635-6195 5(:10 
3 BEDROOM, fddge, stove. Close to town. Call 
635-3806. No pets please. 3p10 
MAIN FLOOR house on quiet cul-de.sac, close 
to downtown. 2 bed.room, laundry facilities, 
dish washer, fenced yard, covered parking, 
suitable for single person or quiet couple, no 
smokers or pets. 500. per me. plus utilities. 
835-3788 6p10 
APPLICATIONS ARE helng taken for a 2 
bedroom town house. CIw fddge and stove, 
wall to wall carpeting and drapes, no pets. 
835-3796 6p10 
2 BEDROOM BASEMENT suite, close to town. 
Fddge & stove. Working couple, references 
required. No pets please, damage deposit. 
Avail July 15, 638-8874 2pll 
APPLICATIONS are being taken for a 2 
bedroom town house clw fddge and stove, 
wall to wall carpeting and drapes, no pets. 
635-3796 7p11. 
2 BEDROOM TRAILER 8'x36'. Rent $280 per 
month. Utilities extra. NIg heat. Close to 
schools in Thornhill. No pets. 635.3475 61)12 
2 BEDROOM SUITE. $400. per month. 
Available end of July. No pets. Call 638- 
1094 2p12 
6. For Sale Misc. 
PIANO: Kimball artists console, model with 
bench, Like new condition. 1.695.6620 4pll 
celisnt cond. with power head, floor attach. 
ment and dust brush. Including 10 replace- 
ment I~ge. Asking $300 o.b.e. 632.4036 
:" ' . 21311 
Two finished ~dttions. Covered wood WOOD OIL combined furnace with some duc, 
storage. Approveo wond stove, Dishwasher: 0ng. r ~ ~ .  $120,000 BTU :400. 
and drapes. Call before 10 p.m. 636"2302 " 630,1665 ~ 61)11 
KINGSIZE water bed with captains drawers. 
Excellent condition. Must be seen. $500 calt 
638.8254 " 21)12 
TYI~WNTER (Feclt 1850) electric, full size 
office mecNne, three type heads, dbbon 
cassette, correoffon key, half back space, etc. 
Excellent condition. $600 fdm. 635. 
4237 1 pl 2 
STRAWBERRIES 
pick your oWn. 
636-3380 
Bakker's Modular 
Structures 
FOR SALE 
P~e.fabbed, wood 
constructed utility sheds. 
5' and 15' wide. 
RomB' to 25' 10ng. 
Delivered & Assembled. 
ca, 638-1760 evenJR0S 
6. Wanted Misc. 
WANTED a tandem stroller in good condition. 
Call 635.5477 1 p12 
8, Cars for Sale 
1986 SUOARU. FRONT WHEEL Ddve, tilt, 
cruise, AM/FM cassette, int. wipers, hailogen 
headlights, rear window defrost. Cleanl 
75,000 kms. $9,000. Call 638.8654 even. 
lags. tfn 
LINCOLN CONTINENTAL MARK IV. In excellent 
cord. 47,000 original miles. For more thfor- 
malign call 632-2452 7p7 
1985 CHRYSLER DAYTONA Turbo 2dr. H.T. 
Low mileage. Am/fm stereo. 2.8 Utm engine. 
E.C. with transferrable warranty. $8600.00 
O.B.O. 635.3565 alter 5 p.m. 6p7 
1973 VOLKSWAGON BEETLE. Great condi- 
MOBILE HOME PADS FOR RENT. One. for a.~ lion. $2000.000.B.0. Call 635.3605 6p7 
double wide mobile. Call 1.856.9564' i :i'98:3REN . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ........................................ ' : .  AULT ALL IRrdu" ,  q OOor. uooa  ru~ 
, U¢IZ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  bin0 ~oixtltion: V~j little rust. Asidn0 $2500. 
ROOM & BOARD for single person. Reasonable 
'cost. If interested call 638.8695 after 5 p.m. 
or Wed..Fd. 638-7283 (days). 6tfn 
BACHELOR SUITE suitable for single person, 
Horseshoe area, all utilities included, $400 
per month, available Aug. 1,638-8084 31)12 
BRAND NEW 3 bedroom home, natural gas 
fireplace and beat located on Kenny. Available 
immediately $900 per month, 638- 
8084. lp12 
WOODLAND 
APARTMENTS 
OF KALIJM & SCOTT 
CLO8E TO TOWN AND SCHOOl.8 
1 room $380, 2 room $450 & 3 room 
$520. Fddge, stove, heat and hot water 
included. Carpet throughout. Laundry 
facilities, storage space. References re- 
quired for 1, 2 & 3 bedroom apartments. 
, PHONE OFFICE 636-5224 
If availlable 
4. Wanted to Rent 
DECENT FAMILY of three wants decent ac. 
comadations. A.S.A.P. long term tenants with 
permanent job. Nan-Smokers, non.drinkers. 
635-3624 6p10 
Call 635.6785 6p8 
1985 FORD TOPAZ, 5 sp. Good running condi. 
teen. Askino $5500. Call 635-2900, ask for 
Moniqne. 6p9 
1987 Z24 CAVALIER. Bought in '88 50,000 
Km E.C. $10,900. o.b.e. 638.0771 6p10 
1987 SPORTS RALLY, 2 door, 5 speed, 
Chevette. Low mileage, only 43000 km. Ex. 
callent tend. $5500. o.b.e. Call 635.5406 
after 6 p.m. 6p10 
1978 BUICK REGAL LTD. Excellent condition. 
Never winter ddven, no rust, rebuilt engine, 
loaded, T-rsef. 692.7412 eves. 4p10 
1973 OLDS classic supreme. Parts for sale. 
Next to new tires all around. If interested 
make an offer 638-8695 after 5. tfn 
1980 OMNI very good cond. new tires. 
$2100. Call 635.3048 2pl 1 
1977 HONDA CIVIC. Runs good. Great on gas. 
$1450. o.b.e. Call 635-3901 2pl 1 
1988 TOPAZ L. Air coed, under warranty, 
good Gas mileage, duel power, remote control 
mirrors, 5 speed, manual transaxle. $8400. 
632-4243 6pl 1 
INCREASE M.P.G. without robbino power. For 
information package send $1.00 (refundable 
on order) to pakman Enterprises. RR1 Bums 
Lake B.C. VoJ1EO 4pl 1 
5. For Sale Misc. 
J.D. 350 LOADER. New engine, new backs, 
etc. $1400.00 0.C.3 Crawler Cut, blade & 
bucket 80% new. $5500. 32 ft. house boat 
• lifetime aluminum .has everything & trailer 
-$19500. 82 lade 2-door auto - good cond. 
$1500. 14 ft. Td.huII speed boat- 50 horse 
menk, bailer $2800. Clean Okanagan Camper 
-hyd. jacks, $2000. New Kuhoda rite plant & 
battery change $550. Ken Allen Box 161 
Granisle. Ph. 697-2474. 19tfn 
3f4 BED, 21 cubic ft. deep freeze,hide.a.bed, 
wood table and 6 chairs. Call 635-3382. 6p6 
FROST FREE fddge, hot water tank, twin seal 
window, custom made picnic table, custom 
made office desk, sterne. 40 W' new 
plywood. 635.7710 6p8 
ALMOND refddoorator. E.C. $650 CaJl 
638-1028 6p8 
AMIGA 2000 computer with many many ex. 
~s.  Call after 6 p.m. 638.1208 6p8 
NINTENDO GAMES FOR SALE. Paper boy $45, 
Simon's guest $45, Golf $40, Indiana Jones 
$40 Call 635-3823. 6p9 
WOODGREEN - 
FOR SALE OR RENT LUXURY CONDOMINIUMS 
4632 LAZELLE AVENUE 
Natural Gas Fireplaces, Dishwasher8, Frldge, Stove, Drapes, 
Plush Carpeting, Balconies or Personal Patios, 
Ceramic Tiled Bathrooms & Ensuites 
1/2 Block from Skeena Mall & MaeDonalds 
Large Kitchens, basutlfully appointed. 
1979 CHRYSLER LeBaron. Grey, 4 door, low 
mileage, full equipment, air conditioning. 
Owner moving. Best offer accepted. Call 
635.3986 6pl 1 
1974 PLY FURY III 2 dr, h/t, A1 transports- ' 
lion. $1400. or best offer. 635.6843 6pll 
1986 DODGE CARAVAN SE. Excellent condi- 
tion. Camping pkg., double bed, cruise, 
automatic, much more. Asking $10,000. o.b 
o. Phone 632.4123 6p9 
'77.76 ROYAL Monaco station wagon. Full 
elecbtcal hook-up, equipped to pull trailer. 
Stereo, tape deck. View at 3221 Kenny St. 
635.5476 2pl 1 
1986 PONTIAC Sunbird station wagon. Power 
steedng, power brakes, brand new radial 
tires. $4,000. 635-3277 after 6 p.m. or 
638.1900 before 6 p.m. 6pl 2 
1983 FORD Mustang convertible, VS, 5.0 L, 
5 speed. California car. No rust. White on 
white. Great condition. Kenwood pull out 
stereo, air conditioning, 70,000 miles. 
$10,000 627.0617. Serious enquiries only. 
2pl 2 
1983 TERCEL 4 WO. Station wagon 108,000 
kin. $7,000 0.b.o. 842.5436 3p12 
1986 TOYOTA SELICA GT Llftbask, white and 
Mack, $1,000 stereo, bra, winter tires, ex- 
cellent condition, $10,000 OBO. Call 049. 
5608' 6p12 
9.: Trucks for Sale 
1986 TOYOTA 4x4 pickup with canopy. New 
paint and tires. $13,500.OO O.D.0. Call 
635.4554 evenings or 635.4429 days. Ask 
forTom. 61)7 
1986 F 150 6UPERCA6, Auto,302 EF1, 4x4. 
Loaded w;1~ OptiOns, 90,000 Km. Asking 
$14,500; O.D,O. 842.8438 61)8 
: ,, , ,  
* I 
~;~ ' i~ ~ :i" i 
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14. Boats & Madne /, 
18' PACIFIC MARINER with 95 hp mercury & 
bailer, .CIW depth sounder; down dgger/ 
am/fm stereo. $4900,1,692.3480 4p9 
9; Trucks for Sale 
1986 TOYOTA P/U 4x4 G.C. Wall maintained. 
Good pdce 639.0495 after 5 p.m. 61)10 
1085 GMC OREWCAD 4x4; diesel, 120,000 
kin., excalfent condition, asking $14,500 
o.b.o. Also 10 it. 6 campers, sleeps 6, stave, 
Mdge, i furnace, hydraulic Jacks, askiog 
$3,000 o.b.o. Call 845.2805 days or eves 
845'2540 4p10 
1084 FORD RA-'~'~ ~ S Sp~," 
. tanks, $4500. 638-1700 6c10 
1980 MAZDA 4x4 cab plus, 6 speed, 2600 
c.c. Fuel injected, am/fro cassette. $18,0001 
Phone 630.1700 6c10 
1981 CHEV 4x4 step side. Lilt klL G.C. 
82,000 km $0000. o.b;o. 635-5554 6p10 
1987 FORD F250 supercab 4x4, 460 co. 
inch, auto, $15,400. o.b.o. Call evenings 
635~6714 6p l l  
1980 DODGE van, 11 passenger, $1500 
o.b.o. 842-6438 3p12 
1981 TOYOTA Land cruiser 4x4. Diesel, 
winch, rebuilt motor, new tires, new spdngs, 
tow bar. $7,000 o.b.o; Call 635.7633 or 032. 
2898 lp12 
1988 F350 crew cab 4x4, 351 auto, new 
radials, 21,000 miles, as new condition. 
$17,300. Call 635-9121. 6p12 
1979 FORD 4x4 F150 supercab, air cond., 
AM/FM cassette. Well maintained, new tires 
and lots of extras. Wired for camper, one 
owner, $5,500. OBO, 635-7633 or 
632-2898. lp12 
11, Recreational 
Vehicles 
1979 23' SECURITY MOTOR HOME. 460 
Motor. Propane, stove, oven, furnace. Three 
way fridge. Stereo. A.C., C.B., G.C. 
$18,500.00 635.2467 6p7 
1981 24' TRAVELAIRE MOTOR HOME. E.C. 
New 350 cu. inch motor, eye level oven, awn- 
thg, $23,900 Call 638-1236 after 5 p.m. 6p7 
1979 33 FT. SKYLARK 5th wheel travel 
trailer. Hitch included. E.C. $10,000.00 firm. 
Phone 638-0793 or 636-9053 6p7 
12' TENT TRAILER. Frfdge, stove, furnace. 
E.C. 638.1028 6p8 
CORSAIR 18' TRAVEL TRAILER. Rebuilt. New 
frldge, new opholstry, sleeps 6. 
Toilet/shower. Furnace awning, equalizer 
hers.S4000. Firm. 635-2122 6p8 
1986 17' TRAVEL TRAILER, 5th wheel. 
$5800. firm. Comes with all accessories. For 
more Info call 035-7400 after 7 p.m. 6c9 
TENT TRAILER, for sale 1100 sedes Bon-Air 
sleeps 7, fddge, stove & heater. Ideal coedl. 
lion $3000. Call 692-3758 4p9 
1970 INTERNATIONAL 6US. Excellent cond]. 
tion. Stripped of seats, but panelled for 
camper. Started -you  finish your way.. 
$4000. firm; 635.6205 : : 6p9. 
t987 A.T.V:'YAMAHA WARRIOR 350. Elec. 
tdc start, reverse, racks, loading ramp. All 
E.C. $4500. o.b.o 630.0771 61310 
MOTORHOME 1980 class c. 23 ft., kit. con)- 
panlon. Fully loaded, including air or roof, 
dash. 400 Dodge motor. 32,000 miles, 
$18,900 call 635.6790 6pl 0 
1974 27' 5th wheel, extra clean upholstery, 
caxpeting 2 yrs old, large fridge, a.c., h/d con- 
struction, hitch, $10,000 o.b.o. Phone 
846.5457 sat. 4-6 p.m. for appointment 4pl 1 
TRADE FOR MOTOR HOME of equal value. 
BOAT FOR SALE 16' bay fine,'. Full canvas 
Top, full instruments, 50 h.p. Johnson. Road:' 
runner bailer;E.C. $5500. 624-5591 6p10 
23 FT. FIBERGLASS.over wood cabin cruiser, 
mercruiser 165 HP, baiier~'dlckensen stove 
(diesel), VHF radio, sounder, compass~ two 
spare props; two anchors and ground tackle, 
madne head, completely rebuilt leg, lots of 
spare parts, etc. Located at Rushhreck floats, 
Pdnoa Rupert, pdce $5900..call 624.6570 
• 3pl I 
31' AFT CARVER boat. Ful~ loaded. With 
electronic gear. Twin' cu~l~ ns engine, 4 
BTM. 1-695-6698 41)1 !
lS. Machinery 
1979 NEW H0LLAND self propelled swather 
.12 ft. cut, full length conditioner. Air Cnedi- 
tloned .cab. Excellent condition. Also 1603 
bale wagon PTO ddve; Excellent condition. 
567-9027 4p9 
1974 HAYES 1977 Columbia bailer, Cummins 
350, trans. Henddcksan suspension front 
end. All .recent. Cerflfled. $17000, O:B.O. 
1-694-3655 • 4p9 
AR 7 PATRICK LOGLOADER. Overhauled 
motor, transfer case re.done, good tires, good 
mechanical condiBon. New set of Injectors, 
new alternator (spares) 1.694-3512 4p9 
1978 CAT 526 line skidder; excellent shape; 
many extras; serviced and ready to work. Call 
evenings from 6-9 at 845-7096 41)9 
1980 EXCAVATOR, John Beers 890, Good 
working condiSon, engine 3600 horse, new 
rails, sprockets and pump. $40,000. 
624-5751 or 463-5477 Pdnne Rupert 4p l l  
1988 JOHN DEERE 648D grapple,30.5*32, : 
chases, over 1800 hours of wananty left,: 
$105,000 o.b.e.; 1975 Cat 966C, recent -  
engine, center pin, front diff $44,000; 1973. 
Case 1150, 6-way blade FS winch, $13,000. " 
o.b.e.; 1988 Cat 906C, $23,000 o.b,o. 
847-5698 Martin 41)11 
17. Garage Sales 
GARAGE SALE, SaL June 30, 9 a.m. - 12 
p.m. 4712 Lsen Ave. Furniture, Toys, Banks, 
etc. 6p10 
18. Business Services 
HOUSE PAINTING 
interior - -  Exterior 
Clean, fast & dependable quality wed(. 
14 years expedenee. 
Call colisct Kevln Tumor 
849-5868 
i i 
T.D.'s 
•HOUSECLEANING 
4 YOU 
Please call 
.. anytime at: 
635'2023 
635-a,864 
1989 Dakota pu loaded. Air-bailer tow. Pkg. 
brakes etc. 9000 km 635.5843 6pl 1 
13"~. ~ ~ a y  fridge~ 
burner stove. Sleeps 4. Call 635.4464 after 5 
p.m. 6pl 1 
Three~$3500.waY638.1665 fddge, stove, oven heater. 6plG'C'I 
miles. Excellent condition. Fddge, stove and 
microwave. Call 636-4451 for more Informa. 
lion 6pl 1 
Features: Air, cruise, tilt, stereo cassette, 
C.B. radio, four captains chairs, rear gaucho, 
rear heater, table, new front tires, new 
shocks, 10,000 Km on new motor, runnlno 
boards, ladder. Must be seen. $9,250 Call 
847 9847 2pl 1 
1979 FORD 4x4 F150 Supercab, Air condi- 
tioning, am/fro cassette. Well maintained. 
Just spent $3000 for tuneup, With kit compa-. 
nigh deluxe camper. 3 way fridge, 4 burner . :.: : 
stove," with oven, air conditioning, toilet, 
hydraulic jacks. Beth one owner. Would sell 19. Lost & Found ' i 
separately. $11,500 for bath. 635-7633 or 
632-2898 .. lp12 
OLDER 17' travel trailer. New curtains and 
upholstery. Frkioe, stove with oven, furnace, 
MAN'S DIKE. To Identity call 638.1075 21)12 
LOST ladies round gold Dirks watch. Irdtlals m 
back. Lost momthg of  July 3. Reward. 
635-5885 21)12 porta.pofti, sleeps 4. G.C. Asking $1300. 
ca, o36.8477 6p12 20. Pets & Livestock: i ~ 
LUXURY MOTORHOME For toni. Travel In : .  • 
MINIATURE SHNOSSER yorksl~re terder i pups comfort, shower, oven, furnace, A/C, water, 
sleeps six, Reserve now, Daily, weekly, men- will be small and they don't shed. Ready to 0o : ~ 
$50. each. Phone 692.7066 after 5 ! of~ 
thly. 638.1468. 6p12 weekends. : 4p9  ~: 
1976 PROPANE F250, new radials with 1979 . . . . .  
9~/z ft. camper with bathroom. F.x- POMERANIANS C.K.C. ROG'd.:AII co, ore, Ex, ~ ! Secudty 
calisnt condition. Cheap to xon, $8,000. " selisnt stock. Make loveable pets and great' 
O.B.O., 635-9121. 6p12 watchdogs. Phone 847-5847 or 846.5878 for, : ~ 
12. Motorcycles 
1982 V45 Honda. Excellent condiBon. Asking 
$1800.00 Call 635-3258 6p7 
1981 KAWASAKI 750 LTD 4 cylinder, full 
morolnfo. .~. ,  4Pgi ~ " 
3 YR. OLD REG. OUARTER HORSE gold og. 18 : i 
HH sorrel green, broke, ve~ quiet, gentle. Ex,: 
cellent prospect for 4.h,.pony club, or ~ 
pleasure. $1800, o.b.o. 1 yr. old reg. quarfari ~i 
horse geMIng..Oolet gentle, easy to work.~ 
Peid fadng, new sprockets and chain, 4xl $1000,0.b.0,846.5537 . . . .  4p10 . i;:~: 
header. Very fast. Excellent condition. Asld~ HORSE SHOWSl 0setter horse shows AOGOSt : i'::i 
$1300.1.695.0477eves. : 4p11" 16 & 17. CEF open show Angust 18 & 19 ~'.i 
~ ~  More Info wdis Box 128 Vanderhouf, B,C.i ~:i~ * 
nd and Immaoulats. $6,500, 1.845.7309 VOJ 3AO or ca8 807.2497 or 567.4218 41)i0 ~i-~ 
eves 41)12  . . . .  ~,~;: 3 KITTENS to give away to OOed Iovlog home, : ~:: 
1 - '9~H -- Su-~"~u~ ~ ~.  A~ CAU638.0460 i '  " 6p10 ~ i 
$400, 1960DT 50 ,  YamabastrcetandbaO ONE fiVE YEAR oldgekllog;, oue four : 
$1bike',260,liquidCallCOded'o35.2821excellent con itlon.:~ AskthDlp12 gelding; one two year gelding; one one,ye~.,  i:i i i i  ~ 
oelding; one seven yoar mare; on# two year! 
mare; all reglstured quarter horses; must sell;; 
give us an offer, Cidt 045.2301 41)i!; 
16' EXCEL Stingn~Skl boat with85 hp . : . ; . - .  
engtheandsklhar.$5800635.7867 lp12  I ~ largo 690 sq. ft. family room and two car 
oara[,e gives you excepOonal value for 
$87,000. 
CALL FOIl AN AffOWlMENT TO VEW 
638-8084 
li I 
~ ~:~ ~ ~ ~ . . . .  1989 FORD F250 4x4 I~kup. Low mlloaO~ 25 Ilo MERCURY outlx}aM Good condition I 
w x x x x x x x x x  . $14'300' Cai1035"3717' days or 635"7623 $150~)obo 1.698.6419' 4p12' 
I Resident Manager and Security Entrance I evmnos; ep9 7_"'__"7~7.::~7_:'_'; ,~- - -~ II 
I Undercover Parking i 1982 OATSUN 4x4 p~p. ~,  6 ~- , '  ~:'--C~'L~-~ -  ~ '~ I 
I OrJ~,a D I ,na  t_'1,1 tlllltl t,~ t J  7 500 I . . . . . . . . .  nr0of 1 0w--r . . . . . . . .  '~1~" *'~' ~ll~Ve ngine inooam ~nm uelm, u,;,, . . . .  I I . .  vv  .,w.,v,,. ,¢v . lvvv  .v  , r -  j , ' I' ~ / ,  au • ~m u, samson rs0WJS, ,. SSK .'lOOK ~rdnne R.q~R770 bUS hou l 
_- I=.Q!BII,I ~ : I ao,nd m~Wic~:coad, Asking $4000 ,T~?','~ ''"n'".'"'7>::"!.T-~ :~s,j;.:.| 
I . . . .  PHONE.  IS l  . . . .  - -  , : .8o4-  - - :  ; - * - -  
, ALLBREE D 
DOQGROOMING 
/ ,  
" IL I~ *"  J" 
i 21. HeipWanted 
NORTHERN, MOTOR INN - We are looking for 
mature career minded individuals who want to 
be a part of a growing team that takes great 
pride in their work, Expeflence is preferred but 
will train the dght Indl'~idual~ who has a 
positive attitude and a desire to learn, We of- 
!r;,campetiOve>,wages and an excellent 
eneflt package. We are now taking applica- 
tions for the following positions: 
walter/waitress, store clerks, bartenders, bar 
walterlwaltresses cooks/prep• cooks, 
chambermaids, desk clerks, No telephone In- 
quldes pleasel 14cl 
, DORIS' COIFFURES, One qualified hairdresser 
needed with ?~,,jo 3 yrs, experience, Im- 
mediately 638-17~)4 i. 6p8 
QUALIFIED HAIRDRESSER needed immediate. 
ly.'Apply at ~e Hair Hut or phone 635.2993 
or 635-2753 6p8 
WANTED: mature reliable, non.smoking per- 
son to babysit occasional evenings & 
• weekends. Also full time sitter pending return 
to work. Phone Angle 635.4324 7pll 
CARING MATURE PERSON to provide compa. 
nlonship to physically or mentally handicap. 
ped persons. Requirements: Valid e.c, ddver's 
license with business Insurance. Wages, 
$5.50 per hour. Job starts in July for more in- 
formation call Terrace Home Support Services 
IL635-5135 Ask for Betty or Louise; 2pll 
22. Careers 
I 
N0rm's Auto Refinishing has an opening I 
for a 
I C0LMSl0H REPAIR TECHNICIAN Experience nscensmy, would consider a fourth year spprsntice. Apply In person: 4630 Kelth Ave, or phone: 631-30H. 
LEGAL 
INFORMATION 
COUNSELLOR 
Required by Burns Lake Community 
Law Centre, funded by Legal Services 
Society of B.C. Qualifications include 
some academic training in criminal and 
family law or equivalent practical ex- 
patience, excellent communication skills 
and an understanding of native culture. 
Closing: August 1, 1990. 
Please forward resumes to; 
Burns Lake Community Law Centre, P.O. 
Bag 8000, Bums Lake, B.C•, VOJ lEO. 
PHONE: 692-7534.. 
TRAINER/SOFTWARE 
SUPPORT 
Self-motivated individual v#lth excellent interpersonal skills 
ReeponalblNtles: 
• software training • client support 
• setting up training courses 
e.g. ACC PAC, Bedford, Word Perfect, etc. 
Salary negotiable. 
Apply In person with resume to: 
Aaran  Computer  Solut ions 
Box 2140, Smlthers,  B.C., 3876 Broadway Avenue 
2c29 
i 
l 
I 
I 
YINKA DENE 
LANGUAGE INSTJTUTE 
Co-ordinator 
Language Instructor Training 
The Ylnka Dens Language Institute requires a Co.ordlnator for the 
Language Instructor Certificate program, 
The successful candidate should have several yesre of classroom ex- 
perience• Knowledge of Dane language, language teaching end curriculum 
development would also be an asset. Preference wil be given to candidates 
familiar with'native Indian educa:tton,precticea and aborlg nellanguages , 
:: ~RamundmtE)n based on ~J'~tiomd experience in I..~lguage Inat~otlon/- 
CINIng date for appBoaBons Rlday, July 20, 1990. 
Rease ssnd a current resume and letters of reference to: 
• Personnel Committee 
~ c/o Mr. Uncles Piney. 
Executive Director 
: i / '  ; ~,;~*~/~  Ylnka Dene Language Inetitute 
I ,~/!~, ',~",L~ ~l~ ~ ~e~ R.R,2, Hospital Road 
~ ~  Vanderhoof, B,C. 
• VOJ 3A0 
Phone (804) 567-9236 
Woods 
Foreman 
(m/f) 
A key poslUon In our coastal logging 
operatJens, 
Reporgng to '~e Oannp Manager, the 
Woods Foreman Is renpo~dble for 
sup~vlalng up to 30 people within a 
unlordzed camp environment. 
Responsibilities Include planning, 
organizing and supew~on of falling and 
bucking, yelling, loading and hauling 
acUvlttes, 
Your background as a Career Logger 
will Include a minimum of five years' 
supervlsmy experience on the B.C. Coast, 
with extermlve gralPlde yarding knowk~ge. 
As an individual, you will be Innovative and 
willing to adapt to changing conditions. 
A Monday to Friday work week and 
year-round employment are some of the 
things we offer. You can choose to live 
on-alle In a oompany b'eJler or commute 
daily from the Port Hardy area. 
Please forward your resume, in 
conltdence, to Marcia Fudan. 
International Forest 
Products Limited 
P.O. Box 411114,1055 Dunmulr elxeet 
Van~uver, B.C. WX 1147 
Phone: (604)681.3321 (Collect) 
i 4  Kalum Wood Products Ltd. 
KALUM 
Kaium Wood Products la a new and Innovative sawmill in Ter- 
race, B.C. We are looking for an agresslve Individual who 
possess the following quailflcatlons and experience. 
- -  Minimum 5 years Sawmill nnd or Planting experience in 
Export Markete, preference will be given to those with 
knowledge of Japanese cuffing programs. 
--Applioant will possess a valid grading ticket with 
!7 knowledge of Export Clears and Tlmbera. 
- -  Applicant will be fan111tar with quality control procedures 
and will have a working knowledge of ehlpplng and produc- 
i tlon*co-ordlnatlon. 
Kalum :Wood Products Is offering a competitive salary and 
benefits package to the successful candidate. 
Pleeeei~ubmlt your. reeume staling qualifications and ex- 
~ perlence to: ' 
Kslum Wo~l Productl Ltd. 
i" i'" ']''~!~:'~ : P.O. Box 1048 ~i; i"/!: 
;~: • ]: ~*! ~-~,, Attention: Dlvld Rloe, 6lneral M ln lg~i  ;~ :~"  
~: A~I r~[lee will i~: held In strict ~0nfldenee,: :,':' ,~;,,::,.:':;.;/:'i.:, 
TION AD 
 BUY  ,'SELL  RENT  TRADE 
Terrace Standard, Wednesday, July 11, 1990 - Page 69 : 
I : " ; " "  ' ' :  : 
OFFICE NURSE EXPERIENCED 
SALESMAN Local medical clinic 
" FOREST TECH~ilCIAN requires an office nurse need to sell automotive equip ~ 
Location: Ministry of Foneete, Terrace, B.C• for casual relief work. ment and supplies for 
P~lltlon: Auxlltary positions are responsible for performing technical dattes REMA TiP-TOP 
DISTRIBUTORS LTD. in all aspects of forest management: work Is performed kl tile field and In the Please send resume to: in Terrace area. 
office. Included is enfomement and edmlnletretion of Mlnlsby contracts. 3210 Emerson Street 
Qualifications: Technologist SChool grad In forest technol~y with a $10.00 per hour and a bonus 
minimum of two years related oxpedenca OR Qrede 12 orad with four yeare Terrace, B.C. from sales. 
of related work experience. VgG 2R8 Phone (403) 279.8213 Caloary. 
Term of Employment: Commencing Immediately to March 31, 1991. 
Salary: Currently $1,042.2e bl-weeldy. Augual 1, 1990 $1,099.68. Aux. 
Iltary benefits a8 per B.C.G.E.U. Collective Agreement. 
Resume: Complete a Mlnlslty of Forest application at 6220 Kelth Avenue, 
Terrace; Reception area. SHOPPING CENTRE MANAGER TERRACE, B.C. 
We are looking for an energetic, outgoing person to manage and promote our shopping 
centre, which is comprised of 160,000 sq. ft. Applicant must be organized, have 
knowledge of maintenance procedures, be able to negotiate leases and service contracts 
• and be able to direct staff effectively. 
TERRACE HEALTH Applicant must be able to work with and diroot a Merchants Assooiatioo in regard to 
marketing and promotion strategies for the centre. Your personality will encourage 
cooperative relations among tenants and the landlord and be able to enhance the CARE SOCIEIY centre's pubflc relati0os In the communny. 
A minimum of four to five years experience is desired. Please express your interest by 
• INTERGRATED HEALTH CARE SERVICES forwarding a resume and salary expectations by July 23, 1990 In confidence to: 
Box 111, rJo Ten'ace StandaN DIRECTOR OF RESIDENT CARE 4. ,  La.Bo Ave., Tenses, B.C. VIe lea 
Terrace Health Care Society Is now recruiting for a Director 
of Resident Care. 
The position will assist the Chief Executive Officer in the 
administration and coordination of Terracevlew Lodge ac- 
tivities and assume the duties of the on-site manager at Ter- 
racevisw Lodge. EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 
A B.Sc.N. and current active registration with the 
R.N.A.B.C. is required. As well, completion of a recognized SA L E S P E R S 0 N 
course in Long Term Care Administration, two years' recent 
related expedence In each of long term care and acute care, Requlrad 
with demonstrated mansgerlal skills is requisite. Apply in person with resume to: 
Please submit your detailed resume in confidence by Fd- Manager, Mae Hamilton 
day, July 13, 1990 at 1400 hours to: 
Sears Canada Ino. 
Mlchsal Lelelnger, C.E.O. 4615 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Terrace Health Care Soolety 
4720 Hau'glend Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2W7 
. . . . . . .  :~  ...... phone:  638-4921 , ~ .Nor thwes  t .Communi ty  College invites applications 
" for :  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
ADDICTION RESOURCE 
WORKER INSTRUCTORS 
Our campuses in Hazelton and Prince Rupert offer a unique 
program which integrates practical and academic learning. It 
COMMUNITY  LAW CENTRE SOCIETY  Is designed to develop paraprofessional drug and alcohol 
workers, 
LEGAL  INFORMATION COUNSELLOR , , , s  of instruction may include psychology, sociology, 
required to work In Community Law Office counselling, English, nutrition, addictions, recreation and 
The successful candidate must: practicum supervision as assigned. 
1. Have excellent typing skills, Qualifications: A degree in a related discipline with sound 
2. Have experience with the Court System and prepare- work experience in the drug and alcohol field. A 
lion of Court documents, demonstrated aptitude for teaching adults is preferred. 
3. Be able to assist people with WCB, UIC, welfare ap- For more information call Hazelton, 842-5291. 
peals, and rental problems, The closing date for applications is July 27, 1990. 
4. Have good public relations skills, 
5. Have experience with book-keeping, computers and 
general office administrative duties. Manager Northwest  
Salary is commensurate with experience. Human Resources COll l lLml. ID. it]t  
Please reply in confidence, by Friday, July 20, 1990 Box 725 
detailing In resume work experience and qualifications to: Terrace, B.C. ' Co] l iege  
L'AX GHELS COMMUNITY LAW V8G 4C2 
CENTRE SOCIETY 
3313 I~lum Street 
To.co, e C EDUCATION ADMINISTRATION 
V8G 2N7 
Telephone-635-2133 ATTENTION: TerryBrown SECRETARY FOR DIRECTOR OF 
INSTRUCTION (Special Services) 
Applications are invited for the position of secretary to the Director of 
, u r j~K~,v~i l~(~,~ Instruction (Special Services) School District No. 88 (Terrace). This is 
LI/.  a 12 month position involving a high degree of confidentiality. 
The incumbent will work closely with District staff and there will be ex. 
tenslve contact with Principals, teachers and the public. Within the 
Terrace & District Community Services Society scope of assigned duties the applicant will be required to demonstrate 
Is seeking a dynamic, cheerful person to fulfill the a major degree of energy, initiative and dedication to excellence of 
duties of work. 
RECEPTIONIST/SECRETARY El.nUll Qua.caH0ne: 
This person is responsible for providing recep- 1. Demonstrated knowledge, ability and interest In working with word 
tlonist/secretarfal/general professional staff; receive and pro- processing and computer equipment. Applicants must have IBM Word. 
cess requests for Information, process mall, maintain tiling Perfect experience. 
• system, order materials, book meetings and take minutes, at- 2. A proven ability to work with tact, diplomacy and efficiency under 
pressure conditions. Excellent written and oral communication skills range travel, compose end type confidential car- are alsorequired. 
reapondence. 
3. A proven record of excellent work In a confidential executive 
Qualifications: Typing speed of 60 wpm, word processing secretarial position. 
experience In Canon or IBM, ability to work accurately and in- 4. Knowledge of general office routines and procedures including filing. 
dependently, ability to pdodze work, must display tact, Typing skills of at least 60 w.p.m, with accuracy and neatness are. 
diplomacy and cheerfulness with the ability to communioats essential. (A typing test may be administered.) 
effectively. 5, A proven ability to accomplish a wide variety of assigned tasks 
within deadlines prescribed and with minimal dally supervision. 
AiularY of. $1.82g/month with a comprehensive benefit 6. Discretion and confidentiality in dealing with all matters Including 
package is offered, personnel and student records. 
: ~l~,atione and resumes must be received by July13, 7. Compatibility with other staff. 
: le9O: .Stand to: Appkallcn3 (with nllUmll and ilfotefloal) wil be lCCtplld ggtg July 
"'~: *~ ' Babel  B~k 27, 1990 oddrll led Is: 
Administrator " Mr. Bruce Greenwood 
: ,: ~,,~:: errace & Dletdct Community 8wvlceo lk)clety 
~/ '  i i  ~ 1 .s=ts Zb~ Str.tt ;~ 
Terrace, B.C. vgG 2X9 
~" " ' :  ' :  :i ~;' I " '  " i - ! 
m 
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• • o 
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CALL 
638-SAVE 
20. Pets & Livestock 25. Business 
BIG BEAUTIFUL Registered Arabian gelding, Opportunities 
15.3 hands, grey, Shown dressage under Jr. 
dder, He's a stsal at $1800 1.694-3521 4p12 F0R SALE 0R LEASE. Two restsuranta InFed 
15 HAND 1060ro mule. Excelent pack animal, St. James. One with lake view, ticenced in. 
greeabroke to dde, 5 years old. Team of Gray ing room and coffee shop,, one located next o 
Percheron Geldings 12 and 13 year old. amoral.996.7510, tfn 
Comes with harness. 694.3376 4p12 BEAUTY SALON FOR SALE in Terrace. Good 
location for luther information call 
21. Help Wanted 635.7961 6p8 
IF YOU DON'T like what you're doing by BUSINESS BOOKS by mall. Hundreds of titles 
something else without leaving your present not avallabe in book stores. Free catalogue, 
Job. For appointment phone 635-3484 lc12 Wdte today MVMO, Comp, 18 Sit 57 RR2 Z1 
Smlthera S,C. VOJ 2NO 4pll THOMPSON PROFESSIONAL support services 
is currently accepting applicants for the posl- MODERN well-established abattoir on V4 sec. 
tics of on-call community supped worker. Ap- tlon of land located on Hwy 16, 6 miles from 
plicants must possess e valid B.C. Ddvers Rocky mountain House, Alberta, Large four 
license. To have worked with special interest bedroom house with sauna, pool, and attach. 
individuals I an asset. Please send resume to ed garage (adjacent to abattoir.) Package deal, 
Box 126 Terrace, B,C. VSG 4A2, Attn, Resl- Call 567-2949 4pl 2 
dent Manager, lc12 GAS STATION in Bums Lake, Good Ionatlon, 
BABYSITTER REQUIRED in my cwn home for For more information call Rosemary at 
Tuesday to Fdday, some Saturdays. Mature 1.562.1211. 4p12 
and retiabfe. 636-7683 lp12 KiTWANGA - Established boarding kennel 
CRUISE LINE OPENING, now hidng, Excellent business on 1Vz acres. 4/5 bedroom house, 
pay with free travel, Call nowH 1-682-5644. double garage, rootceflar, greenhouse, fully 
3p12 landscaped. $59,000 649-5427 6pl 2 
FOR SALE due to health reasons, Well 
23. Work Wanted estsb,s~d carpet and upholstery cleaning 
NEW CONSTRUCTION or renovation, form business complete with all equipment etc. 
work, framing or finishing carpentry. Your Reply to Box cc 4.462, Reid Street, Quesnsl 
work will be done dght the first time. B.C. V2J2M6 2p12 
630.8052 6p0 26. Personals 
OWNER/OPERATOR wants Job hauling lugs. 
Also has 966 loader available with truck,Call ADVERTISE personal messages in the Terrace 
VirgllStiller, collectl-694-3681 4p9 Standard. Confidentiality s assured. Phone 
638-7283 Monday to Fdday, 9 a.m to 5 p,m, 
RELIABLE HONEST WOMAN looking for 
housecleaning job, Call 635.3577 and ask for WANTEDIH 100 overweight people. We pay 
Barbara. 6p9 you to lose 10-29 Ibs. in 30 days. Call 24 hrs, 
a day, 1-250.9451. 12p2 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES. Consulting, 
pdvats Invastlgations, and technical secudty, 100 PERCENT GuaranteedZ 100 Percent 
consulting services. Phone 635-4936 6plO Naturall Can you find a batter offer to lose 
10-29 Ibs this month? More information. 692. 
CARPENTER will do renovations, iding, any 3839 4p10 
job large or small. Call 635-7794 7p10 ,, 
EXPERIENCED BUCKER has own saws, 4x4, 
fully equipped. Will travel, 1-962-7803 
41)11 
MOTHER of three children woultl like to 
babysit for summer months. Would like 
children between 3and 4 years. For more In- 
formation please call 638-1419 2pl 2 
24. Notices 
PRO-LIFE EDUCATION available to general Spor, ty if your not  
public; videos, pamphlets, lending library, a veggle at "40"  
dealing with human life issues such as abor- 
tion and euthanasia. Student enquides July 10th 
welcome. Call 635-5427 or 638-0382. 5tfnc 
HAVE YOU WORKED in the Terrace Area and 
not been paid? Write and give details to BOx STOP SMOKING 
251 c/o Terrace Standard, 4647 Lazelle Ave., 
Terrace, B,C. VSG 1S8 6p7 ~ ~ , o L ~ B  
Vacation Bible School 
July 16,20, 9:30 - 12 noon 
(ages 5 to 12 years) LASER THERAPY CENTRE 
At the 
Christian Reformed Church WITH LASER THERAPY 
* Safe .  Effective. Painless 
For more Info: calh 
Sue ....................... sss-s4ee Stop Smoking .............. $95.00 
Nancy .................... 635-9432 (Plus 2 fotiow-upe if needed) 
Jenny .................... 636"66B3 Bet Control ................... $55.00 
It's Freei 
Come and join the funl For more information 
and appointment call 
1-800-667-4379 
Terrace -- July 9, 11 
27. Announcements 
ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNCEMENT 
Neal and Betly Nordstrom are pleased to an. 
nounce the engagement of their only daughter 
24. Notices Shelley to Jamie, son of Rudy & Sandy Keep. 
mass. Wedding to take olace in 1991. lp12 
They've Struck Go,d, I 
~!~ Louis and Margaret Galr were I 
married 50 years ago (June 25,'1 
1940). I 
Please come and help us I 
celebrate this joyous occasion, 
Sunday, July 15, 1990 | 
1:00 p.m. at the Kin Hut I 
All are welcomer I 
Please bring your own picnic I 
lunch, Some refreshments will be I 
served. ! 
NEW CONVERSION 
DATE 
B.C. Tel wishes to advise that the switching conversion 
scheduled for June 28 in Lakelse has been delayed. We 
regret any inconvenience the delay may cause for 
customers who were looking forward to usino the features 
provided by the new equipment. B.C. Tel will make the 
delayas short as possible andwill advise our Lakelse 
: : . ,  . . . .  makeitawayof life. 
CTIC, N AD 
 'BUY r,"SELL  'RENT x/TRADE 
i n  
• LINE ~REFE~ 
-~~~.  ~- 
632 - 4333 
Open 7 days a woo-k 9PM - 9AM 
Answering machine 9AM - 9PM 
CONFIDENTIALITY GUARANTEED! 
This AO is p~d for wnh rund~ rused by: 
32. Legal Notices 
EXCELLENT INDUSTRIAL 
DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITY 
The Bdtish Columbia Bulldlnos Corpora. 
tieR invites Offers to Purchase the fellow. 
lag Land and Improvements. 
Location: Spruce Street off Highway 16, 
Vanderhoof. 
Legal Descdption: :1:11.26 acre uesub. '
divided portion of Lot B, except Plans 
11143 and 11523, Section 3, Township 
11, Range 5, Coast District, Plan 5931. 
Improvement Descdption: Fully facility 
former Forests maintenance ompound in. 
eliding administrative, warehousing and 
storage buildings. 
Site Description: Rectangular shaped 
parcel with generally good visibility and 
access on Spruce Street. 
Information/Offer to Purchase packages 
may be obtained from Michael Sampson, 
Real Estate Analyst, British Columbia 
Buildings Corporation, 3350 Douglas 
Street, P.O. BOx 1112, VIctoda, B.C. vew 
2T4, Telephone: 387-7382 (Vlctoda) or 
1-800-742-6152 (toll free) or Bill 
Woolsey, Government Agent, P.O. Box 
1459, 2639 Church Avenue, Vanderhouf, 
B.C. VOJ 3AO, telephone: 567-6301. 
: ] (~e :JTIl~;li,[,~.-l~:o]/,zo]~|q[ojr- 
: r '  32.:Legal Not ices  
• I AUDIE FLAVEL will no longer be responsible 
for any bills or any other deals made by Ntna 
irene Flavol from this day June 28, 19902pll 
Gitsegukla Band 
Contract No. 168.24,1 
Water Supply Facilmes 
CALL FOR 
TENDERS 
Sealed Tenders clearly 
marked  "Cont rac t  No. 
168.24.1 - -  Tender for 
Water Supply Facilities" will 
be received at the offices of 
the undersigned up to 2 :00  
p.m. local time, July 27, 
1 990  and will be opened in 
public at that time and date. 
The work, comprises con- 
structlon of an Infiltration 
gallery and surface water In- 
take system including ear- 
thwork, concrete structures, 
pipe work and site work. 
Contract documents may 
be obtained at the offices of 
either the undersigned or 
Dayton & Knight Ltd., Con- 
su i t ing Eng ineers ,  626  
Clyde Avenue, West Van- 
couver, B.C. V7N 3N9, on or 
after 1:00 p.m., July 9, 
1990 and upon payment of 
ten dollars ($1 0.O0) per set 
of a non-refundable deposit. 
The lowest or any tender 
will not necessarily be ac- 
cepted and the acceptance 
of any tender shall be subject 
to funds  be ing  lega l ly  
available. 
Glteegukla Band Council 
36  Cascade Avenue 
South Hazelton, B.C. 
VOJ 2RO 
The Board of School Trustees 
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 88 
(TERRACE) 
HAS FOR SALE THE 
FOLLOWING: 
1 Trampoline 195"x122" (mat 148"x87")  
and 
1 Trampol ine 178"x108"  (mat 72"x144" )  
These may be viewed by calling 635-4931 (local 210)  
Written bids should be submitted to: 
Purchasing Agent  
School  District No. 88 (Terrace) 
3211 Kenney Street 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 3E9 
Bids close July 23, 1990 at 12 noon. 
PROPOSED SILVICULTURE 
PRESCRIPTIONS 
NOllCE . . . .  
The followlng areas I~ve a proposed presodption that will apply ff approveJ Is 
ob~ned from the Ministry of Forests. The proposed preecdptlone will be 
available for vlewtng until Aug. 10, 1990 et the location noted below during 
regular working hours. 
To ensure consideration; any written comments must be made to Buffalo 
Head Forest Products Ltd. at Box 70, Stewart, B,C. VOT lW0 by the above 
date, 
FOREST LICENCE A16S84 
Cuffing Cut Area Amendment 
Permit Block Lo~Jtlon (hi) (yea/no) 
17 03 Oweegee 155.O yea 
17 04 Oweegee 89.7 yes 
Soticeto 
Customers 
The B.C. Utilities Commission has approved 
B.C. Hydro's application to amend tariffs covering 
extensions, new connections and other services. 
The revised charges which are effective July 1, 1990 
are designed to reflect better the cost of providing 
additional service to customers. Details are available 
from all Hydro offices and are explained in a pam- 
phlet titled Distribution Extension Adjustments. 
BChudro 
proud o/our service 
TENDERS FOR 
GRADING AND DRAINAGE FOR BRIDGE FILL 
(PHASE I), MILE 1~0.7 (KM 178.1) 
FRASER SUBDIVISION, NEAR ALEZA LAKE, 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
Work consists of cfsedng; supply and installation of geogdd materials; 
load, haul and place granular eject material and dp rap. 
Sealed tenders In the self addressed envelope will be received up to 
12 o'clock noon, Mountain Daylight Saving Time, Thursday, 26 July 
1900. 
Tendering documents may be obtained from the office of the Con. 
tracts AdmlntstrsHon Officer, 16th Floor, 10004 - 104 Avenue, Ed. 
monton, Alberta or the District Engineer, 602 - 299 VIctoda Street, 
Prince George, B.C. on or after Thursday, 12 July 1990 upon a per 
set deposit of a non-refundable c rtified fifty-dollar ($50.00) cheque 
payable to Canadian National Railway Company. 
Tenders must be accompanied by a Bid Bond equal to 10% of the 
Tender and payable to Canedla~ National Railway Company. 
Technical Enquldee: Office of Mr. David Lotocki, Field Conab'uctlon 
Supervisor, Edmonton, Alberta, (403) 421-6522. 
Tender Enquiries: Office of the Contracts Administration Officer, Ed- 
monton, Alberta, (403) 421-6382. 
The lowest or any tender not neceseadly accepted. 
R.A. Walker 
Senior Vice-President 
Western Canada 
Edmonton, Alberta 
BLANKET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
TheNAde ~ In the morn thin 100 N~pq~n ef the O.C. and Yukon O~mmunlty Newspapers Ausodatlon 
lind nmch morn than 1,600,000 ixXantkd loaders. 
$165. for 25 words ($3,15 per each additional word) 
AUlOUOTN~. iUelt lU~ PImONALI FOR eALK umc HiUu.'m - -  PlmONALe 
A~. .A~o Brakeak dlapeeal ORDER YOUR "LOVE STUF'P' 8 & N Home Bhq~n0 dub, VITAMIN DISCOUNTS. Since ~ '~ '~R~MEA 
_motm~:~vo~e~nd~ BY MAIL FROM OUR NEW ll~OOmKiittl~guumtsed. IgT~,offedngNghquagty-I~ TOXlCWAB'I'EDUMP? Lmim 
~ ,  ,eltade, .i~pdl - , I..OVERO I,,AN.E.OAT~. El ~.nowfofl~e.epp~aCpg- pd~ on VItsmine, Mirmrab, howyouelnthlnk.duldy_ a0aln, 
om~_ ,tpo~e_; . .~.._.,..Dpau_ .. Y.p~m. l lur~lp¢l~/mdNeU, eadl~a. (604)380.006g, 3211 Hod~n,B~iyBdld~g.~.WeioId Cdl.soO.FOR.11~rn.l(l.e00. 
, , IN r,m, Skt.ca~oamdlVlom,. FREE I~m ' 
HOME 8HOPPINW BEST SE- Tramlx~;ne~ Buy dlrad. Huge CATN.OGUE. Write: VITAMI~ r~rd ~ Inl~_ - - - - . . . . r~ . ,~ , . .  LC-~no., o~r~T ~..vc,:, 1~1~. ~ ~.  14. ,Guns OSCOUNTS. c~.om, =6o ~.~=~.  N~.=,,. 
,,,,,. 
. . . . . . . . .  ~ ' .~_~ 1010. ~l-frae 1-800-063-2261 any-  .P.u.wMw.u ~,,~p~o~wz~r. 
r.m Ira., D~, Wl, 1140 k-  
lamy Rd, N, #I, S¢ ld~h,  
Ontado, M1H 1H4, 
a t~ io~ in the bo~ul  zn~ 
Fo~o Fmw Vdoy 
ofOd0oh Oolu-ndd¢ wlgechakier 
d Ndouo effers for ~ or 
ohm.mdOonwa~/. P.o~toaox 
IM, ~o The ~o~1Nam0 
:14378 0ydl 8VHI , /~ ,  
B.C,, V'2S 2H8, 
Amkmoe nmaV husk,m. 18 
wUhe~ laundronm and 8 Mrm 
house ~ Pdnomn, Pk0 din, 
1126,000. 1/8 down, ovmer MI 
flmmoethe r~ Phme ,IO7.0737, 
R4teed, Kanlkx~e man, Fuly 
~ .  sxmmtm fi,h~ m 6 
~ PUun,mut, Sam ~m. 
D~ , .~, ,  Dealt, Wmdhw. 
dekOMId~ ob~llng ~pOIor d 
po~ run.ado, H~ = t ied  
~.dm~p ra~ tntt~ m.z 
mv~ ~111 be ~ kay lUl 
M,O00 and Iootud~ oPenln0 In- 
aptly, tools taxi traln~g tn tml~ 
~d~uweleac~lm 
m 11smamooeaahJIdoal. 
e,i'd1~l ~ mn u ollher fun 
EI~OA11ON 
LOVE NEAT. "ORDER BY 
B~rd. Nova~l.- 14 c~ocemb~e. 
~1.  m' Fi ~r4~lll~m~ Trade"'~'- Nc~hVsaoou~,B.O.,V/L1B2,MAL': -.I.~w~a Toye, Sexy Line I~R. 161Elat lid St., 
az~JImMo, ~ Oolooe, #201.11101-?lb~l,~lx. (8G4)687-1178, ~tbioadev. 
f l.O,o,.wH. eommor Clarence 
~ ' l  V;dor type. 20 ~B-I~1,1M for 
• - , ,  • . 
Aoonurdtng,2 NWnOlttsolng, I
m~ n~ -mw hundred. IR4. 
i Avdd GaT. P,,d Trmlx~ )n~ • tolHree 1-000.3S7-es14 or 
~ lP l rd~ & IIAOHID~Y (418T/61-1802 (xdscL 
1HE ULTImTE GARDENER'8 
b.idJor iamdam imlo, tl dam~k ak mwJr/._ em1~ . 
w..,. w=, 
~ '  ~ '~ '  ,1~^, . .  u ,~y .  o.c.. 
,--._.,:.. . .. 
:=" -  l i - ' - -= -= II 
cedfllcat~ includes free I~  
meat ssaimnoo. FnHHxcchum: 
604)681.6466, On RMTI,1120- ~ " " 
~gW.Pender, Vnnoouwr, B.C., MERRY WIDOW-34, 5N5", 
VOC 1H2. 1201b~, (9¢.29.36) dmmollnd~. 
tree8 n~ at am~ ir, aul Im 
HOUSEWIVES, Mothers and In. myflneneblaulvlNr. I ins pm'dy, 
vostm~n~ dolimdH or n~ney B.O.,Y084A0, 
¢d11¢6o~ Cd (010)20a-Taoa. 
r RKal. IIIrrAlil 
Cedllled mad~kd f~' amaH ma. I 
cidne chop in Fed Nebon, B.C. I RELAX COUNTRY LIVIH(~. 
Ful-timo ~ ,  (604)7'74- I 1,8,10 aom lots, WIN',hycko, 
7800 day~, (eO4)T/4-3~Wave- I tslephme, dyer view and dmr I ~ aomasewNa~ 
I 
bgonk oumr~ You muu ~ I 168 AORta, gRAND FORKO 
yo,r m pm~..._w_.ana.w~ I ms.  Od0~d nmh 
i $1, 
I~k~l l l k l~ ' fo r tho1900/ I  II ~M,m%~,~ 
~)I INIOn. R~m m~l l  m~.. I I I  ,w= 
eo.,orphoml.mT.sa , II i~ ;o ;~s~~~; ,~; ;  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i l l  . ~/if GO 111 I II 
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R.USINESS DIRECTORV 
W h a t ' s  Up ~ [ ;,[ ~ " TERRACE .EXPERTS - - ' IN  A GLANCE , '= :  i":: 
" " * " " ' "  ] ' I U s I H E S  S - - - - - -  . . . . .  ' 
Terrace hold their meetin~z on Monday nile 8:~0 p.m; Blue iii~ 
the second and fourth Wed. of Gable# Corr. lmtitution. Mort- : - ' 
lhemonth.~yoneinterested (~y'n i te  8 :30p .m;  Knox SERVICES LTD ::~'' 
in more information about he United Church, 4907 Lazelle m 
Kinettesormeeting~plemecall Ave. Tuesday nile 8:30 p.m. 1 ~'~ ~'  
Gaff at 63~.9253. Catholic Church, 4830 Straume ~ L ~ ¢  Terrace Cremator ium 4626 Davis Ave,~, Terrace -.. =.~::~':.i. 
. -~ , , ***  Ave. Wed. niteBeBinnersT:30 OF - I  ~ '~1~,  Directors: :' "# KERMODE'S Alcohol & Dru s p.m, Hospital Piych Unit. Ffl- " ' '~"~: ~" '~' 
program win be closin~ the day nile 8'30 p.m. Kermode JAMES WESTERMAN &1 DOUG MAC FARLANE ' -.'; ';;";:~;': 
following groups for the sum- Centre 3313 Kalum St. ' " ~ ~.1 ~: 
men Women's group, men's *****  " " 'i . . . . .  JEANETTE DE FRANE . _: ~ 
group, grieving group, teen LOSSES, either through ~ ~e l  ' r /~r~ _ , . , B~l l l~  . . . .  * ,; /J~/% j ,  ' ' ;  .. 
group, teen review (teen page) separation, divorce, or death BronZe ptllqueS 24 HOUR ":~' • & moil ,,merits wed. nite videns & gro.p. All tun be at~=eyo, may.=~ ad- Answering and Pager Service ~, 
will commence again on Sept. ditional support. If you wish to . ,, 
12190. Counclllng is still be in a supportive group, please Terrace, Kitirnat. Smithers , 
avaffable, l~nita Chalxlelalne join us the l it. and 3rd. ~ ~x~.)aaa  Funeral Service . 
A&D counsellor Wednesday of' each month, I . . . . . . . . . . .  Pdnce Rupert ~- -v  . , - - r - r -~ . Association .- i 
r j * * * * 1:15 - 3 p.m. in the Conference - • i 
"KITIM~[t'f ' '  & TERRACE room at the Mental Health 
Blind & Visually impaired per. Centre. Call 638-3325 for more I 
uous. We have a white cane info. 
club in Terrace. When in town * * * * * 
'come and have coffee with us, SOCIALIZING SINGLES 
We would be happy to welcome meeting every Friday evening at ,, , , =  - , 
you. Located at Women's Women's Resource Centre, NEID ENTERPRISES LTD D~.~ANE Resource Centre 4542 Park 4542 Park Ave. at 7:30 p.m. 
Ave. Thursday, 1:30 p.m. Info. Come out and join us. It's fun • 
contact Phyllis 638-0412 or andcoffce'sonlFormoreinfo. - SPECIALIZING IN ALUMINUM WELDING 
Felix 638-1285. .call Ruth at 635.9551. "MANUFACTURING FUN L HOME 
'dr * * * 'k" W * "k" 'dr * CUSTOM BUILT BOATS -- BOAT REPNRS i 
CCB/TERRACE AND BIG BROTHERS AND BIG ALUMINUM FABRICATION -~ GAS TANKS - -  TOOL BOXES I Box 247, S~/t-h~I'S'~B.C. * 847-2441.., 
CLuBDISTRICTneedsWHITevolunteersCANe, o TheSlSTeRSr.st A.O.M.ure nOWprovedUnderway.to b  RUNNING BOARDS -- BOX LINERS -- 10 FT. SHEAR • Director ~u~o3p~ er ^ ,,_ 3t ~_,__~::" 
assist the blind and vhualiy m. asoccesswith ,oo.  o,,o i ; :  n 
lions (bowling etc.) Also need. directors chairs. The next few JIM NEI " MemorlalPr°fessl°nalmarkersC°unselllr~, . . . .  , /' ~= L L~ I 
ed drivers to take members in months will be busy trying to ~ 7 ~  t / i  / (604) 635- 3478 I ~" Grave covers ~ 'B"~'~ 
and around town. We would get tota]iy functional by spring. ,[( =y ]~r  I I / I _ ~  4575 LOWRIE AVENUE I "|"J~ " ' -~ . J  A.octotlon 
really appreciate it. Please con. But, we still can't do it without ~ l  .~"~-"  ..... TERRACE. B.C. V~p ~ I Cremation eun. .!  
tact Felix 638-1285 or Phyllis you. Anyone interested in . ._ 
638-0412. becoming a BiB Brother or 
. . , . .  Sister, or if you are willing just 
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED for to help please feel free to join 
"Child Health Clinics" lm. us in this worthwhile project, f - , 
munization Clinics Tuesdays Meetings are held every tldrd SPRING CLEANING Summit Gloss 
9:30 a.m..noon and I-4 p,m. Tuesday of the month. 
Weighing and measuring *****  SPECIALS 
children, no lifting necessary. OSTOMY SUPPORT GROUP 
For moreinfo, phone the for anypersous having an $39 95  ~ Service Lid Skeena Health Unit 638-3310. ostomy or needing one in the Nor A 
, , , . .  future. A chance to share pro- PENNY * 
KERMODE's ALCOHOL & blues, concerns, information III MORE, ALL TYPES OF GLASS 
DRUG Program offers and receive support from VVe'II cloan two rooms & hall Cal l  me for  upholstery Store Fronts ICBC Claims 
Wednesday nit• videos, 7:30 others in the same situation. "ANY S IZE"  
-8:30 p.m. at Keemode Friend. Call Terrace 635-5905 or spec le l s l  COMPETIT IVE  PRIC ING 
ship Centre (downstairs). Kitimat 632-~951. Offer ends July 31, 1900 Serving Burns Lake to KJUmat 
aOpsn~lt°any°ne' Drop in f O r c o f f e  and a movie. AGORAPHOBIA* "k * *& PANIC NORTHERN CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANING CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-667-4464 
"k' * * "A" * DISORDER an,~o. =on,. 635-3944 Hazelton, B.C. 
ANYONe INTERESTeD in Do you experience high anxie- 
joining a support group for ty? or avoid crowded places? 
Step and blended families, call We meet every 2nd: and 4th. p 
Lee at 635-9055. Sunday of the month at the 
• ****  Terrace Women's Resource " TERRACE LTD. 
TeRRACE AA MEETINGS, Centre atTp.m, formcnand let's talk 635-6533, Men's Sun. nit• 7 women who share this pro- 
p.m. Hospitni Psych Unit, 4720 blem. For more info. call ~ : - -  
Haughinnd. Sun. Women's 638-3325 4711 A KEITH AVE. 
• Pocf~ble radios TERRACE. B.C. V8G 1 K5 
I . r . - -  :" : ..... ' .~  * Mountain top repeaters - . ~ , ~  * Satellite Stllee & Service ~- ; ' - -  e~IDLAN~ d~-  ,, . . . ,," Glass Medic Repairs 
~peclalisls ,,,, I.C.B.C. c la ims 
Nodhland " , .~o~.^.= 
~-  .I ' Neededo! ; , Communicalions, 636-02Sl. 
SKEENA CONCRETE PRODUCTS LTD. I . ~J.Jreams~ar, \fflustc,~ • 
; ~ ~-~~- '~ ~ 237 - Braun Street ! Division of East End Holdings Ltd. ! 
" ! ~ ' ~ ' 1  125 - 4800-4900 Lazelle. Z 
,~ * Cassettes " $10 95 
- . ' " "  
t ~ ~ ~ f  "wy.16,3100.3200Kenny) .ConcreteB locks  _ .Sand&Grave l  I | Albums $10.75  
# ~ ] , J~~'~J  ' ~  Need Summer Replacement ~ .Screened Top 8oil I I * D iscs  $19.95  
t ~ ~  for mule. ; 
• Surplus 2x41umber (any length) I I Z , :  CALL  NOW 635-6210 .~ ~ i 220 - V0hle,Agar, Kenny, ~. 
. .0oo.  ! _ lo, r,,n,,oot - .n , - - . - - .  
)!•": ::;-~TERRACE~ e3e,2eaSTANDARD ) ! ,: t~ m, 01dLakel~LakeOriveRiver,s Edg  Co.tractlng" 638-8477 | 
e-,.~P.-~ _ - - ~4 .  #112-4619 Lazelle Ave., 
Portraits Mat Cuffing r 
Terrace Family P0tlmits Posters 
I1~11 oo,~mt a c, ,= oo.~,mm @ c,~, phone 635-6309 Dry Mounting Laminating 
Mlnlltlr el 8tile foe Youth MInllltl d'Etat li hi J4unuu 
~. ~ . . . . .  ~}}~ t;easonable rates - -  hourly or contract ~f l '~  ~ ~ 
.~ .~ '~ ~ specialty buckets, backhoe, post hole auger, 4(109 Lakel~ Avenue 
~,,~ 8" bits, snowclearing . L,,,=.,m-m, 
they  work!  
~h the windows, trim the hedge, paint the 
~o k..'the list g°es °hi There are ~ 'reds °f °dd 
bs that need doin . ire a student 
• KI free up :)urself. Co, anyone of our Advertising Consultants todayl 
. , , , ,   TERRACE STANDAR D 
I¢ '~""~ - - -  Will cut down any treat i " B ~EINTRE <~,~ ~---------.~--'~J senv,Ns T,e URn,Ca An,, J "SAFELY" 
~;~'.,~ ~ $1,000,000 liability for YOUR protection 
~ ~; !  ,~,~,~, , 4647 LazeUe Avenue. 630-SAVE . s .~4oo 
! . J  
e'a 
4! 
r 
) " I 
. :; >.;):,):": , "- 
MACKAY'S FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD. 
Tenace Cmmatodum 4626 Davis Ave,) Terraco 
Directors: 
i/'>i JAMESWESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE 
'">' .'~ ."-. : JEANETTE DE FRANE 
, ~pm. . . '  24 HOUR 
:,& ~ Answering and Pager Service 
,, 
BANDM'RA _ . 
TRANSPoRTA TION 
~.SYSTEMS LTD...---- 
Dally freight ser i l©e ex Vanceuv l r  
• TeL:(~)~s,2~,2a " _ . , .m, .  
' I F~: (eO4)e35.71pz  ' , ~.ee~elml :  
, I~i , .... ,.: ...... ~.i~.:.;: . , . . ,  " ,  ,. ~ ..... , :i:i~ I, 
I . 
i- 
I' 
• . , : ". ; :. % ~ • ,~ ..:.,,,.,,;.,:,.: .. : ": .: : • y:.,..~ : -. ,..~..~.... . . _ ...... ~ ...... .." 
~"" " • • ": ' ,."-" , .':,":. :. : . . ' , :  4, ,;- ' ," . 7 .  . , ,.-.. .......~ 
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Cal studen 
Listed below are the students 
who were awarded credits under 
the province's Passport  to 
Educat ion  program.  The  
awards are cumulative so any 
grade 12 qualifier this year who 
also qualified in grades 10 and 
11 now has a total of  $675 in 
credits. 
These can be applied against 
the cost of  tuition at any  ap- 
proved post-secondary educa-  
tion institution provided they 
are used within five years of  
graduating from grade 12, 
Grade  12 ($27S)  - -  
Codnna Adams, Carey Agnew, Mat- 
thew Albert, Brian Anderson, Lura 
Bachynsky, Clint Baker, Suzanne Ban. 
ville, Sheldon Bennett, Dean'S oorb, 
Elizabeth Botelho, Sean Braid, Jessie 
Carroll, Linda Cuddeford, Bruce 
DeHoog, Ores Doeleman, Bernie 
Dnarte, Jason Dunhnm, David 
Falerdeau, Lane Fredericks, David 
George, Amritpal Gill, Leslie Gordon, 
Kevin Hicks, Timothy Hilcove, Paul 
Holmes, Heather V,tglls, Dana lverson, 
Lod Lynn Kasperski, Dalice Kelln, 
Margarete Koernzr, Trade Lemon, 
Patrick Link, Sandra Loptson, Terri 
Matthew Shinde, Alice Soarea, Elvira 
Scares, Krista Boules, Monlca Souea, 
Run Sparling, Danielle St. Thomas, 
Ryan Stevenson, Trncy Story, Gallic 
Swan, Laura.Marie Taylor, Teacey: 
. Ludwta, Klrstin MacKenzie; Wendy Grade  11 , ($22S):  - -  
M~Carron, Elizablth Mendes, Carolle Nlmle Aanandale, Christina Appler, 
Mlchaud, Mlchdle Michaud, Theresa Ryan Back, Camille Beaver, Nicole 
Middleton, Ginger Miasma, Theresa Blnaham, Jeulca Bowering, Melita 
• Newhouse, Jeanne Ogawa, Fellcla :Bracken, Denise Brehaut, Heather 
Olson, Jason Parvlalnen, Lanny Paul, : Bretfeld, Frances Brndie, Stncey 
Laurie Perry, Jndy ..Popp, Dallas . Bi'own, Harvey Bueckert, Kamaljit But- 
Prevost, Leesha Sabine, Vlcky Salnl~, • tar, Jnssica Campbell, Carmen 
Todd, Gary Ventura, Brenda.Lee 
Wiebe, Heidl Wlebe, Mike Wiebengn, 
Nathan Wlikerson, Daysun Wrubel. 
Fritz Wyssen, Joe ZucchtattL 
Thornhili Ele. awards 
Clllzenship award 
Grade 7 --  Laurie Kindred, Cheryl Ir- 
win, Lance McCharles. 
Pdneipal'f sward 
Melanie Dubois, Shane Clutterbuck. 
Honour roll 
Each student in grades 4.7 
who achieves a 3.0 average with 
no mark lower than a C, based 
upon the comparative Achieve- 
ment Letter Grades calculated 
on the following scale and no 
unsat is factory  General  
Development Mark, will have 
his/her name published in the 
term honour roll. Each pupil 
who achieves honour roll stan- 
ding for the three terms will 
have his/her name inscribed on 
a plaque to be placed in the 
school The following scale is 
applied: A--4, B--3, C+- -2 ,  
C - - l ,  C---O. 
Grade 4 
Warren Eichhorst, Dawn Thiessen. 
Pam Bennett, Joseph Cutler, ,~nber 
Russell, Christopher Vienneau, Ryan 
Miller, Virginia Buck, Cnra Hill, 
Tamara Harkonen, Laura Archibald, 
Jericho Bevan, Tracy Warner, Tara 
Sims, Rhonda Woodhouse, Shawn Kel- 
ly, Angela Boutllier, Laurel Payjack, 
Amy Stack, Jessie Bartlett, Dainis Bur- 
ton, Janel Reid, Steven Southgate, 
Tyler Thomas, Gisele Charboaneau, 
Tia Casper, Matthew Ridler. ' - 
Christopher Vlenneau, Tamara 
Harkonen, Shawn Keily, Jericho Bevan, 
Dainis Burton, Virginia Buck, Tracy 
Warner, Dawn Thiessen, Rhonda 
Woodhouse, Matthew Rldler, Jand 
Reid, Steven Southsate, Angela 
Boutilier, Tia Casper, Laurel Payjack. 
Grade 5 -- Holly Hovland, Michelle 
Wiebe, Michelle Demoe, Kori Kivl, 
Crystal Williams, Sarah Woodhouse, 
Man Taylor, Charles Parks, Travis 
Casper, Rhea Pearson, Aemn Reid, 
Danny Miller, Kristen Petovello, 
Kathleen Duffy, Crystal Ruchotzke, 
Adam Vienneau. 
Grade 6 - -  Joseph Hadley, Janie 
Ramsey, Bernadette Buck, Carly 
Belinz, Val McKay, Roxanne Douglas, 
Jeff Daugherty, Steen Skode, Selena 
Popovitch, Donnita Viennean, Jill 
Thiassen. 
Grade 7 --  Soren .Hedberg, Scott 
Long, Scottee Rootham, Tammy 
Bourgoin, Earle Ratcliffe, Monique 
Charbonneau, Krista Pearse, Melenie 
Mintenko, Tony LeRoss, Faye Coburn, 
Jason Yamashita, Melanie Duhois, 
Shane Clutterbuck. 
Citizenship awards 
Grade 4 -- Tracy Warner, Derek 
Hadley, Gisele Charbonneau. 
Micbesl Mitchell ¢itizeashlp 
sward 
Christopher Vienneau, Virginia 
Buck, Amy Stack. 
Citizemhtp sward (in memory 
of Theresa Peters) 
Grade 5 -- Stacy Alexander, Kristen 
Petovello, Adam Vienneau. 
Citizenship award (in memory 
of Laurie English) 
Grade 6 -- .Laura Carlson, Curly 
Belina. 
KITSUMKALUM 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORP. 
KALUM MOTEL 
-- clean rooms - -  friendly staff 
-- reasonable rates 
5522 Hwy 16 Terrace, B.C. 635-2362 
HOUSE OF Sire-O-Ghats 
- -  Indian arts & crafts - -  convenience store 
- -  Rosswood Potter  - -  Loacted in the Ter race  Airport 
Hwy 16 West,  Terrace,  B.C. (3 miles west  of Terrace) 
638-1629 
"KITSUMKALUM ROCK QUARRY 
- -  Ballast, Crush and Rip-Rap 
Box 544,  Terrace,  B.C.  
635-6177 
KITSUMKALUM RIVER TOURS & GUIDES 
-- two boats - -  weekly tours 
- -  advanced booking up to 6 persons  
recommended per boat 
- -  exper ienced & knowledgeab le  guides.  
Hwy, 16, Kalum River Bddge 638.3735 or 638-0198 
/ OF 
, JOY 
:/ ,~ ,L ,>  
.~,___._j, 
: J' T ' , : '  
Most deserving awnrds: Grade 4 -- 
Cara Hill, Patrick Jean, Chuck 
Sunberg, Jessie Bartlett, Shann Oliver, 
Kyla Drebet. 
Grade 5 - -  Andy Lukanser, Dan 
Miller, Kim LaRue, Jennifer Jennlss. 
Grade 6 - -  Donnita Vienneau, Jill 
Thiessen, Sherry Parnell, Karri 
Sunberg, Luke Bevan, Steen Skode, 
Janie Ramsey. 
Grade ? -- Shane Clutterbuck, Sherri 
Sunberg, Melanie Dubois, Ryan 
Monsen, Jennifer Neves. 
Learning Assistance Program -- 
Chris Vienneau. 
Service awards 
Nam Taylor, Vickie Normandy, 
asmyn LaVoie, Chad Taylor, Jesse 
uek, Angda Boutllier, Donnlta Vien. 
neau, Cindy Menz, Michelle Marshall, 
Lance McCharles, Josh Peter, Deanna 
Lambright, Linda Lockyer, Sherry 
Parnell, Karie Kinss, Trevor Kina, 
Leonard Beaudette, Ross Russell, 
Esther Koerner, Jamie Hill, Shawn 
Fjaagesund. 
Athletic awards: 
Grade 4 - -  Vincent Gak, Michelle 
McNeil, Cara Hill, Ryan Miller. 
Grade 5 --  Chanda Drebet, Ben Bar- 
rett, Keith Giesbrecht, Charles Parks, 
Frank Hosue, Jennifer Teichroeb. 
Grade 6 --  Liberty Hull, Tommy 
Munson, Trina Mateas, Joey Hadley 
Steve Belanger, Lisa Clark. 
Grade 7 - -  Dariynne Larsen, David 
Payjack, Jennifer Neves, Jason Ban. 
ville, Christina Losier. 
Sportsmanship awards: 
Grade 4 - -  Tia Casper, Shane Burke, 
Jessy Allan, Laura Archibald. 
Grade 5 --  Rhea Pearson, Travis 
Casper, Calvin Giesbrecht, Kyle King, 
Kelly Pequin, Jeramiah Riopka. 
Grade 6 -- Jeff Daugherty, Keri 
Brown, Linda Lockyer, James Brad- 
ford, Sheryl Julseth, Steve Belanger. 
Grade 7 - -  Ryan Monsen, Tammy 
Beurgoin, Bob Smith, Alene Petovello. 
Library award 
Micheile Wiebe. 
Sclenes fair nchlevement award: 
Travis Casper. 
Academic excdlenee awards 
Grade 4 ~ Laura Archihald, Warren 
Eiehhorst, Tara Sims, Amy Stack, 
Skeena 
honour 
roll 
El ig ib i l i ty  is calculated on the 
basis of 5=A,  4=B,  3=C+,  
2=C,  and I=C- .  Categories 
are: Honours  - -  4.375 - -  5.0, 
Meritorious Achievement - -  
4.25 - -  4.375, Honourable 
Mention - -  4.00 - -  4.25. 
Grade 8 
Honours: Theresa Anderson, Dab 
Casey, Thomas Cowell, Binh Du, 
Stephen Fleming, Dawn Halght, Brandy 
Hanson, Shannon Henderson, Erik 
Hernes, Leanne Hidber, Clare Jerm- 
]ngs, Pauline Lepp, Phung S. Liu, Jen- 
nifer McMynn, Leslie McQuade, Julia 
Middleton, Byron Mikaloff, Depak 
Parser, Hannah Rensby, Lara Tessaro, 
Dawn Thomsan, Suzannah Vandevelde, 
Anne Va. 
Meritorious Achievement: Suki 
Dhillon, Sendra Mantel, Sonita Nahal, 
Upasna Ramsundhar, Alden Sheridan, 
Deborah Stainton, Natasha Young. 
Honourable Mention: Shane DeJong, 
Lena Geier, Jennifer Meeks, Rajbir 
Sanghera, Jillian Smith, Michael 
Talstra. 
Grade 9 
Honours: Ngalo Beausolell, Curtis 
Bretherick, Sunny Deol, Beo-Van Diep, 
Tlen Du, Anna-Marie Grnham, 
Stephanie Hynes, Erica Jennings, Rob- 
bie Larmour, Kenna Miskelly, Jackie 
Palmu, Kale Pnuls, Anthony Roodzant, 
Parmpal Sandhu, Jon Shepherd, Kezia 
Sinkewicz, Brenda Wiebe, Danyel Zilin- 
ski. 
Medtodnus AcMevement: Christine 
Morrison, Julia Tdxiera. 
Honoureble Mention: Catherine 
Cann, Shawn Carson, Cathy Dlckson, 
Jason Dvorak, Mar~u'et Favda, Shan- 
non Hamhuis, Emily Henderson, 
Mop.lea Malhotra, Sheldon Mclnnes, 
Fraser McKay, Manpreet Parmar, Ben- 
jamin Praught. 
Grade l0 
Hnnoun: Carl Anderson, Meredith 
Cramptnn, Jason Elorza, Alnyne 
Fldschmann, Angola Henszel, Barbara 
Kuzyk, Theresa Laderoute, Lung Liu, 
Kevin Oates, Joseph Pelletier, Matthew 
Phtiilps, Roy,PteyRr, Robin Sharpies, 
Kyln Stevenson, Chris Wilkinson, 
Mefltoflom Achievenent: Bflan Cox, 
Dawson Kelln, Wendy McL~cldem, 
Mark Neeve, Terry Vu, Chad Wilson. 
Hennumble Mention: Link Baker, 
Bobby Basanti, Fatima ~tetho, Bee  
Long Dlep, Shawn Giesbrecht, Ambur 
Hall, Natalie Mkhaud, Su=u~e Mlskd- 
ly, Kip Parsons, Nancy Persia, Mellon 
Reid. 
~j~ BIb/'l'lklm: Ashtyn Kylln Grace '
On, & ~ d att~: July I ,  1990 at 6:38 prn 
W~bt: 7 Ibs. 8 oz. Bax: Female 
~ Panlnll: Denis & CaMi Huscroft 
Baby's Name: Sheena Co~rtney/~odl Made M~an 
. : ' ~ l&11~l10kt l~ Ju lyS ,  1990 at 8:15 m 
i :: "WlI I~ 7 bs. 3 oz. Bax:.'Female 
:: : , : :  : Pmlntl: Angel R. M0~gan 
..... BaWl Name: Llndsey Made Kuemper 
': kN & "time d IMh: July 1, 1990 at 5:45 pm 
t WallM: 8 lhe, 1 oz. Bax: Female 
PimP: L0me & Kmn Kuemper 
BaWl Name: Heather Gllllan Crmm 
Date & TI~ d In: June ~9, 1990 at 3:57 pm ,. 
Wldlkt: 0 Ihe. 11 oz, IIx: Female 
Pr iMe:  David & 01111an Cramm 
Cebullak, Melanle Clayton, Mlcha d 
Cobum, Loretta' Colilnson, Hinole Col- 
lhnn;Bob Cuddefnrd, Sarah I)eLcenw, 
Carl Devost, Rick Dhami, Chad Ed. 
.monde, David Edmonds, Many Eisner, 
Chad Elwood. Karen Erstllng, Gerald 
Fell, Nicole Flck,'Sylvaln Gagnon, Ken 
Gieabrecht, Lakwinder Gill, Chris 
Gdeve,. Cindy Hall, David Hamhuh, 
Tr0Y~Haeaen, Dean Homer, Krlsta 
lverson, Vesna Kontic, Richard Korea, 
Jason Kronur, Devon Kuiper, Linda" 
Lngac¢, Keven Letawske, Kyle Lindsay, 
Erica Lloyd.Jones, Scott Loptson, .. 
T-Jay MacKenzie, Sylvie Mageau, 
Lucas Malkaper, Dave Mantel, Statue 
Martin, Wendy Mendel, Brunt Neeve. 
Shelley O'Bden, Kannin Osei-Tutu, 
Kyla Palagian, Mike Parker, Amandeep 
Parmar, Ansela Parmar, Gary Peden, 
Jason Petho, Shamman Ramsundhar, 
Charlotte Relter, Ansela Ryan, Danny 
Scai'borough, David Shepherd, 
Brnnagh Sheridan, Alison Siemens, 
Wade Steele, James Stein, Paul 
Strangway, Deanna Thaln, Tracey 
Tomes, Kdstine Torgalson, Kenna Tur- 
cotte. Kathryn Van Herk, Staccy 
Vanderlee, Dwayne Venema, Lla 
Wandl, Wayne Weidner, Lee Wllker-, 
son, Scott Wilson, Cindy Wlsn/ewski, 
Dave Wolfe, Todd Worobcy, Chad 
Zlesler. 
Grad 10 ($1"/5) -- 
Raymond Cretie~, Heather Dreger, 
Lyrme Hallman, Leila Jormanaiann, 
Tami Morita, Mark Perrin, Randy 
Sousa, Dennis Venema, David Western. 
S UMBER 
LODGE 
TERRACE 
4702 Lakelse Avenue 
Phone 6356302 
Licensed Premises 
HOURS: 
Weekdays 
8 :30 a.rn. - 8 :30  p,m. 
Saturday 
7:00 a.m. - 8 :30  p'm. 
Sunday 
8 :00  a.m. - 8 :00 p.m. 
6000 FAMILY DINING AT 
REASONABLE PRICES 
;: NEW LOG HOME FOR SALi=/!I r I 
~:.:'by Lun ler  Log Homes Ltd. , ~ I 
' ~ ~ ~  ~ bsmt . .  ~ . 
- Covered porch S < 
,~ ,~. . ,~ i :~  ~ ~'  sundeol~ on ,S. " , 
~ ~ ~  ~ ~,  acres, pmpbdywilh 
- ' - ' - " '~T ' - - -= '~=~ =';': "-'=" trees. : < 
I Located at Spring Creek Heights subdlvlalon by:thecollege,: 
Come and see our high standard of workmanahlp. Bu~'/::I 
directly from the contractor and eave thousands of dollera: 
For more Information phone 635-7400 "::: 
I 
1VIIRYDA¥ 
LOW PRICE 
$699. 
ISAVE MUSIC  SALE O MOUNT 
• an" RESORTLTD 
July 11 ; 17 J / 
n i  -H .e  798 22141 :. 
. . . . . . . .  ' i'~ i:i~ ~ .":: 
. . . .  , . . . .  , ] I 'I .- i I I i , . . . . . .  , . ! , ,  ,~// .... 
< , . 
TOURNEDOS 
JARDINIERE 
Sauce Benmalse Tie 
Rlet Steak In a smaller 
cut broiled to your 
perferenoe. Served with 
oerrotn, peas end 
cauliflower, Duchess 
Potato and Sauce Bear. 
nallN). 
" - - imamlamlm 
All dishes are prepared fresh while 
you walt, so relax and enjoy an. 
evening of fine dining at Its best In our 
elegant new. dining room. 
• Reaervatl0na Recommended 
Summer Hours Starting July 10 
Mon. - 8st. 6 pm • 11 pm 
Sunday 5 pm * 10 pm h 
MINI 
KEBABS 
Your choice of tender 
chunkn of beef or 
chk:ken with vegetable 
plecns madnaled end 
char.broiled. 
ORLEANS 
SALAD 
Grapefruit, grapes, 
oranges, pineapple, 
bananas, pests, served 
on lettuce leaves sur. 
rounded with lemon 
ellcea. 
